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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read

DOMAIN NAME FOR SALE

Frenchcarp.com
A fantastic opportunity to purchase
a very popular domain name.

Established domain used for advertising French carp fishing holidays,
bait companies, tackle companies, bait boats and for selling fisheries.
Only £2000

Email: Turnerp@orange.fr for more information

A little early but Merry Christmas everyone! let’s hope it’s a good one after
the previous two sad affairs, not being able to spend time with our love ones
due to the dreaded virus. As I write this Europe is in turmoil, with riots across
Holland and Belgium and most of the other countries about to enter another
lock down. Terrible times indeed. Let’s just take a minute to think of those
who will not be around this Christmas due to Covid and pray our family and
friends stay safe over the coming months.
So, where do I start with our Christmas BC? It’s got to be those carp
catching machines Barry and Benn OConnor and the first of at least three
cracking articles to end 2021 and start the new year. First up, a monster
common for Benn with pieces on Cottingham and Bluebell already prepped
ready to go. I say at least three because if you are following Barry on Face
Book this week, he is smashing it up and I would not be surprised to see
article number four heading my way early December.
All the rest of the articles in this issue have come from people I have
contacted after hearing of their great results, unlike prolific writer Barry who
has been a regular writer for Big Carp for decades, for many this will be their
first go at writing an article. Some turn away from my requests for a story but
for those who do say yes, I can honestly say that everyone enjoys the experience, especially seeing their results in the mags. So, give it a go is my advice,
you might be surprised how much you enjoy it. One such first timer is
Brummie Dave Smith who took the time to tell us about his Year to
Remember, and what a year it was!
Russel Webb is back again with his regular spot , his September at Diary
Bluebell Lakes. OMG can this man catch’um. I have followed Russell’s adventures over the years and really admire his dedicated approach, his attention to
detail and his attitude to carp fishing. You never heart a bad word about this
likable carper and who could argue that he is up there with the best of them.
Add to these Kevin Haskins at Dinton White Swan, Tim Thornton at
Melbury and Harry Almond at Keer Lake and I am sure you would agree our
writers have stepped up to the plate and given us a superb Christmas line up.
Thanks guys.
I hope you have been enjoying our 2 free monthly carp magazines, Big Carp
and Free Line, see them both here - www.freelinemagazine.com
Now I need your help!
Filling 2 magazines each month means I need twice as many articles, some
people say they want to write, but never do. If you have had a successful start
back after lockdown, we would love to hear your tale. There are no picture or
word limits. Simply Email your article to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
If you would like to join our FREE subscription list to be sent the mags as
soon as they come out Email FREE SUBBY to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT THERE WILL BE NO MAGS!
Have a great winter friends, catch a monster and send us the story......be
part of the UK’s fantastic carp angling history!

Rob Maylin

PS We are doing some great ADVERTISING deals to help everyone through
the pandemic, drop me a line at info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk if you would like
to see the deals and our media information pack.
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Shockleader

ShockLeader

What’s happening, where and when in the carp scene

Restoration Handbooks published to give best
practice advice on creating new estuarine and
coastal habitats
Three new environmental handbooks
that set out guidance for the first time
of how to carry out best practice estuarine and coastal habitat creation
projects across the UK and Ireland
have been published.
The handbooks provide practical
guidance on restoring and creating
estuarine and coastal habitats, bringing together advice on planning and
implementing such schemes with
case studies and lessons from previous examples.
They will be a tool to support local
authorities, community partnerships
and environmental organisations on
restoring blue carbon habitats – habitats that can absorb carbon dioxide,
help achieve net zero and tackle climate change.
The three detailed handbooks have
been written by academics, industry
specialists and environmental organisations that are experts in the field:
Saltmarsh, led by the Environment
Agency
Seagrass, led by Zoological Society
of London, University of Portsmouth
and the Environment Agency
Restoration of Estuarine and
Coastal Habitats with Dredged Sedi-

Carpy Humour
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ment, led by Centre for Environment,
Fisheries and Aquaculture Science,
Environment Agency and marine
consultancy and survey company
ABPMer
Since the Industrial Revolution
there has been significant loss of
nature-rich, carbon-storing estuarine
and coastal habitats around the UK
and globally, which the handbooks
aim to counter by encouraging
restoration projects and laying down
best practice guidelines.
The handbooks look at a range of
existing projects as case studies,
such as:
The restored saltmarshes in Cwm
Ivy on The Gower Peninsula and
Steart in Somerset restored saltmarshes
The Seagrass Ocean Rescue
reseeded seagrass beds in Dale, Pembrokeshire
The Solent Beneficial Use of
Dredged Sediment scheme
The creation of these habitats will
provide flood defence, fisheries, water
quality, biodiversity, social and wellbeing benefits, as well as mitigating
against climate change.
The coastal restoration handbooks
are hosted on the website of the
Catchment Based Approach (CaBA), a
partnership of local authorities, water
companies, environmental organisations and businesses working
together to maximise the natural
value of the environment.
Emma Howard Boyd, chair of the
Environment Agency, said:
“Ecosystems cannot adapt as fast
as the climate is changing. There is a
biodiversity crisis as well as a climate
crisis.
“It is essential we tackle the climate emergency head-on and to do
that we need to move towards a sustainable economy based on valuing

nature, and protecting and restoring
the natural environment at its heart.
“These handbooks set a standard
and streamline projects, helping to
reduce costs to projects and ensure
the best possible outcomes.”
Alison Debney, Marine and Freshwater Conservation Programme Manager, Zoological Society of London,
said:
“By restoring our carbon-rich estuarine and coastal habitats, we both
recover biodiversity and build our
resilience to climate change creating
a win-win situation for nature and
people.
“Natural habitats provide us with
many benefits including protection
from coastal flooding, improved water
quality, food provision in addition to
their incredible carbon-storing potential and biodiversity conservation.
“It is the intention that these handbooks provide us with the ‘how-to’ so
that we can collectively contribute to
recovering these vital yet neglected
habitats and contribute to addressing
the global challenge of climate
change.”
These three handbooks partner
with the existing handbook on European native oyster habitat restoration, which was published in November 2020.
All four restoration handbooks will
be living documents and will be
updated when changes in legislation
or updated science.
Saltmarsh: https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/saltmarshrestoration-handbook/
Seagrass: https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/seagrassrestoration-handbook/
Restoring Estuarine and Coastal
Habitats with Dredged Sediment:
https://catchmentbasedapproach.org
/learn/restoring-estuarine-andcoastal-habitats-with-dredged-sediment/
European native oyster habitat:
https://catchmentbasedapproach.org
/ l e a r n / e u r o p e a n - n a t i v e - o y s t e rrestoration-handbook/. n

Shockleader
Campaign groups give cautious welcome to
government climbdown over sewage amendment
Along with other campaign groups,
the Angling Trust has given a cautious and guarded welcome to last
night’s announcement of a government climbdown on the Lords
Amendment to the Environment Bill
aimed at ending sewage pollution
from storm overflows.
After a massive public backlash,
ministers have agreed to bring forward a government amendment similar to Amendment 45 in the name of
the Duke of Wellington, which was
controversially voted down in the
House of Commons last Wednesday.
The amendment will be introduced in
the House of Commons, when the Bill
returns there for the next stage of
passage.
It is claimed by ministers that the
measure will:
“ ...put a new duty on water companies directly to secure a reduction
in the impact of sewage discharges
from storm overflows and will inject
additional regulatory backing to government priorities to reduce storm
overflows.”
Writing in a blog for members and
supporters, Angling Trust Policy Chief
Martin Salter said:
“The Angling Trust will continue
working jointly with The Rivers Trust,
Surfers Against Sewage, Salmon &
Trout Conservation and others in try-

ing to get the best possible outcomes
for our ailing rivers. We will look carefully at the government’s new amendment when it’s published and we will
have particular focus on the forthcoming Strategic Policy Statement for
Water (SPS) which sets the framework
for water industry investment over
the next five year period.
“We will want to see real action
focussing on sensitive catchments
where the environmental damage is
at its worst. There will need to be a
balance of increased investment in
sewerage infrastructure triggered
through the SPS and the forthcoming

water industry price review, coupled
with the increased adoption of the
nature-based solutions advocated by
The Rivers Trust and others to keep
rainwater out of the system in the first
place.”
He added: “We all want to secure
meaningful action to end the scandal
of sewage pollution of our rivers,
waterways and coastline - not just
more endless monitoring of a problem
that is plain to see and possible to fix
without costing the fantasy sums
suggested by ministers and immediately undermined by their own
reports and studies.” n
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ANLRS

Nov 2021

NEWSLETTER
Hello to all
our supporters
After what seems far longer than 18
months we sit here putting
together the next newsletter as
restrictions have been lifted, the
Euros and Olympics have come and
gone, Lewis Hamilton secured
victory at the British Grand Prix in
front of a crowd of over 136,000
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With the odd glimpse of good weather over what
has been a mixed-up summer it has been great
to see so many people enjoying the beauty of
what our island o昀ers. Sadly, with this comes the
rubbish that is left behind as a small minority
leave items that they feel it is someone else’s job
to tidy up. Not only this but this social litter
poses risks to wildlife and the wider
environment. As anglers we can all do our bit to
reduce our impact and we are delighted to say
the scheme has been very busy since our last
newsletter with returns coming in for recycling
and not just 昀shing line as you will see below.

Recover, Research, Reduce
and Recycle – Update

Shop open

The project, consisting of 28+ bins being sited along the Sussex Coast, has
completed its 昀rst six months and the initial results have been collated. The support of local groups has been invaluable throughout this in terms of emptying and
returning the contents for us to analysis.
The general public and anglers have welcomed the bins with open arms and a
video of one of the Rottingdean bins being emptied by Fish2Waters Dee Harmer
and her family had over 100,000 views on social media! Great coverage and shows
so many that as anglers we do care and want to help in the 昀ght against aquatic
plastic pollution. A few weeks into the project Jane Fuhrmann, from Paws on Weymouth beaches and open spaces, got in contact about the project and has since
managed to get 8 pipe bins installed around the Weymouth and Portland area.
They have already made several returns to us, which has fed into the survey, and
they have now secured a site to sort, analysis and store the waste plastics they
recover from the bins. From the success of the bins in the 昀rst couple of months
they have now created the Weymouth & Portland Marine Litter Project so take a
look at their work on facebook. This is a great addition to the project and will give
us a snapshot of the di昀erent wastes found in another county on the south coast.

The new ANLRS on-line shop has been
operating for 5 months and the items have

At the midway point of the project, we have collected the following from the bins
that cover 26.8 miles of the south coast.

been popular especially the stickers, line
strippers and recently the newly added
150mm Pipe Bins designed for 昀sheries
and outdoor sites. After a few requests
we will soon be adding a few more items
including some ANLRS Olive 昀shing T-shirts

Commercial Fishing Waste 527.0kg
(Includes rope, net mends, cable ties, mono nets and heavy nets)
Recreational Fishing Waste 23.7kg including 12.35kg of lead weights, 2.5kg of
metal rig components and 78,000m of line.
(includes lost mono, recycled mono, feathers / sabiki, lures and hooks)

that will be perfect for those warmer days
coming this summer.
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Quite staggering amounts from such a small section of our coastline and
scary when you consider how much could be around the entire UK coastline!
We will let you do the maths on that calculation!

Shockleader

Treasure Your River Campaign
Shop open
We were hoping to have announced this back in 2020 but a certain
virus delayed the progression of the project, but we are there now!
The Treasure Your River project, created by Hubbub and supported by the
Coca-Cola Foundation, is a working group of litter busting organisations with the
aim to remove 95 tonnes of litter from our rivers and prevent a further 90 tonnes
from entering them in the 昀rst place. Amazingly over 80% of marine litter
originates from inland and our rivers deliver it to the oceans.
Dr Emily Smith, Environment Manager of the Angling Trust approached us to work
on a joint application to get involved with this wide-reaching project. Between us
we are delighted to announce that we have secured funding to o昀er 50 free
ANLRS pipe bins, superbly made by the team at Merkko in Reading, to angling
clubs and 昀sheries on 5 major river catchments in the UK over the coming
months.

The new ANLRS on-line shop has been
operating for 5 months and the items have
been popular especially the stickers, line
strippers and recently the newly added
150mm Pipe Bins designed for 昀sheries

Is your club or 昀shery based in the Bristol Avon, Mersey, Severn, Thames, or Trent
river catchments? If so then to apply please 昀ll out the form on the Anglers Against
Litter website: anglingtrust.net/get-involved/anglers-against-litter
These bins can be set up on a fence, bank or gate and provide a way for old 昀shing
line to be recycled into new products such as rod stands and stop line entering the
environment.

and outdoor sites. After a few requests
we will soon be adding a few more items
including some ANLRS Olive 昀shing T-shirts
that will be perfect for those warmer days
coming this summer.
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Take a Friend Fishing is back...
Get together with a friend and create some amazing angling memories!
NEW: Winter Fishing Campaign to run from Friday 17th December 2021 to
Sunday January 2nd 2022 Registration for a FREE fishing licence is open now at
www.anglingtrust.net/takeafriendfishing

Due to its massive success in 2021,
Take a Friend Fishing will return for
Christmas, giving even more people
the chance to get out and try fishing
Between 17th December to 2nd
January (inclusive), existing fishing
licence holders can register now for a
FREE one-day fishing licence worth
£6 from the Environment Agency to
take someone they know fishing.
December and January are a fantastic time of year to get outdoors and
enjoy some time next to the water.
Taking a friend or family member for a
winter fishing trip is the ideal opportunity to catch-up at Christmas.
Getting outside in the countryside
is a great way to relax and lower the
stress level during what can be a busy
time of year for many people. Angling
is the perfect fit for staying active outdoors, and with physical activity playing a vital role in both our physical
and mental wellbeing, a fishing trip

12 Big Carp

with a mate or family member means
you can stay active, and fish safely.
At this time of year there are still
loads of fisheries, lakes, stretches or
river and canal open all over the
country that are perfect to visit even
in colder weather, and a catch-up
with a friend can easily be combined
with a quick ‘Take a Friend Fishing
trip’.
The free fishing licence will be sent
with a confirmation email, so please
remember to have the angler’s fishing
licence and both people’s email
addresses plus a few other details
handy when you pre-register to Take
a Friend Fishing.
Registration is open now so that
anglers and their friends who want to
get a date between 17th December
and 2nd January (inclusive) booked in
advance can visit www.angling
trust.net/takeafriendfishing to register for the FREE fishing licence.

The Take a Friend Fishing campaign is a partnership between the
Angling Trust, Environment Agency
and Angling Trades Association - it’s
designed to give more people the
chance to get into fishing.
Following a relaunch in 2020, and
despite the challenges of national
lockdowns, over 6,000 people have
taken part in Take a Friend Fishing
these past two years. The initiative
will show people it’s still just as easy
to get into angling, especially with a
friend to show you how, and a free
fishing licence from the Environment
Agency usually worth £6.
Clive Copeland, Head of Participation at the Angling Trust, said “Winter
fishing holds special memories for me
- I’m reminded of family get-togethers where it was always my goal to
get out pike fishing with my brother
and mates, no matter what! Because
last winter was so restricted, I’m now
determined to make the most of what
feels like a reinvigorated approach to
the outdoors and all the benefits of
spending time doing what we all now
know is good for us. That is; being
outside, noticing nature, taking time
to appreciate how fishing is so easy to
show a friend or relative, and now, is
even easier with a free fishing licence
during Take a Friend Fishing Winter
2021.”
Heidi Stone, Environment Agency
Fisheries Partnerships Manager, said:
“Angling is a sport to be enjoyed all
year round, so we’re delighted to see
that Take a Friend Fishing is back for
t h e w i n t e r. D e s p i t e t h e c o l d e r
weather, angling is a perfect opportunity to get outside into the fresh air,
reconnect with nature and stay
active.
“Getting to grips with fishing
alongside an experienced angler is a
great way to learn. We hope that

Shockleader
anglers will have an opportunity to
head out to the bank with a friend
over the festive period.”
Andrew Race, Chairman of the
Angling Trades Association (ATA),
added: “The fact that we have yet
another window of opportunity for
the Take a Friend Fishing programme
speaks volumes about the level of
stakeholder commitment to growth of
the industry. Angling Trades Association along with the Angling Trust and
Environment Agency are fully committed to angling growth and promotion of the health benefits it brings. I
for one am looking forward to going
fishing in the run up to Christmas and
a day out fishing is the ideal gift for a
friend or family member. Angling is
something that doesn’t cost the
earth, improves mental health and
connects people to the environment
at a time when awareness is paramount.”
The new Take a Friend Fishing offer
runs from Friday December 17th to
Sunday January 2nd. That means that
during the festive period there are
three weekends to take a friend fishing, including Christmas, Boxing Day
and New Year - traditional dates for a
get-together.
This December look out for
reminders that there are free fishing
licences available to make long lasting memories of this wintertime
together out on the bank.
For more information and to get a
free one-day fishing licence to Take a
Friend Fishing, fishing licence holding
anglers just need to go to
www.anglingtrust.net/takeafriendfishingand provide some simple contact details including their fishing
licence number and the date of the
fishing trip.
Hashtags: #takeafriendfishing
#getfishing
Social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com
/GetOutThereGetFishing
Twitter: @GetIntoFishing
Instagram: @getintofishing
Media Contact, Logo and Images:
More images (as well as the ones
below) can be found in our Take a
Friend Fishing gallery along with the
brand new Take a Friend Fishing 2021
logo and guidelines. For more info
contact James Roche james.roche@anglingtrust.net 07791
786 251.
Thanks to: Hassan Khan for the
photo used here of himself fishing
with friends. n
14 Big Carp

Benwick Sports give the Angling
Trust their backing and a whole
lot more!

Top independent tackle retailers and
match specialist Benwick Sports have
recently signed up as Retail Associate
members of the Angling Trust and
donated nearly 100 brand new rods
along with reels and floats to the
Trust.
Benwick Sports have been trading
for over 35 years and their tackle shop
near Ely in the heart of Cambridgeshire is an absolute ‘Aladdin’s
Cave’ for anglers, with an amazing
range of stock including many hardto-find items that other shops don’t
sell.
In recent years their online store
has become increasingly busy due to
their brilliant service and huge range.
Jamie Cook, Angling Trust CEO, and
John Cheyne, our Marketing, Communications & Membership Manager,
were delighted when Adrian Crane,
the man behind Benwick’s success,
invited them to the shop for a chat.
Talking about his decision to sign
his business up as members and to
donate the large quantity of tackle,
Adrian commented:
“The Angling Trust have done a
great job over the last few years,
which has benefited me individually
as an angler and our business, especially during lockdown where their
lobbying to parliament helped us to
stay fishing when other sports were
not so proactive and were unable to

carry on like angling.
“Therefore, when we needed to
pass on some excess stock the
Angling Trust were the best organisation I could think of who could distribute the items to worthy angling
causes to best effect. I can trust that
they will do the best with the items
we passed on to them safe in the
knowledge that lots of people will
benefit.”
John Cheyne said:
“It was brilliant to get the chance
to sit down with Adrian and discuss
the needs of an independent tackle
shop like his, that has grown so much
over the years and continues to
expand. Local tackle shops are so
important to anglers, so to feel that
the Angling Trust has helped them
prosper through a difficult period is
absolutely fantastic.
“As a Retail Associate, Benwick
Sports will now be selling our Anglers
Against Pollution badge and sticker
packs, so they will be helping to promote our essential work every time a
customer walks in. The donation of
rods and reels is a fantastic opportunity for us to get tackle to those that
need it most via our participation
team. We will be working with various groups across the country to
ensure it is used to help people with
mental health issues, encourage
diverse community groups to discover the joys of angling and to get
more young people to try fishing for
the first time.”
If you are a tackle retailer and
would like to know more about
becoming a Retail Associate member
of the Angling Trust then please call
Emma Jenks on 07495 122503. n

Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

Shockleader

My name is Luke Marvin, I fish Kempston lake syndicate in Bedford.
I’ve recently been baiting an area amongst the weed for 3 weeks
and had a few low 20 commons. I got rained off from work one day
last week and slipped back into the same swim for the day it
resulted in a fish we call the football common going 29lb12oz. One
of our A team commons. Fingers crossed I can get a few more of the
bigger fish thru the winter months. Tightlines.
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Tac –Tec

Our monthly
reviews on
products
currently on
the market

In this issue:
• Hotspot Design
• Leatherman

Hotspot Design – K-way Fishing Mania
The k-way Fishing Mania can be considered a jacket, a practical and versatile
garment, perfect for your outdoor activities, it is the perfect companion in case
of variable meteo, for all seasons and climates.
The k-way Fishing Mania is crafted from technical fabric, 100% sturdy nylon
that provides protection from both water and wind. Full zip, regular fit and long
length. Side zip pockets, ergonomic hood and elasticated cuffs add a functional
touch. It provides a reliable barrier to the weather, waterproof and water repellent to keep you dry, windproof to keep you warm, it can withstand all the wear
& tear associated with everyday rough use .Versatile and compact thanks to its
packable construction, it can be folded into the back pocket when you don’t
need it, and can be stored in your backpack and used in the event of unexpected
rain or wind.
The design fuses superior functionality with distinctive graphic details, such
as all zip borders in contrast colour and matching the Fishing M. Versatile and
compact thanks to its packable construction, it can be folded into the back
pocket when you don’t need it, and can be stored in your backpack and used in
the event of unexpected rain or wind. n

Tac-Tec
Leatherman launches Raptor® Response emergency shears
Multi-tool specialist Leatherman has
launched the new Raptor® Response
emergency shears, enabling medical
professionals and everyday users
alike to cut through materials with
ease in an emergency situation or
during routine cutting tasks.
An ideal addition to any first aid kit
for the home, workplace or when on
the move in the outdoors, the
Leatherman Raptor® Response’s
compact, foldable shears glide
through most materials, from clothing
to bandages and thick outerwear,
while the micro-serrations on the
inner blade keep fabrics from slipping
and binding. The tool features the
time-tested shears of the brand’s
Raptor® family but with slimmer
handle grips, while the handy ring
cutter, ruler, oxygen tank wrench and
pocket clip offer additional functionality.
The Leatherman Raptor®
Response tools are made from premium stainless steel, while the contoured handle grips are designed for
comfort and ease, finished with a
durable ceramic coating. Weighing
157g, the tool is available in a choice
of Grey, Crimson and Navy and retails
at £89.95.
Along with the full Leatherman
range, the Raptor® Response is covered by the brand’s 25-year guarantee
and is available now at www.leatherman.co.uk.. n
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE
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Russ’ Diary Entry 3
September 2021 – Bluebell Lakes by Russell Webb
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T

his has been a great
year of fishing for me,
with several catches
under my belt at several different weights,
the autumn weather
was looking like a great chance for
me to continue my streak and make
the most out of the remaining good
weather.
I decided to head back to Bluebells
Kingfisher Lake for a session during
my week’s holiday. After campaigning down there for most of the year
already I couldn’t wait to get back
down on the bank and see what else I
could catch. Since the pandemic, the
lakes have been busy with a lot of
anglers having their week-long holiday in the UK instead of going abroad
to fish in popular locations such as
France. This meant that there were
several new faces as well as some
familiar ones spending longer out on
the bank than ever before. As a result
of the increased number of people out
here on the bank, I knew I would have
to be on the ball when it came to my
bait choice as well as my fishing technique when on the swim.
After getting down to the lake and
having a good walk around it became
apparent that a lot of the anglers were
doing extended stays on the lake.

With some doing week-long sessions
and even a few anglers doing twoweek sessions it was clear to me that
the approach would have to be
changed to make sure I stood out
from the rest and got the most out of
the time that I was there.
After talking to everyone on the
lake I managed to get a swim in the
middle. Though this may not have
been my first choice it was a good
starting point as I had a good view of
the whole lake. However, with the
weather getting up to the high 20s I
wanted to get in one of the margin
swims to have the best success at a
catch.
So, I set a plan to move the next
day, after an uneventful night it was
obvious the fish were getting right in
the margins because of the changing
weather conditions.
So I went to see a guy that said he
was leaving the lake fairly soon to see
if I could potentially move to his
swim. However, after landing a fish
that morning he had changed his
mind and decided to stay on another
week. This of course meant I must
alter my plans slightly.
Following the outcome of this conversation, I decided to go in one of the
other swims further up that bank.
With a warm south-easterly wind

coming in and the weather improving
I thought that would be my best
chance at landing an amazing catch.
I got my gear round to the new swim
and straight away I started seeing
fish not far out. I had a look down the
margins and found a couple of spots I
could walk rigs to. I went back to my
gear and tied some D-rigs up with a
Krilla Wafter on it and walked it to the
spots. To make sure I had the best
possible outcome I dropped the rig
down baiting the spot with a handful
of Krilla Krush and hemp to draw the
fish to this spot.
After an hour I began to notice the
fish were coming right in however, I
quickly noticed that this was just to
sit in the sun rather than feeding on
the bait I had previously put out. After
another frustrating night of no bites
and the fish backing off, I decided on
another move back to the middle.
With the fish moving back out there,
this appeared to be the best way of
ensuring a catch throughout my
week-long stay. By moving back to
the middle, I would be able to floater
fish more effectively and get the zigs
out in the night to get a catch. So,
after getting in the swim, I started
feeding Outlaw Pro Expander Pellets
soaked in Salmon Oil, and the fish
were straight on them.

37lb.
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Baby Patch – 34lb.

Wipeout at 37lb 12oz.
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RAPTOR® RESPONSE
Gear up for the unexpected with the
Raptor Response. Along with compact,
folding shears, it also features a ring
cutter, ruler, oxygen tank wrench and
pocket clip, so you’re ready to get to
work in any situation.
Available online from:
www.leatherman.co.uk
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Lucas – 46lb.

Lucas return.
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So, with my floater kit set up, after
half an hour, I hooked my first fish. A
fish called Baby Patch at 34lb, this one
had me weeded up twice but after a
battle, it was in the net. Following the
first successful catch, it went a bit
quiet after that, so I decided to get
ready for the night, armed with three
zigs at 12ft I was feeling confident for
the night ahead. At about 4:30am the
following morning I had a slow take
on my left-hand rod, this was a fish
out in the middle.
As soon as I picked the rod up the
fish just started taking line. No matter
how hard I tried I just couldn’t stop it,
and with zigs, I knew I couldn’t bully
it. After playing the fish for a while I
finally started to get a bit of line back,
but I knew it was a good fish as it was
just plodding about. Every time I got
it close to netting it, the fish would
just make a massive run having me all
over the place.
After a 45-minute fight in the early
morning mist I finally tried it out and
it was in the net. I looked in to see a

massive common, I just stood there in
the water admiring the catch I had
just landed - what a battle it was! The
fish was a fish by the name of Lucas
weighing in at 46lb, what an amazing
start to the morning!
After getting some amazing photos
and settling back down with a morning brew I got straight on to feeding
the expander pellet. As it was so
warm, within an hour of feeding the
fish were taking well which is always
lovely to see! I cast my rig out past
the fish and drew it back to where
they were taking. Straight away this
fish just nailed it, it went off like a
steam train. This one wasn’t as difficult to land however as after it took a
long run it came back easier than the
other and netted it the first time it
came up. The fish that was netted
was a much older looking 37lb common, though this was still an amazing
catch it was nothing compared to the
beauty I had caught earlier that morning.
The rest of the day was much

slower after that, as the weather took
a turn for the worst it got windy so
was hard to get anything going, but
after looking at the weather forecast, I
knew that there would be another
chance the following day. So, with
another quiet night passing it was
quiet all round the lake. It was like a
millpond, completely quiet making it
the perfect opportunity for some early
feeding. I got up early that morning as
I wanted to be the first one feeding
the expander pellet to draw the
majority of the fish to me. It worked;
they were straight on it after a while
of feeding.
With them feeding it wasn’t long
until I was in and getting bites on the
line. After an amazing battle all over
the swim, he seemed to find the same
weed bed as the first fish, with a good
fight and the fish coming in with a bit
of weed on its head it was in the net.
A successful fight led me to a fish
called Wipeout, what a perfect common and a great way to end a week’s
fishing. n

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2022.

Good luck!

Limited leather-bound edition
Collector's issue – only 25 copies available!

The History of Carp
Fishing in Oxfordshire
By Paul Harris and Geoff Adams

Finished in beautiful olive-green leather, with gold-leaf lettering front and
spine and gold-leaf paper edge. Includes silk book mark, certificate of
authenticity and slip case. Signed by the authors and numbered 1 to 25.
£300 (Plus signed and insured delivery)
To reserve your copy:
Call Rob Maylin 01252 373658 or Email info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

The History of Carp
Fishing in Oxfordshire
Paul Harris and Geoff Adams

Carp fishing has a very rich history. In the early days of it
becoming popular, Kent and the Colne Valley were the hot beds
of our fledgling pastime and of course there was the legendary
Redmire Pool.
Into the new Millennium and one area above all others
exploded onto the scene, this was of course Oxfordshire. The
quality of the stock of carp in this county was incredible but
where did these beautiful scaly beasts come from? When did the
Leney’s get stocked? What were the origins of the famous Linch
Hill fish and what of the history of the now infamous Linear
Fisheries? Over the course of the pages of this book all will be
revealed as Paul and Geoff have put together the facts of how
these lakes were stocked and also banded together many
successful local anglers, some of which have never published any
of their catches, who tell their fishing tales on these stunning
lakes.
With more than 300 pictures of some of this country’s finest
ever carp and several full page maps, this huge volume tells the
story of Oxfordshire’s carp fishing history whilst still leaving a
little bit of mystery for your imagination!
Included within the pages of this book is the foreword written
by local legendary angler and former tackle dealer Joe Taylor. We
have chapters from Paul Kitchin on the legendary Vauxhall Lake.
David Brian Williams tells us the story of the lakes in the City of
Oxford itself! Chris Robinson has written an incredible chapter
on two of Dorchester’s lakes. Orchid and The Lagoon. The
history told in Chris’ chapter on these lakes is just incredible and
wait until you see the pictures!
Next door to The Lagoon is Dorchester’s Alliance Club Lake
and Joe Forrester tells his story of the incredible scaly carp that
inhabited this lake and how he outwitted them.
We have a real coup in the fact that brilliant all-round Oxford
angler John Everard agreed to be interviewed and he has an
incredible amount of historical information to share, as has Gerald
Stratford who is also included in this informative chapter.
No book about Oxfordshire’s carp fishing history would be
complete without the story of Oxford’s first forty and what a
story it is. Richard ‘Paddy’ Paradine has never written or
published any of his catches before and we have his interview here
for you of his historic catch which was kept under the radar for so
long.
Nick Stansfield is a brilliant young Oxford carper who doesn’t
shout about his catches. We have two incredible chapters from
him from two of the county’s most iconic lakes, The Leisure Park
and The Big S! Josh Chatfield has written a fantastic chapter
which really gives you an insight into how fishing on The Leisure
Park was back in the day when the Leney’s were still about and
culminates with his capture of The Big Leney at its biggest ever
weight, the iconic ‘Paddy’s Fish’.

We have brilliant chapters on Newlands from Ginger Robinson
and Milton Pools from Stuart Rothwell. Danny Aplin has written
about his time on Linch Hill which will just blow you away! His
pictures alone are worth purchasing this book.
Nick Franklin has written a lovely chapter on one of
Oxfordshire’s little known lakes and his account really hits home
that carp fishing isn’t always about the numbers game. Sometimes
it’s just you fishing for the unknown! There are superb chapters
on Manor Farm from Paul Hathaway and St Johns from Stewart
Roper.
If that wasn’t enough Paul and Geoff have wrote chapters
themselves which cover the stocking history of lakes, how the
gravel company ARC played such a big part in the early stockings
of Oxford’s lakes, the early days of Linch Hill and Linear
Fisheries and facts and stories regarding Oxford’s other lakes,
some very off the radar!
If you like your history, you like carp fishing and love stories
of beautiful scaly carp, there is only one book to purchase this
year. Here it is…

CARD: 01252 373658
PAYPAL: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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Keer Lake
Syndicate 2021
Season
By Harry Almond
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I

’m currently fishing Keer Lake
syndicate on the Clearwater
complex, Northwest. A 22acre pit with gin clear water
and a stock of around 150.
The year started out steady
with days only and poor weather conditions, it was March when I got the
first bite of the year. Fishing zigs at
range. A lovely 24+ dark stocky for my
efforts.
With limited time on the bank due
to work commitments, my next session was a couple of nights in April.
This time the weather was cool, but
the sun was shining, ideal zig conditions again. It’s a very good zig water
and with depths to 20feet in places it
takes some warming up and the fish
spend a lot of time in the layers sunning themselves. I opted to fish a
swim with a shallow bar next to a
channel between the islands where
the fish were cruising about. Red
foam soaked in mainlines smart liquid

and super sharp zig hooks from Jprecision were soon presented on the
bar, slightly under the surface. It wasn’t long before one was away. Just a
small stocky this time. Shortly after
the other rod was away, this time a
good common was plodding up and
down the edge. In she went, a fish
called Smudge and the first 30+ of the
year.
Over the next two nights I landed 5
more carp including another original.
A nice scaley 20+ mirror
The next session was in May, and
the fish were very much active and,
on the move, but the weather was
scorching, and the fish were once
again cruising about. The usual zig
tactic was used and with picking narrow channels in the weed in one of
the bays I soon had a couple on the
bank including another original and
one we call ‘The pretty one’ for obvious reasons.
Spawning was on their mind the

next day, so an early end to the session it was. The lake was shut for a
couple weeks. It was well into June
when I was next out, a session I will
remember but for all the wrong reasons, it was a warm weekend and the
fish were fairly close in in front of
swim 6, with a stealthy approach I
had 3 rigs in position in small holes in
the weed. A quick bite was on the
cards, and it soon came, unfortunately
the hook pulled after only a few seconds, win some you lose some. The
night past uneventful and had
thought the fish had moved off after
the commotion. 6am the next morning the right-hand rod tore off, almost
straight away weeded me up, as I
went for the boat I saw a lot of water
move and could hear the clutch
whizzing. Was soon back in contact
with the fish. It kited left and ended
up over the other line and in a right
tangle. The fish came up to the top
and I could see which fish it was. The

Smudge at 32lb 4oz.
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Pretty One – 28lb-plus.

Bullet – 38lb 2oz.
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biggest fish in the lake, stuck out of
reach unable to come any further
with the other line in tow. It wallowed
for what felt like an age until the hook
pulled. Devastated wasn’t even the
word. Packing up a blank that session
was a tough pill to swallow.
I was soon back towards the end of
June and this time ended up in what
we call the back lake, separated from
the main body by a bg island and a
couple small ones, feels almost like a
second water. Fishing up to some
island reeds, we can Wade across to
the island from a shallow wading bar
down the bank at the narrowest part.
Ideal for baiting up. Armed with several kilo of a prototype bait from
mainline and the same again in pellet.
It was soon scattered over the spot. 3
stiff hinges over the top, evening was
soon drawing in and a steady take
registered on the middle rod. After a
heavy boat battle and a tonne of weed
over the fishes head it went in the

Moonscale at 45lb 4oz.
34 Big Carp

net. A fish called bullet and the second biggest mirror in the lake at 38.2
absolutely made up, last two bites
had been the biggest mirror and the
second biggest. Just unfortunate that
the first part was never landed. But
that’s fishing. That was the only bite
of the session but was more than
happy with that.
The next session was mid-July and
5 nights lay ahead of me, the weather
was another scorcher and for 3 nights
I seemed to chase them round with
no success. Ended up in peg 8, a
weedy bay at one end of the lake. And
quickly had a mid-20 stocky on a zig
to save the blank. A lot of the stock
were in this bay and stood on the
back of the bailiff’s quad bike we
could see the biggen, the one I’d lost
the month prior. That evening I set
about putting a rod down the bank in
a small opening in the reeds on a tiny
spot in the edge. Few handfuls of the
test bait and some pellet I headed

back to the bivvy to find shade.
Another quiet night until early the
next morning when the margin rod
was away. The fish kept deep and
was going up and down the edge, I
was up to the top of my waders when
it finally went in the net, unsure at
first to what it was until a sneak peak
in the net revealed the biggen, Moonscale. Couldn’t believe it! A couple
calls later, and my mate was on his
way. The last morning and she was in
the net. What a buzz. Still fairly
spawned out she went 45.4 a pb for
me. Not many that big in the northwest.
Next visit wasn’t until mid-august,
I ended up in swim 3. Fishing up to
the island but from the opposite side
this time. A much bigger chuck. It’s
150+ from the bank but there’s a jetty
in between 3/4 to cast off which
drops it down to 130, then you walk
your rods back and spend some time
sinking your line. Again, you can
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25lb common.

Football – 35lb 1oz.
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24lb.

24lb-plus.
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Long common 37lb 7oz.

Scouse Common 39lb 12oz.
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Spike 29lb.

Crinkle Tail 31lb 14oz.
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Wade across round the other side to
bait up. Over the next 2 nights I had 7
bites landing 6, nine of the better ones
but a nice mid 20 was the pick of the
bunch
Early September I was back and in
the same swim. Peg 3. Heavy baiting
was on my mind and scooped around
12 kilos in over the spot. A mix of
mainlines test bait and pellet. First
bite came into dark, a nice mid 20
common. With 2 rods still on the spot
I left that rod out not wanting to risk a
tangle recasting at that distance in
the dark. The next morning the right
rod was away and soon sat a good
common in the bottom of the net. A
fish called Football common and solid
mid 30. Made up. The fish have really
responded to the bait each time I’d
used it.
On what seemed like a roll I was
back for a 5 nighter towards the end
of September beginning of October. I
fished swim 10, a popular peg with a

Original Scaly.
40 Big Carp

lot of water and with a big weather
front coming in it was a good place to
start. First 2 nights passed without
any action. After constant rain and
big winds, I thought about looking for
a move, but before I got the chance to
reel in the left rod peeled off. After a
mega battle through every weed bed
in the swim a big common went in
the net. Once again, my luck continued. A fish called the Long common,
built for fighting and didn’t disappoint. A top weight of 37.7! Back she
went, the next morning around the
same time the middle rod was away,
and a low 20 mirror was pictured and
slipped back. It seemed the bite time
was a small morning feeding so felt
confident going into the night after a
healthy top up of bait the bite would
come. Sure, enough it did. And I was
blown away by what was sulking in
the net. The scouse common and
another top weight at 39.12 and my
biggest uk common. An unreal fish

and arguably one of the best-looking
commons in the northwest. On cloud
9 I topped the spots back up with
more test bait and pellet in hopes for
the last morning. Bite time came
around and had almost past, I was
already mostly packed up with just
the rods left out. The right rod pulled
up tight. Only a short battle and went
solid in the weed, to my amazement
the left rod belted off, I left the
weeded fish alone and lifted into the
nee bite. A steady fight and another
good common in the net. Straight out
in the boat and managed to get it in
despite the wind playing havoc
against me whenever I got near with
the net. Another good common.
Another two off the target list. Spike
at 29lb and Crinkle tail at 31.14. What
an end to the session. 5 bites 5
landed.
Still a couple months to go this
year, hopefully my luck continues.
Thanks for reading. n
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AYear to
Remember!
By Brummie Dave Smith
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ave you ever had
one of those years
when you just don’t
know what to do?
Well this was it for
m e. I s a t b y o u r
cosy old log burner. It was still very
much winter outside - mid february.
Christmas was out the way, and January, which is always a poor time of
year to be fishing I’ve found.
Thoughts of the season to come were
on my mind.
I had been fishing a lake in Cambridgeshire the previous year, and
after having a very up and down sort
of time chasing one of three fifties
known to reside in there, I decided to
call it a day in October. Don’t get me
wrong - I did manage a scraper forty,
four thirties, several twenties and a
few doubles. So it wasn’t a complete
waste of time! And as ever, I’d
grafted my socks off, but the bait boat
users got the better of me in the end.

Some would stick to the rules, but a
lot didn’t. I don’t go fishing to put up
with all that. I like plenty of enjoyment and relaxation when I’m on the
bank, not stress. So I felt that it was
time to move on.
What a dilemna, the beginning of
2021 and no real direction. None of
the syndicate waiting lists had come
up! A horrible situation to be in, I
thought to myself, as I really didn’t
have anywhere to go. Time to put the
thinking cap on and come up with a
plan. I started to put the the feelers
out, got chatting to a few of my pals
and heard about a tricky gravel pit of
some 15 acres, about twenty 25 miles
from where I lived - much better than
the 150 mile round trip to Cambridgeshire! It was quite weedy, lots
of nice features and most importantly,
not too many people fishing it. There
were about 100 carp present, mostly
doubles and twenties, about half a
dozen thirties and a fish known as

Apple Jack that weighed 45+ last
time it was out. This got the old juices
flowing I can tell you! It sounded perfect, well for now anyway, if only I
could get a ticket. I made some
enquiries and It transpired that the
bailiff was big mates with a guy that I
had photographed a big fish for the
previous year on the Cambridgeshire
pit. I’d still got his number. He said to
me back then “if ever you need a
favour”, so I gave him a call. Well, you
can guess the rest!
I loved the place, and it turned out
to be really quiet. I had it to myself
most of the time when I turned up for
a couple of nights. I did a fair amount
of plumbing at first and started finding lovely little holes in the weed. I
jotted it all down in a note book number of wraps, horizon markers,
depths, bottom make up, etc. As you
do. I caught a few fish in my first few
trips, which I was pleased with - a
couple of doubles. Then I managed a

Bedfordshire 33lb 12oz.
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couple of twenties. I lost what felt like
a big ‘un at the net on one trip as well.
I started to think tht it shouldn’t be
too long before I met up with one of
the lakes bigger residents.
I was really enjoying myself - sometimes I would drive over just for a
walk around and to trickle a bit of bait
in here and there. Then all of a sudden
as luck would have it, the bubble
burst! I love weedy waters but this
weed went mad! It grew and grew as
the summer progressed. I’m not sure
if it was because most of the lake was
no more than 8’ deep. I’ve also heard
that it may be because nutrients get
washed in during winter floods.
Whatever it was, within three weeks
the weed had grown to the surface
leaving the lake looking more like a
bloody bowling green. There wasn’t
much water anywhere, and where
there was, there was thick weed just
underneath. It was mega thick Cana-

Bedfordshire 42lb.
44 Big Carp

dian pond weed with the horrible
green snotty stuff growing amongst
it. The only thing that made me smile
was watching the swans trying to
make their way around the lake with
their family of signets. They were
crawling over the weed more than
swimming through it. I fished a couple of times after raking out mountains of it, to try and keep some spots
going, and I did have one run. I
wound in a huge ball of weed and
when I parted the weed, I found a
shell-shocked 20lb common in the
middle! . But with the wind moving
the weed over the lines and my spots
constantly being lost to the weed, it
was hopeless. Back to the drawing
board!
Well just by chance at the time, I
called my old mate Mick, who lives
just outside Leeds. I hadn’t spoke to
him for a while, so a call was well
overdue. During our chat he just hap-

pened to mention a lake that contained a lot of big carp, and that it had
flooded massively into an old trout
lake that was nextdoor to it when a
nearby river had burst it’s banks last
winter. A lot of the big fish had
escaped and were now stuck in the
old trout lake. The lake hadn’t been
fished for quite a few months while
they waited for the flood water to
recede. I got the feeling that I needed
to get up there and have a go for a big
‘un, and sharpish!
Plans were made and within the
space of a week my pal and I were on
our way up there for a three night session. On arrival we found ourselves
looking out across a huge lake of
probably some 35 odd acres. Not
really knowing much about the place,
it was out with the marker rods for
some investigation. Out went the
lead and float to a range of about
90yds. The float eventually popped up

starmerbaits.com
High oil marine pellets

Halibut marine

Salmon marine

Tuna marine

Mixed marine

Halibut & coconut

Sardine & anchovy

Green lip mussel

Designed for maximum attraction and food content, these pellets are perfect for leaving large areas and beds of food. With a near instant
release of nutrients and a longer break down time than attractor pellets you can be sure that carp will still find a bed of food to get there
heads down on. Sizes available: 2mm & 5mm in all types.

Method mixes & groundbaits

Bloodworm

Beastie ball

Coconut cream

Big fishmeal

Green lip mussel

Halibut marine

Hempseed

Hot chili & hemp

Red carp

Firm tough texture, quick break down times, high leakage. Our versatile method mixes can be moulded into tough balls for your catapult,
or even be used dry as a ground-bait. Either way your swim will benefit from a large cloud of bait with high nutrients and high attractant
value. Perfect for either carp or coarse fish!

Low oil attractor pellets

Bloodworm

Coconut fish

Fishmeal

Hot chilli & hemp

Strawberry cream

Sweetcorn

Tiger nut & maple

Multi mix

web: www.starmerbaits.com
ebay: stores.ebay.co.uk/starmerltd
amazon: search for starmerbaits in the amazon product search box.
tel: 01268 690 300
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Unlike our high oil feed pellets, our low oil attractor pellets are designed for maximum release of nutrients and a quick break down time.
Perfect for attracting carp & coarse fish, but leaving as little food as possible ensuring your hook bait has as high a chance as possible of
being picked up. Sizes available: 5mm in all types.
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Northamptonshire 23lb 8oz.

at a depth of 20 foot! It was the same
sort of depth give or take a foot to
within twenty yards of the bank. And
the same depth a hundred yards to
the left and the right of where we first
started plumbing “ bloody deep ain’t
it mate?” I said to my pal. A huge featureless bowl 20’ deep was the picture that I had in my head. Anyway,
we decided to start off in a sort of
central area. I put one rod at a range
of about 70yds where the bottom
came up by about a foot. After plumbing a bit further out than 90yds, I
found what apeared to be a hump
that came up to about 14 foot at a
range of 110yds, so I put two rods on
that spot and then spombed out 10K
of boilies.
Nothing happened the first night,
and we didn’t see any fish show as
we scanned the water as it got light,
and for most of the morning. In fact,
the best part of the trip so far, was the
sausage baps that my mate George
made- loads of brown sauce, and endless mugs or tea! He’s good for some
46 Big Carp

things. Only joking, George!
Well it was almost lunchtime and I
had a screamer on one of the long
range rods. After a non-eventful fight
a lovely scaly mirror glided into the
net. it weighed 27lb 12oz. Now I was
happier.But not one of the monster
escapees, oh well!
We sat there all day and nothing
else happened. About an hour before
it got dark I had a recast and topped
up the baited distance spot. I sat
there in the darkness waiting for the
football to start. I remember looking
forward to watching the game on my
phone. It happened to be the night
that Italy was playing Spain in the
Euros and I was hoping that Spain
would win as I thought that England
would stand a much better chance as
they were on such a roll. It wasn’t to
be in the end as Spain was knocked
out on penalties I think. I had a coffee
and a few biscuits then turned in for
the night.
I was in a deep sleep when all of a
sudden I heard that noise that we as

c a r p a n g l e r s a l l l o v e t o h e a r,
beeeeeeeep, beeeeeeep. It was in on
my right hand rod, one that was at
distance over the heavily baited spot.
I leapt out of bed, donned my waders
and grabbed the rod that was making
all the noise. Right from the off at
110yds out, this fish started taking
line. I would gain a bit then it would
take a lot! Eventually, after about 15
minutes, I’d got the fish to within
about 10-15yds of the bank. Well, at
this point, I know it’s not really the
done thing, but with my dodgy old
eye sight, I had to turn my head torch
on. As the fish got closer, I saw in the
torch light, the flank of a huge common. My legs went to jelly but I hung
on for a few minutes more until the
fish eventually went into the net
without too many dramas. I peered
down at what I had caught and saw a
massive common looking back at me.
At this point, I muttered under my
breath “that’s got to be an upper
forty!”
I made sure that the fish was safe

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

France’s premier runs water

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880
Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook

B I G C A R P TO P T E N - Ta c k l e S h o p

ESTABLISHED 1970

poingdestres.co.uk
Te l : 0 2 3 8 0 5 1 0 0 7 7
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and legged it down the bank to wake
up my pal George and tell him I’d had
a big common. First thing he said
when he woke up was “ what bloody
time is it?” It turns out, that it was
4am. It would be light in half an hour.
I ran back and made sure that the fish
was safe and not about to escape,
while George got out of bed and came
down to help me weigh it. We transferred it to a sling in the water and
then it took two of us to carry it to the
unhooking mat. We hoisted it up on
the scales and George read the
weight out “Wow Dave it’s a fifty
mate! 50lb 4oz!” He gave me a huge
hug and shook my hand, as he congratulated me. I can’t tell you what I
said next but I’m sure that you can
imagine!
I’ve been lucky enough to catch
quite a few forties over the last 20
years but this fish was 5lb heavier
than the biggest. And it was over that

Yorkshire 50lb 4oz.
48 Big Carp

magical 50 pound mark! I couldn’t
stop dancing around on the bank,
singing “I’ve caught a fifty, I’ve
caught a fifty!”
George went back to his bivvy to
get properly dressed so that we could
take some photos when it got light.
The kettle went on to make a brew,
and I remember sitting there drinking
my cuppa in the half light while
munching my way through a packet
of biscuits, in the vain attempt to
steady my shaking hands. Thoughts
drifted into my mind of the previous
year. What an irony! I had grafted my
socks off last year on that water in
Cambridge, only to give up eventually
because of the bait boats. And now I
had caught a 50lb common on my
first trip to this place!
After a while George came walking
back down the bank - well he hobbled really, as he is always nursing his
bad back, poor bloke. Anyway he was

mumbling something about me being
a lucky so and so, or words to that
effect. I put on my chesties again and
I waded out into the deeper water
where I had tethered the recovery
sling with my prize in it. I undid the
half a dozen granny knots that I had
tied in the cord, just in case it came
undone of course! Then we carried
the fish ashore. Boy did that fish look
gorgeous as I hoisted it up for the
camera, glistening in the early morning sunshine! We took loads of photos
( just in case! ) and admired the fish
as we prepared to return her to the
water
We carried the fish back to the
water, unzipped the sling, and I gave
the fish a kiss on the cheek, thanked it
for the experience, and we both stood
waiting a few seconds to watch it
paddle off strongly back into the
depths of the lake.
My dream of catching a UK fifty
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62lb 8oz common from the Island swim at Rainbow lake in France.

had come true! The pressure had
lifted in a funny sort of way and all I
wanted to do now was settle into a bit
of stress-free fishing. I think that a lot
of us want to chase the monsters at
some point, but for me now it was
time to relax.
I got wind of a lovely twenty acre
clay pit in Bedfordshire known to hold
a few decent fish. The ticket was
cheap and I managed to get one
straight away - brilliant! On my first
trip I had the usual look around andsettled for a swim on what appeared
to be a little point. I had a plumb
around for quite a while and it was
obvious that the bottom was like an
eggbox - One minute it was 10’ and
the next, it was 20’, but eventually I
settles for some nice spots on what
appeared to be broken bars that ran
roughly across the swim. There was a
small wooden platform going out into
the lake. So I set up my little compact
pod that I keep in my bag for emer-

gencies, screwing and tying it firmly
to the wood with cup hooks and para
cord. I like to fish with the clutches
locked down when it’s weedy, and
this place was. That first session I had
two low twenties - it was a double
take just after midnight. The next
time I went it was a blank, but the
next time proved to be quite fruitful.
After looking around for ages, I set up
in a swim on the north bank where a
warm southerly wind was blowing in.
I ended up catching five fish! 2 doubles, a 23, a 27, a 29, and a plated mirror that was absolutely stunning and
weighed 33-12! “Blimey what have I
stumbled on here?” I thought. This
lake is very nice, and I’d started to
hear from a few of the locals, a few
rumours about a couple of bigger fish
too!
On my next visit, for some reason, I
didn’t even have a look around - I just
plonked myself back in the same
swim. It looked right, on the back of

what seemed to be a cold N/W wind.
24 hours in and no action. I hadn’t
seen any showing in front of me, and
on this place they do show themselves. I was scanning the water with
my binoculars like a lunatic trying to
spot something. Well, in the corner
where the N/W wind was blowing, in
the teeth of the wind that I thought
was too cold, three fish showed in the
space of about 10 minutes. Then
another four in the next 20 minutes.
Not too cold at all!
Ten minutes later I was more or
less packed down and on my way
round there. I got round to where I
was more or less sure the fish had
been showing. I now faced a bit of a
dilemna - do I start chucking a lead
about and risk spooking the fish, or do
I just cast out blind on to who knows
what? I decided to risk chucking the
lead out a few times. luckily for me, on
the first cast, the lead went down
with a satisfying thump at about 60
Big Carp 49
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yards. So I clipped up cast again 5
yards to the left. Then 5 yards to the
right of my first cast. All three casts
went down onto what felt like a nice
hardish bottom. So now I clipped the
float on and cast out once more. The
float came up at 12’ - that will do for
me!
I put three rods on the spots, then
spodded out 10 loads of boilies. Time
to put the little house up as it had
started raining. I noticed as well that
the wind had stopped blowing - the
lake now looked like a mill pond!
After about another hour the wind
picked up again and started blowing
up the other end of the lake - “great!”
I thought to myself!
The afternoon drifted by and soon
turned into night. I cooked my tea,
had a coffee, called the missus to see
what was going on at home, then
turned in for the night. As I lay there
trying to drop off to sleep I could hear
fish rolling out in the darkness somewhere not too far away. I must have
fallen asleep, because next thing I
knew, the alarm on my phone was
beepng away to tell me it was 6.30 am

and time to wake up and start watching the water for any signs. In the
next hour or so three fish showed not
far from my spot. “I’ve got to get a
take any minute” I said to myself, but
nothing happened. Well, 9 o’clock
came and went and, to be honest, I
really did think that my chance of a
bite had gone. All of a sudden, my
right hand rod absolutely ripped off!
Right from the get go, I knew that
this fish was a bit special. It powered
off, taking a fair few yards of line from
me. I just hung on with the rod
hooped over. I could feel the line grating on what felt like weed. But then,
after pumping the fish back towards
me a little, and gaining some control,
the weed came free.
The fish was only about twenty
yards out now, but decided to kite to
the right, into an area of water in front
of a swim where the water is 25’
deep! I’d prevously had a plum
around in there. It seemed like ages
before I managed to get the fish back
out of that deep water, but after a lot
of give and take, it was ready for netting. And without too much fuss it

glided straight in.
There in the net lay one of the best
looking carp I had seen in a long time.
A lovely old warrior, gorgeous dark
chestnut brown in color with a parrot
shaped nose, looking every inch a
bruiser of a fish. It weighed 42lb - not
that that mattered! I couldn’t believe
what a lovely carp it was, and I couldn’t believe what a gem of a lake I had
found. I’m still fishing it in the hope
that there are still a few more suprises
to come.
That’s about it for my year so far.
I’m off to fish Rainbow lake in France
for two weeks in November. My mate
George and I are actualy fishing in
peg 19! To say that I am looking forward to it is a bit of an understatement. We fished on the Island last
time and I was lucky enough to catch
a few up to 62lb 8ozs. When I get back
I will be starting my winter campaign
on a water I managed to get on. It has
a few chunks in it, but no publicity, so
I can’t say too much. The owner is a
James Bond fan like me, so we should
have plenty to chat about when he
does his rounds. n

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2022

– SO GET LIKING!

Dear Santa,
PLEASE No
more socks this
Christmas!

Wish list:
The History of Carp Fishing in Oxfordshire
In Pursuit of the Largest by Terry Hearn
Carping After-Cut by Jim Shelly
A History of Yateley Volume 4
Old School Carping Volume 2
Old School Carping volume 3
Under The Radar Volume 2
Advanced Terminal Rigs
Fine Lines by Dave Lane
More Thames Carping

All available now only from Bountyhunter Publications
bigcarpmagazine@hotmail.com or call 01252 373658

Oak Lakes Fisheries
www.oaklakesfisheries.co.uk
Just a selection of some of Oak Lakes’ cracking carp

A nice 32lb catch for Mark Edward Sinclair
who fishes all year come rain or shine. Well
in there Mark.

Buddha strikes again! This time fishing in
Social 1, he has landed Jenson’s Common
this time weighing 37lbs 2oz.

Rikki White.

Lake Prices
Day ticket lake
(Oak Lake) – £10 a day and
£20 for 24 hours.
Predator Lake – Prices are
the same as the day ticket
lake for pike during the winter
– £20 a day and £30 for

His second visit just got better when Wayne
Harris landed this 32lb 3oz common, a
stunning looking fish.

24 hours for catfish in the
Cracking carp catch from the day ticket lake
recently. An absolute stunner and the second
carp over 30lbs out within a month or so.

summer.
Match Lake - £6 for one rod
and £10 for two rods.

29lbs on the nose, this mirror carp for Gary
Pearman using a tester from A M Baits.

Rikki White.
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Ray Zore.

Steven Fensom.
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Chasing a Forty
Common
By Barry Oconnor

I

wanted to go away on a fishi n g h o l i d a y. S o m e w h e r e
where I could take Faye and
the kids and Ted the dog. I
found a place online near
Birmingham and contacted
the owner to see what availability he
had. It was a syndicate lake with a
lodge on it and apparently had some
good carp in it. A date that I’d wanted
was available and I duly booked it for
a week. There is a Jacuzzi with the
lodge so that would keep Faye and
Josh happy. The fishery is a few miles
north of Birmingham. It supposedly
has a good head of carp of around 350
carp including four forty pound carp.
The lake record Common weighed in
at 45lb 12oz and the lake record Mirror weighed 44lb 9oz. There is over 30
x 30s and around 300 carp between
20lb and 29lb. The forty Common certainly made me sit up and listen. All
these carp in just eight acres of
mature gravel pit.
The date for departure soon came
around and we all excitedly climbed
in to the van for our journey to the
fishery. Charlie couldn’t come as he
was going away on a holiday but
Faye, Josh and Ted joined me. It took
us around two and a half hours to get
there from home. The owner met us
and showed us around the lodge and
of course showed me the swim which
is only a few metres from the lodge.
There were lilies to my right and left
which looked very inviting. There was
also a carp feeder to my left which I
thought would a hotspot. The feeder
dropped pellets in to the water at
intervals. I’m sure the carp would be
nosing around this feeder at some
time. A blue rope outlined the area of
my swim. I couldn’t go past the rope
and nor could any of the syndicate
members cast beyond it. I couldn’t
wait to get started and began setting
up while Faye sorted the lodge out.
If you are fishing from the lodge
you are allowed to use four rods
something I was happy with. Before I
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I was allowed to use four rods.

Faye enjoyed the jacuzzi.

The boilies had a liberal dose of this.
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did anything else I put a marker out in
various spots. The depths I was getting would determine where I put a
bait. Around the feeder the depth was
seven feet but there was a hump
there too that came up to four feet.
One rod would be going there. The
lilies to my left were also a good spot
so a rod will be going on that spot.
Another rod would be going to the tip
of an island to my right. The fourth
rod was going alongside an island to
my left. Depths were ranging from a
couple of feet to around ten feet. Bait
boats are also allowed if you are in the
lodge. Rather than disturb the water
with more casting I was going to use
the bait boat to present my hook
baits. I’d already seen a couple of fish
while I was setting up. One appeared
near the feeder and another near the
tip of the island. This gave me some
confidence of where I was fishing. It
takes a while to get set up what with
the marker work and the hook bait
placement especially on a venue
you’ve never fished before. I like to
get everything done properly before I
start fishing. One good thing though
was I didn’t have to set up a bivvy to
sleep in.
You have to be an experienced
angler with at least five years’ experience to be able to fish here. The landing net, cradles, weigh sling and carp
care are all provided by the fishery.
You can’t bring your own. There is a
lead rule that states any lead over
1.5oz must be dropped on the take.
Only the MCF Mk 2 dumper lead clips
can be used. You can use an inline
drop off lead if you so desire. No leaders are allowed and you must have
twenty four inches of tubing over the
main line. The rules are in place to
protect the fish stocks and to help
keep them in pristine condition. The
owner does do random rig checks
whether you’re in the lodge or a syndicate member. So be aware of this
and you won’t fall out with the owner.
My end tackle on all rods consisted
of a size 6 Deception D-X Curve micro
barbed hooks tied to five inches of a
sheath type hooklink. There are
plenty out there to choose from. I
used 3oz square leads supplied by S
M Leads who make superb quality
leads. We’ve never had any trouble
with them. A float stop has to go on
the line before threading on the tubing. This is to stop the tubing sliding
up the line when you get a take.

The glug eventually soaks right in.

My new PB.

The feeder was a good marker for me.
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46lb 10oz PB Common.

Twenty four inches of tubing was slid
onto my main line. I then tied an MCF
dumper lead clip on to my main line
and attached the tubing to it. A lead
was attached to the clip. The MCF
dumper lead clip immediately drops
the lead on a take but will hold the
lead when casting and reeling in.
They work very well. The only thing I
will say is if you use back leads then
either use captive back leads or back
lead that have a small eye attachment. The reason being with ordinary
large eye back leads when you get a

I had a fair bit of water to go at.
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take the back leads are able to go over
the clip and on to the hook link. This
happened on my first take but I managed to land the fish. After that I put a
small eyed clip on the back lead
which fixed the problem.
All I needed to do now was attach
my hooklinks to the clips. Two of my
rods had Urban Baits Fully Loaded
Red Spicy Fish on and the other two
had Urbans Tuna and Garlic on. Both
baits that I have great faith in. I put
the rods on the spots I spoke about
earlier in the article. One close to the

feeder, one next to the lilies another
one near the tip of the island and one
alongside an island. Attached to the
hooks were small bags of pellet with
either ground down Fully Loaded or
Tuna and Garlic in them. They were
dipped in a glug of either Red Spicy
Fish or Tuna and Garlic. The pellets
and ground down boilies would soak
up the glug making them more
a t t r a c t i v e. T h e a r o m a f r o m t h e
glugged bags would settle around the
hook baits making them more enticing. All four rods were now fishing

The blue rope was my boundary.
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19lb Common.

20lb 8oz.
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21lb 12oz.

22lb 4oz.
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24lb 10oz.

31lb 5oz Mirror.
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24lb.

and I could sit back and relax. Faye
brought me out a cup of coffee and I
just sat back and watched the water.
About two hours later one of the
rods near the feeder was away. It tried
to get in to the lilies but I managed to
pull it away from them. In no time at
all I had it in the net. It was a dark

I had a bait on this island.
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Mirror and went 24lb and was caught
on the Fully Loaded. A good start I
thought. A couple of hours later I had
another take this time on the rod near
the lilies. Again it was a good take
and the fish came to the net without
any dramas. Another twenty at 22lb
caught on Tuna & Garlic. Nothing

more materialised until the following
morning at first light. It was the rod
near the lilies again. Off it went on
powering runs trying to get into the
lilies but I managed to pull it away
from them. This one was fighting
harder than the last two but I kept
applying pressure to subdue it. Even-

Another one comes to the net.

Chasing a Forty Common Exclusive

31lb 10oz Fully Scaled.

tually it came to the net and I could
see it was bigger than the last couple
of carp I’d had. It was a stunning fully
scaled Mirror. I got it up on the scales
and it was definitely bigger at 31lb
10oz. It’s probably the prettiest carp
that I’ve ever caught. Can it get any
better than this? Two twenties and a
thirty in the first couple of days.
No more bites came that day and it
wasn’t until the morning that I was in.
This carp had fallen for a Tuna and
Garlic hookbait and was about to go
in the net. It was a Common of 19lb
3oz. Later that day the rod by the
feeder was away. I latched into it and
the rod took on a healthy bend as the
line tightened. Something had taken
a liking to my Fully Loaded Red Spicy
Fish boilie. It went on powerful runs
going left and right and straight out.
It was rolling and lunging in its bid to
get rid of the hook. As it tired I was
able to bring it nearer to the bank and
I could see the shoulders of a big
Common. It went on one more mighty
run before gradually surrendering to
the net. Looking in to the net I could
see this breeze block of a Common
laying there. Now I know there are
two big Commons in here. One goes

The action was constant.

One for the net.
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31lb 10oz with Josh.

mid forty the other around low forty.
Where’s the old man when I need
him. Fishing at Cottington is the
answer. I know he’s had a few too.
Anyway I got the carp up on the
scales and watched tentatively as the
dial went past forty and stopped at
46lb 10oz. This is the biggest carp in
the lake. I couldn’t believe it I’ve been

The swirl says it all.
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I never go fishing without this. It's the best i've used.

after a forty Common for years and now I’ve had one. My previous best Common went 37lb the 46.10 is now my PB. I was shaking with relief after landing such a big carp. This carp was now
the lake record.
That night we went out for a meal and a drink I needed it.
When we got back I didn’t bother putting my rods back out.
Instead I got up at first light and recast them. Early morning is a
nice time of day when you’re fishing. I sat there enjoying a cup
of coffee listening to the birds when an alarm sounded above the
singing birds. It was the rod by the Lilies again with a Tuna and
Garlic hookbait on that was the culprit.
A tug of war began between me and the carp and at the
moment the carp was winning. I lowered the rod in to the water
to gain some line and it worked. The carp was getting closer to
the net and I was waiting for him. I pulled the carp over the chord
of the net and he was mine. Another good looking Mirror. The
scales recorded 31lb 5oz. I was well pleased with that.
My runs seem to come mostly in the morning. Again the left
hand rod went off but unfortunately it got in to some lilies and I
lost it. My next five carp were all Mirrors weighing in at 21lb
12oz, 24lb 10oz, 16lb 8oz and 22lb 9oz and on the last morning I
had a 20lb 8oz. These were caught on both Fully Loaded and
Tuna and Garlic.
The session was over and it was time to leave. I’d had a great
time and would definitely be back. My total for the session was
eleven carp caught and one lost. This was enough to entice anyone back. n
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CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!

Exclusive

MelburyAutumnal
Carp in the Storms
By Timothy Thornton
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Melbury Autumnal Carp in the Storms Exclusive

T

ough autumnal 60
hour session on Melbury Reservoir in
Devon. 4 x bites, 4 x
landed. Arrived in the
storm and set up after
dark on tuesday night.
A mission in itself. Managed to get
three rods on spots then discard my
first set of waterproofs (I bring three
sets).
Nothing overnight but spotted fish
at range 150 yards the following
morning so managed to drop a bait
near them and nicked a low double.
Nothing then for 24 hours and
another
The following morning it brightened up and carp showed all over.
The right rod ripped off and another
pretty double in the net.
Before I even released this, the left
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rod bleeped and fish
on. A lovely 26.12
common then
graced the net. This
was followed by a
nice scaley 16lb
carp. Then just as
quick as they
switched on, no
more bites for the
next 18 hours. A
tough session, very
wet but the perseverence
was
rewarded.
DNA baits Bug
corker wafter over a
bed of 18mm Bug
shelf life boilies
soaked in Bug hydro
spod syrup doing
the damage. Carptackleonline Scorpion crank hook IQ2
D rig. Thoroughly
enjoyed it. n

Carpy Humour

For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland
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DintonWhite
Swan Original
Red Fish at Night is My Delight by Kevin Haskins
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Dinton White Swan Original Exclusive

I

t was Sunday 4th April and I
had a couple of nights at my
disposal, so off to my first trip
of the year to Dinton Pastures
famous White Swan Lake it
was.
For anyone who doesn’t know
White Swan is a weedy gin clear
gravel pit of about 26 acres, long and
narrow with an average depth of
about 12 feet, it is a dog leg shape
with a bay at either end.
I’d struggled the previous season
as COVID had put paid to the spring
and then during the pandemic as an
NHS worker getting time off when I
wanted for fishing was very difficult
so I was looking forward to having a
better go this season. When I arrived I
was pleased to see plenty of space in
the car park, which was good news as
it meant the lake wouldn’t be too
busy. I knew a strong South Westerly
wind was due to come in some time
the next day and although temperatures were not going to be particularly warm at about three degrees at
night,
I still fancied being on the wind so
opted to fish the top end of the lake
furthest from the car park where
South Westerlies blow. There were

only a couple of other anglers at this
end of the lake and the swim I fancied
called Twin Trees was free, this is one
of my favourite swims on the lake
being a wooden pontoon which goes
out against the large reed bed which
is in this bay and gives you a fantastic
view right down the lake to the curve
of the dog leg.
Air pressure was quite high and
zigs work well on the lake at this time
of the year so that is the approach I
adapted, going for one at half depth
and one a couple of feet under the
surface. Both rods were fished on lead
clips with no tail rubbers and the
leads just held on with PVA, 11lb
Korda Zig hook lengths, IB hooks size
6 hand sharpened zig hooks and Bank
Tackle red zig aligners with black
foam which had been soaking for
weeks in Jim Rawcliffe’s More Takes
Crustacea Extract hook bait booster
and cast about 40 yards out about 15
yards apart.
The first night was uneventful but I
think I heard a couple crash in the
darkness out in front a bit further
down the lake so I was hopeful the
stronger winds forecast the next day
might push them up to me. I re did
the rods about midday the next day

and a couple of hours after this the
wind picked up, blowing straight up
the lake into my face. I was tired so
got in the bag just after dark but
didn’t go to sleep straight away and
before I drifted off I heard a couple
crash in my water and had one of
those strong feelings you sometimes
get when you almost know something is going to happen.
I eventually did drift off and was
awoken by a couple of bleeps on the
Delkim, I looked at my watch and it
was 3:00 am and with that unusually
for a zig bite the right hand rod tore
off stripping line from the bait runner,
I jumped from the bag and ran to the
rod but it stopped before I got there. I
picked up the rod anyway and leant
into a heavy weight which wasn’t
moving as it had obviously swam into
a weed bed.
With steady pressure walking back
on the pontoon I managed to get it
moving, felt a few kicks and it was
free and off taking line again, after
stopping this run I started gaining
line but the fish was kiting to the left
and disaster struck!
In my haste I has forgotten to
slacken off the tight line on the left
hand rod and the fish had kited
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Totally safe and virus free – there’s nothing
quite like reading a good book to free your
mind from all this anxiety.
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through it stripping line from the bait
runner on the other rod and then all
went solid again as it hit another
weed bed. I slackened the bait runner
as loose as it would go on the other
rod and again started applying steady
pressure, I managed to start gaining
line on a heavy mass once again but
this time I couldn’t fell any fish kicking in amongst it.
I gained a fair bit of line and then all
went solid and no matter what I did
with the rod I could gain no more line
so plan B came into place. I loosened
the bait runner off on the rod with the
hooked fish and lay it down on the
boards and picked up the other rod
and began winding that in, I had to
take up a fair bit of slack before I was
connected to the heavy weight but
with this rod I could get it moving
towards me until it again went solid
and I had to swap rods, having to
repeat this rod swapping process
about three times before a huge ball
of weed appeared in the head torch
about two rod lengths out, but no
matter which rod I tried I couldn’t
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gain any more line. I still wasn’t sure
at this stage of the fish was still on
within the mass of weed as I hadn’t
felt it since that initial run so it was
shit or bust, put both rods down and
drop to my knees to pray, well to try
hand lining the whole lot in really!!
Grabbing the line with the hopefully
hooked fish on I started pulling and
thankfully the whole lot started
slowly moving towards me until
eventually after a few sore line cuts in
my hand it was in front of me at the
foot of the boards, I reached into the
water and started pulling the weed
apart and there in amongst it all was
a large carp!
The weed ball however was much
too large to net with the carp so I had
to keep pulling handfuls off of it while
at the same time trying to keep the
hook link tight to the carps mouth so
the hook stayed in, eventually enough
weed was removed so the carp was
semi free of weed but I couldn’t net it
as it had drifted under the boards, but
luckily for me the fish still had weed
over its eyes so hadn’t figured out it

could power off easily snapping my
hook link if it tried! I grabbed the
landing net at the spreader block,
thrust it vertically into the water and
pulled the carp out from underneath
the boards to the net while at the
same time tilting the net upwards
and thankfully with a bit of net shaking he dropped into the safe folds of
the mesh to a massive sigh of relief by
myself.
At this time I had no idea which
fish it was but left it in the net while I
got the mat and weighing kit ready
before checking his fins and carefully
carrying my prize to the mat. In the
light of the head torch it looked a nice
mirror and went 34lb 8oz on the
Rubens, I gave myself a little fist
pump and popped him into the
retainer as first light was only a few
hours away and hopefully someone
would be about to do some photos. I
sorted out the mess of the rods, cast
them both back out, had a wellearned cup of coffee and jumped back
into the bag for a couple of hours kip.
I awoke at first light and gave Micky

CARPING RE-CUT

Jim Shelley

Jim Shelley is the UK’s most prolific hunter of big
carp. He is a carp fishing force of nature and no carp
can withstand his pursuit for long. He has carved
out a career in carp fishing with an iron will and
perspiration, and this book is the physical
embodiment of that drive. Every single word is
testament to the fact that Jim won’t ever give up. He
taught himself to write so that he could genuinely
say that he’d written this huge book unaided. That is
just what he has done too.
Inside you’ll find the truth… the whole truth.
Nothing has been airbrushed and at times Carping
Re-Cut can make for uncomfortable reading. It’s
gritty, it deals with difficult situations that Jim found
himself on and off the bank. Let’s not forget,
throughout a portion of this book, Jim’s wife Jane
battled with cancer and if the strain took its toll,
then Jim has written about the consequences, and
left nothing out! Carping Re-Cut tells the story of a
man driven to catch the biggest and best carp out
there. There are colourful and touching moments
along the way and of course, there are the fish! This
book holds beautiful images of many of the fish that
captured the hearts of carp men throughout the last
decade or so. Eventually, Jim worked out how to
catch them all, and the way that he did it is laid bare
here for you to read.
So, join Jim on a journey that starts in ‘bandit
country’ near Heathrow, passes east through
Cambridgshire and Norfolk before swinging back via
Royal Berkshire, and plunging deep into the jungle
that is the mysterious Colnemere, as Jim searches for
the ultimate prize, the Black Mirror. One thing’s for
sure, it won’t be dull!
At last the long awaited second book from carp
fishing’s No.1 angler is available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications. Carping Re-Cut is the
follow up to Jim’s highly successful first book
Carping Un Cut and is a mammoth size publication
containing over 400 beautiful colour plates, exclusive
stories and an incredible amount of huge carp from
waters far and wide. Jim always was a great carp
angler but over the past few seasons he has evolved

into the ultimate catching machine. Water after
water, target after target and record after record have
fallen to this sometimes controversial angler,
nevertheless no one can deny his ability and no carp
is uncatchable once Jim sets his mind to it. Jim’s first
book was a great read and it’s sometimes hard for an
author to match the quality of his first book,
however this is not the case with Carping Re-Cut.
This book is a revelation and no carp angler of any
ability, age or status should miss out on what is
definitely the book of the decade from the world’s
greatest carp angler.
PRICE £34.99
CHEAP POSTAGE £4.99 UK £15 EUROPE

Call: 01252 373658
Or order online www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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Gray a call who was a couple of
swims up from me but had moved
down to the middles where the fish
were showing the previous day and
as luck would have it Paul and Luke
had just arrived and were in his swim
chatting so they came up to do the
photos. Now Paul and Luke are two of
the most knowledgeable and successful anglers on the lake and when
the saw him they were quite excited,
telling me it was one of the rare originals called the Red Fish and is over 40
years old and doesn’t come out much,
which was lovely to hear. It was three
degrees that night and the cold must
have got to my camera battery as I’d
charged it before I’d come but it was
now dead so the photo’s had to be
done on my I phone, but Luke did a
fantastic job and got some excellent
ones before we carried him in the
sling to the next swim where there
were no boards to make life difficult
and returned him, watching the great
old warrior drift away into the crystal
clear water. n
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The Darker Side Of Carp Fishing, Under The Radar, River Carping, Canal Carping,
Urban Carping, Rotary Letter Volume 1, Off The Beaten Track, More River Carping,
Advanced Terminal Rigs, Bait And Baiting Strategies, River’s End,
Rotary Letter Volume 2, Watercraft, Rotary Letter Volume 3, Rotary Letter Volume 4,
Tactics Spring/Summer, Tactics Autumn/Winter, Further Off The Beaten Track

You also get two chances to win!!

Chance 1 – Go to the Rob Maylin Facebook fan page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top), like and share it and post
‘done’ in the messages. It’s as simple as that!
Chance 2 – Go to the Big Carp magazine page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top),
like and share it and post ‘done’ in the messages.
It’s as simple as that!

Get liking
and good luck,
Rob Maylin

Rob will pick one winner at random on the closing date – 1st June, 2022
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CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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There are government projects gone haywire – and
then there’s HS2. The High Speed rail project should
never have been given the nod in the first place. Costs
spiralled out of control from the very beginning: it was
estimated to cost £32.7 billion in 2012, now this is set
to surpass £100 billion. The technology will be out of
date before it even comes online. The government is
right to ditch plans for an easterly arm of HS2 from
Leeds to Birmingham. In contrast to the London to
Birmingham section, no buildings have yet been
flattened, no earth has been moved. Now is the
chance to abandon it, before any more money and
eﬀort is spent.
But even with billions funnelled into the first leg of
the journey, there’s still a strong case for scrapping the
rail project completely. It is a scandal that successive
governments have pressed ahead with the project,
and even more scandalous that every leader has
bought into the ‘sunk cost fallacy’, allowing wasted taxpayer money to justify wasting billions more.
The economic case – which was always weak – was further undermined by rising costs and the
revelation that it was based on an assumption that passengers cannot work on trains; that every minute
spent travelling is a wasted minute. Yet rather than order HS2 Ltd, the company set up to deliver the
project, to get a grip on costs, prime ministers have bitten their tongues and waved the extravagance
through.
Better still, take devolution policy a step further and empower more regions to oﬀer lower taxes and
business rates.
By dropping the eastern arm of HS2 the government is not abandoning the ‘Red Wall’ seats which Boris
Johnson won in the 2019 general election. HS2 never was meant as a regeneration project. On the
contrary, the rail project was designed to link only relatively well‐oﬀ places: the centres of Manchester,
Leeds and Birmingham. As for the secondary towns and cities – the likes of Coventry, Bradford, Rochdale –
HS2 passes them by or never quite reaches them.
Nottingham and Derby were oﬀered a tram line to link them to an HS2 station. But the real ‘Red Wall’
lies further still from the glass palazzos of HS2 termini. It consists of the former industrial areas of West
Cumbria, County Durham, Humberside – where greater connectivity to London is the last thing on anyone’s
mind. What is most needed in these areas are industrial jobs – for which connectivity via road and rail
freight is a far more important issue.
HS2 sums up the patronising attitude towards what ministers like to call ‘the North’. Far from ‘levelling
up’, it almost seems to have been dreamt up to allow London‐bound ministers to spend even less time in
the regions. Instead of a gruelling day out in a distant constituency, it promises them swift outward and
return journeys so they can be back at Westminster for dinner or an evening vote.
If greater rail capacity is the issue it can be provided at far less cost with more modest upgrades. The
high line speed of HS2, 225 mph, appears to have been inspired more by a desire to be able to boast of
having the fastest railway in Europe, rather than by Britain’s compact geography. So far it looks most likely
to succeed in pushing up the price and making it impractical to include more than a handful of stations in
the upgrades.
If there is an existing government policy which has the power to regenerate former industrial areas, it’s
freeports. Better still, take devolution policy a step further and empower more regions to oﬀer lower taxes
and business rates. Focus on jobs, too. The government has all but squashed fracking, which could have
brought new wealth to Lancashire, and the Prime Minister has registered his opposition to a new mine in
Cumbria which could supply coking coal to the flagging UK steel industry. But where are all the ‘green jobs’
which are supposed to replace the dirty industrial jobs?
It is depressing that for all the government’s talk about its energy and environmental policies stimulating
a new industrial revolution, so many of the wind turbines, solar panels and other kit are being made in
China. Green levies, which have pushed up the cost of energy for UK manufacturers, are a large part of the
story. According to UK Steel, producers here have to pay 86 per cent more for their energy than their
German counterparts and 62 per cent more than French steelmakers.
The same applies to HS2: the latest contract for steel, for tunnels in the Chilterns, has gone to a French
producer. Governments shouldn’t favour their own country’s industries where an overseas one has a better
product at a better price, but British manufacturers should be able to compete on equal terms. Brexit gave
us an opportunity to diverge from the EU and come up with policies which unashamedly boost the
competitiveness of our industries. Yet the government has been extremely slow to diverge on anything.
It is easy to despair at the constant chopping and changing of infrastructure projects in Britain. Where
other countries conceive, design and build new roads, railways and airports within a reasonable timeframe
we spend years talking about them, holding inquiries, instigating reviews – and end up spending a fortune
before a single lorry‐load of concrete is poured, if that ever happens. A large part of our problem is a
fervent commitment to vanity projects. The cancellation of the full West Midlands to Leeds leg of HS2
should come to represent the beginning of the end of this folly.
The government should pivot instead to firm policies which will give our faded industrial heartlands the
lift they really need. It is quality industrial jobs that should be the priority for the ‘Red Wall’, not a rail line
to help people hotfoot it to London’s booming service economy in the shortest possible time.
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CARP
CHAT
Carpy News
Removal of Dovecliff weir restores river health
River Dove opened up for the first time in almost 900 years
• Completion of the biggest
weir removal project in the
country
• Improvements for the passage
of fish, improved biodiversity
and other environmental
gains in the River Dove catchment
The £2.5m project to remove the
Dovecliff weir at Egginton, South Derbyshire - the biggest weir removal
project in the country - is now complete following a 24-month programme of works.
For the first time in almost 900
years, over 550km of watercourse has
been opened up for the free passage
of fish of the River Dove and its tributaries. Dovecliff weir was the first barrier to fish migration along the River
Dove and, in combination with other
completed fish passage projects, its
removal now enables all fish species
to access their spawning grounds.
Along with improving passage for
fish, removing the weir benefits water
quality, public safety and welfare,
wider floodplain biodiversity and
boosts the local economy by attracting more visits by anglers to the area.
Christopher Grzesiok, Fisheries
Biologist at the Environment Agency
said:
“Rivers are dynamic ecosystems
which provide many benefits to both
people and wildlife. Over the centuries, rivers have been impacted by

Weir after removal.
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Weir before removal.

industry and urban growth, affecting
how they function. Building weirs,
such as this one at Dovecliff, have
broken the dynamic function of rivers,
resulting in a loss of ecological diversity and river function.
“By removing the weir, we will
improve biodiversity and fish passage
through the entire Dove catchment. It
will also improve the habitat for fish
to spawn and grow as it creates a
more natural river environment, without the impact of human-made barriers.
“We’re already seeing the benefits
upstream of the site with the formation of gravel bars and improved habitat for invertebrates, spawning fish

and other wildlife.”
Paul Herickx, Project Executive at
the Environment Agency said:
“The weir, which dates back to the
1200s, was structurally assessed in
2016 and sections were found to be in
a poor condition. The weir no longer
served a functional purpose and, as it
would continue to have been costly to
repair and maintain, its removal was
the best solution.
“We have overcome a number of
significant challenges, including the
global pandemic, one of the wettest
winters on record and some of the
highest flood flows ever recorded in
the area to finally complete this
unique project.
“Whilst there have been significant
construction challenges to safely
remove the structure, seeing the River
Dove flow freely for the first time in
almost a millennia and knowing that
its natural processes are now rebalancing makes all the team’s efforts
worthwhile.”
The final stage of the project will be
the landscaping to replant native
trees and shrubs in place of those that
were removed to enable the works to
take place.
This will be carried out in late
autumn 2021 in line with the planting
season.
Credit: Environment Agency. n

CARP CHAT
Environment Agency enforces annual close season
for salmon and sea trout fishing
The annual close season for salmon
and sea trout angling runs from the
autumn until early 2022
The Environment Agency reminds
all anglers to check relevant byelaws
for their local area, as close season
dates differ across England
Annual close season supports
wider efforts to protect spawning
salmon and sea trout
The Environment Agency (EA) is
enforcing the annual close season
over the winter months to help protect salmon and sea trout from disturbance when spawning, allowing
stocks to grow.
The byelaws prohibit fishing for
salmon and sea trout this autumn,
with fishing due to resume in early
2022.
Salmon and sea trout spawn at different times meaning that close season dates vary slightly across areas
and rivers in England. Anglers must

check local information and byelaws
to ensure they are up to date on local
restrictions.
Wild Atlantic salmon and sea trout
are experiencing decline, with some
stocks now below sustainable levels.
Reducing disturbances on fish when
they are spawning and at their most
vulnerable helps to protect stocks for
the future.
The EA recognises that fishing is
not the sole cause of stock decline but
by observing the close season anglers
are playing their part in boosting the
long-term resilience of iconic fish
species.
Kevin Austin, Deputy Director for
Agriculture, Fisheries and the Natural
Environment at the Environment

Agency, said:
“Taking steps to limit the pressures
on vital fish stocks will help support
healthy, thriving populations in our
rivers long into the future.
“The annual close season is an
important time of year. It improves
the resilience and sustainability of our
native species, which is important for
the wider ecosystem.”
Anglers who wish to fish during the
winter months are permitted to catch
coarse fish, such as grayling, barbel
and chub, for which a valid fishing
licence is required.
During the close season, enforcement officers from the EA patrol riverbanks to prevent illegal fishing and
protect fisheries. The maximum fine
for byelaw offences is £50,000 upon
conviction.
Those who suspect illegal fishing
should report it to the EA’s incident
hotline on 0800 80 70 60. n

Plans for Colwick Park Fish Pass unveiled at
community engagement event
• Plans for the largest fish pass in the
country to be shared at Colwick
Country Park event
• Improvements for the passage of
fish in the River Trent catchment,
including salmon
• Scheme will provide £18.6m of
environmental benefits
Nottingham’s Colwick Country
Park will be home to the largest fish
pass in the country under plans to be
unveiled by the Environment Agency
at a public drop-in event on Tuesday
5 October.
Construction of the Colwick
(Holme Sluices) Fish Pass project will
commence this autumn and run until
2023. It is the first scheme of the
ambitious Trent Gateway Partnership
which aims to remove all barriers to
fish migration along the River Trent.
Holme Sluices, owned by the Environment Agency, is the largest single
barrier to fish migration on the River
Trent. The sluice gates span the river
and maintain different upstream and
downstream water levels, leaving fish
unable to pass through.
Simon Ward, Fisheries Technical
Specialist at the Environment Agency
said:
“We are excited to share our plans
for what will be the largest fish pass

in the country. Our priority is to open
up the River Trent for all fish species
through the ambitions of the Trent
Gateway Partnership, starting with
the Colwick (Holme Sluices) Fish
Pass.
“There are a number of barriers to
fish migration within the River Trent
catchment, including Holme Sluices,
which is the largest barrier to the natural migration of fish in the Midlands.
By installing fish passage, it will
become easier for salmon and other
fish to reach their spawning and feeding grounds.
“We are working with partners to
improve the situation and hope that
the Colwick Park Fish Pass will serve
as a catalyst for other Trent Gateway
projects, which will in turn enhance
the river and boost the local economy.
“We will work with Nottingham
City Council to make Colwick Country Park in Nottingham the hub for
Trent Gateway. Plans could include a
visitor centre telling the story of the
Trent, its history, ecology and how it

has shaped communities along its
length for centuries.”
The benefits of the new fish pass
include enabling access to additional
spawning habitat upstream, with the
potential to increase the number of
fish species in the River Trent, promote awareness of fish passes and
river equality, provide educational
and engagement opportunities, and
attract more visits by anglers to the
area and boost the local economy.
Cllr Rosemary Healy, Lead for
Parks, Open Spaces and the Public
Realm added:
“We are absolutely delighted that
Colwick Fish Pass work will be starting soon. We are proud that Colwick
will be home to the largest fish pass in
the country, it will bring huge biodiversity benefits to Colwick Country
Park including increasing the number
of fish species in the River Trent.”
The community drop-in event will
be held at the entrance to Colwick
Country Park from 12 noon to 6 pm on
Tuesday 5 October 2021.
Further details about the project
are available on our dedicated Colwick (Holme Sluices) Fish Pass webpage: https://consult.environmentagency.gov.uk/east-midlands/holmesluices-fish-pass. n
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Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

On Sunday morning after walking around a 33 acre reservoir and finding a spot to set up. I cast 35 yards out to the edge of a
weed bed. My tactics were fishing a ronnie rig made of a size 6 hex gapes from hobo armour and a mix of glugged RNT and
wicked whites from madbaits. I put about 1kg of the mixed boilies out. Then the heavy rain and wind started to blow in.
This started me getting line bites and drop backs. Then all went quite for an hour and suddenly the left hand rod melted off.
After a decent fight the prize was in the net. A beautiful looking mirror carp weighing in at 16lb 2oz. I was so happy to catch
due to the fact that I haven’t fish this place in 10+ years.
Peter Conn – Instagram: @Carper_and_son

Well worth getting wet for!
Known as ‘Not Ben’s Pet’ or the ‘Little Twoey’. It
went 35lb 14oz. A Steamies by Individual Baits
TNT pop-up, over a large bed of TNT, pellet and
prepared Steamies hemp did the do. It came from a
large Kent Park pit, fishing at 80 yards range. On
arrival the fish were showing in the area and I was
confident. But come the morning the signs had
disappeared, and they were showing further up
the bank. After a blank night I was getting itchy
feet. I was gathering my stuff together to move,
when the middle rod roared off. There was no time
for the waders, it was a case of just getting in, or
risk losing the fish. With the prizes on offer in this
place, I didn’t need to think twice, getting wet it
was! It’s fair to say I didn’t regret it for a minute.
Carl Milton
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DOMAIN NAME FOR SALE

Frenchcarp.com
A fantastic opportunity to purchase
a very popular domain name.

Established domain used for advertising French carp fishing holidays,
bait companies, tackle companies, bait boats and for selling fisheries.
Only £2000

Email: Turnerp@orange.fr for more information

Catch Reports... Catch Reports...
We arrived on the Tuesday at Norton Disney and I was 13th in the
queue and was very lucky to get a swim. There was one swim free
on the whole complex and not really the lake I wanted to fish but
did I know it would be mental session so waited for the lad to out
the swim after he had two fish in 36 hours I seen a few shows so I
wasted no time soon as the peg was free I flicked three singles out
to where the fish had showed but nothing came about so I pulled
them in found a spot and heavily baited it I managed to fish three
rods on the spot started off with 14 spombs of crumb and whole
boilie corn flaked maize and house pellet 4mm and 8mm mixed into
a stodgy mix I flicked three heli safe spinner rigs out white yellow
and pink and it was carnage first fish came about 40 mins then a fish
every 30-40mins after every fish I topped up the spot with nine
spombs and they seemed to have loved the bait and all through the
session was mental double takes at 2am in the morning was a killer
but landed both biggest fish went 20lb9 oz and every fish was over
10lb varying from 15lb-20lb 9oz the second night I reeled in and got
some sleep as the day had been mental and I had to call the session
short due to being tired I did 48 hours instead of 72.
Jarred ‘the carp catcher’ Howard
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Reviews
New Hoodie from Hotspot Design

Twist+ 300
Lantern
Light up everything
with the Twist+ 300
Lantern

New collection Carpfishing Eco 2.0, this is a restyling of the previous collection
who was one of our older products and who has always been a best seller in our
range.

The new collection is based on the same design
with only little variations and we improved a lot
quality and details.
The result is a new wonderful collection for all
carp fishing enthusiasts.

12 FREE LINE

Packed full of features for this
winter, the new Twist+ 300 R
Lantern from outdoor expert
Coleman is incredibly bright and
lets you light up your house, garden or the path after dark for up
to 300 hours (on low setting) this
winter. Even more convenient, it
doubles up as a handy phone
charger, so even if your power
does go down, you’ll never be
without charge on your smart
phone or tablet.
It’s incredibly rugged construction also means that the
lantern can deal with extreme
wear and tear and will even survive an accidental drop from 2
metres. Featuring an integrated
USB port the lantern can be easily charged at home or in the car.
It includes the brand’s innovative BatteryLockT technology,
put the power of light in your
hands this autumn season with
the new Coleman Twist 300
Lantern. n

CARP SCENE
Leatherman launches compact and capable Curl multi-tool
Leatherman has launched a new multipurpose tool to provide access to many of the
brand’s most iconic features at a more
accessible price point. The Leatherman
Curl® packs 15 different devices into a
compact four-inch gadget that will ensure
users have the right tools for the job,
whether tackling projects at home or heading elsewhere for work or recreation.
Made entirely from premium stainless
steel, the Leatherman Curl® takes all of the
best features of the brand’s best-selling
Wave Plus model and packs them into a
more streamlined and lightweight device,
with ample functionality for first-time
users. Highlights include an ultra-sharp
420HC locking knife blade, spring-loaded
scissors, and a customisable bit driver,
plus: needlenose pliers; regular pliers; wire
cutters; hard-wire cutters; diamondcoated file; wood/metal file; awl with
thread loop; medium screwdriver; bottle
opener; can opener; wire stripper; and
ruler. For the ultimate in user convenience,
many of the Curl’s features are accessible
while in the folder or closed position and
users can open and operate each tool with
one hand to support multi-tasking, ideal for
activities such as angling and outdoor
cooking. The Leatherman Curl weighs just
212g and comes with a handy removable
pocket clip as an alternative to the nylon
sheath it comes supplied with, making it
easy to carry between jobs.
The Curl is covered by Leatherman’s 25year warranty and retails at £99.95.
Along with the full Leatherman range,
the Curl is available now at www.leatherman.co.uk. n
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SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

Could the Big
Wasing Linear be
the Next English
Record Carp?
About Wasing

G

reat care is taken to
preserve and
enhance the rural
charm of the extensive lakes and rivers
a t Wa s i n g, s e t
within the beautiful countryside of
B e r k s h i r e. A t t r a c t i n g m e m b e r s
nationwide, who value both the quality of fishing on offer and our attitude
toward thoughtful and sustainable
fisheries management, Wasing Fisheries is less than an hour’s drive from
London and easily accessible from
both the north and south.
With over 100 acres of water set in

the picturesque Kennet Valley, we
have access to a variety of fishing
venues, including well-matured
gravel pits, beautiful wooded carp
lakes and the meandering wilderness
of the Rivers Kennet and Enborne.
What sets Wasing apart from other
fisheries is the sheer tranquility set in
a natural environment. At Wasing you
will find abundant wildlife, but you
may not see another soul. The fishery
and its privacy, the environment and
wildlife is maintained, protected and
supervised by the fisheries manager
and team of bailiffs.
A regular stocking programme
operates on the lakes, and we are

proud to boast record sized carp and
superb catches of barbel, chub, pike,
tench and perch, of which can be
found across six miles of River Kennet
and Enborne and throughout our
many lakes.
Access to the Wasing Fisheries is
through locked gates and so membership on Wasing Fisheries is highly
exclusive, with all new members vetted and no day tickets available. The
ethos of the fishery is quality, and
improving on this ideal is a constant
goal.
For more information please contact us on 0118 971 4140 or email
sporting@wasing.co.uk

About The Syndicates
Carp & Tench General
Four stunning lakes make up this
exceptional fishing syndicate. The
ancient wooded lakes were created
before the 17th century and have
been restocked since 1988 with carp.
With rudd, tench and carp up to 32lb,
the Wasing Woods lakes offers exclusive and peaceful fishing within the
tall pine trees. Shalford and Bottle
Lake, covering 16 acres across the
beautiful Berkshire countryside, were
originally gravel pits and are around
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Wasing Parrot
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Wasing Parrot

30 years old both with spring fed,
crystal clear water. Holding carp of
37lb-plus and specimen bream and
tench, the lakes are stocked with fish
that are growing year on year

Carp & Tench Specimen
With one of the largest carp in the

UK, it is no surprise our specimen
lakes are increasingly popular… The
Parrot topped the 64lb mark in March
2014, and is continuing to grow.
Along with the Parrot, there are a
number of truly stunning specimen
carp over 40lb and specimen tench
that inhabit these lakes. These lakes

are not easy fishing; each offers its
own unique challenges, which have
bettered even the most experienced
anglers. We have a healthy head of
carp per lake, and our aim is to support a self-sufficient, well-balanced
specimen carp syndicate, which provides a natural environment for UK
grown specimen fish, not to mention
outstanding fishing for our lucky 60
members.
Oxlease and Cranwells Lakes are
restored gravel pits, and between
them reach across approximately 30
acres. They have been maturing since
1994 are prime lakes in the centre of
Berkshire countryside.

Wasing Record
Smashed
The Parrot has just been landed at
a new lake record 64lb 6oz, weighed
and witnessed by Mark Hibbs, fishery
manager, on November 7th 2014
caught by Mike Bramton. Then Bernie
Loftus had the parrot two days after
his last capture and at a new lake
record of 64lb 8oz.
Well done, Bernie. n
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For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com

FISHING
RESORT

Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news

https://naxiresa.inaxel.com/etape1-criteres.php?
compte=iktus&lang=2

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st June, 2022

– SO GET LIKING!

Twelve
Hours on
the Big Pit
By Ben Dowers

The Big Pit, from my chosen swim.

Twelve Hours on the Big Pit

A

round a three quarter hour drive (on a
rare tractor and/or
little old lady-less
day) from home
lies a complex of
lakes, one that has been producing
big carp (for the area) for many
decades now. Around a decade ago I
fished one of the waters there, a prolific water of ten to twelve acres holding some stunning scaly mirrors. The
largest at the time were weighing
around low thirties and so, as I say,
were big for the area. I had a great
time there, really enjoyed the fishing
and was even fortunate enough to
bank both the pit’s largest mirrors,
both at low thirties. Just next door to
that pit is another, much larger one,
covering (allegedly) ninety or so acres
with a far, far, lower stock. Again they
were nice dark scaly fish, but at that
time, I felt that with the pit’s largest
(known) carp generally going 28lbish, perhaps my time would be better
spent elsewhere. So, apart from the
very occasional look and wander, I
pretty much left it alone, for around a
decade.
Although I never intended to spend
much time fishing it I did want to try
to sneak out a twenty pounder for the
album; so I decided that 2014 might
be the year. During my ten year
absence the carp in the pit next door
grew well with the biggest one eventually topping 40lb before it died, but,
surprisingly, those in the big pit still
didn’t seem able to reach above thirty
pounds. Apparently (according to
some locals and regulars) the big pit
hadn’t produced a 30lb-plus carp for
well over a decade. Therefore with a
big fish from there being mid to
upper-twenties that was really what I
was after, but a 20lb’er would certainly suffice to keep me content.
With the intention of limiting the
time I needed to spend sat behind
rods, I decided that prebaiting would
be the cornerstone of my approach.
By regularly baiting an area fairly
heavily and then fishing it on what I
deemed the correct conditions, I
hoped I might achieve my target in
only a couple of nights; though of
course I knew that was optimistic. I
brought my ticket at the beginning of
April and though (as a spring ticket) it
would only last until the end of May I
felt that I would have a good chance
within that time, if all went to plan.

The overhanging tree looked pretty good to me!

Rather than complicating matters by
baiting several areas (as I would likely
have if I was to fish it for a whole season) I opted for just one swim – just
one spot in fact. Because of that I was
looking for an area that I felt would
often be overlooked by other anglers
for whatever reasons.
I settled on a big, sparse but overhanging marginal tree, situated on the
end of a southeasterly wind. The tree
was large enough that I thought I
could get two rigs underneath it,
which I felt was important to maximise my chances since I would be
baiting heavily. The branches that did
reach into the water from that tree did
so no more than six or eight inches so
I felt there was virtually no chance of
getting a fish snagged up in them.
Being a marginal area meant I could
bait up by hand, making the job a lot
easier. Also it would be far less likely
that I would be seen doing so, not
that there were any rules against it,
just that I wanted to reap the rewards
of my effort. With the road directly
behind the swim it would enable me
to get in and bait up extra quickly,
and I was hoping it might also deter
some anglers, especially as access to
far more peaceful swims was just as
easy. I also hoped that as the spot
was on the receiving end of an easterly wind it might prove a little less
appealing to other anglers than the
other banks would, though it looked a
bit of a winner to me, but ultimately
only the carp would prove me right or
wrong.

With my spot chosen it was then a
matter of deciding on which baits to
introduce. I still had around 15kg of a
prototype winter boilie that Sticky
baits had sent me, a blend of Irish
cream and winterised peanut-meal in
15mm and 20mm; so I decided to use
them. Even though it was winterised
bait I felt that it would be fine for April
and May as on such a large pit I
wasn’t intending to compete with
other anglers’ baits, only to keep the
carp visiting an area and finding a
quantity of appealing, easy and free
food. I was well aware of the large
population of silver fish, especially
bream in the pit so also felt that some
bulking ingredients would be helpful.
I settled on a mix of pigeon mix,
canary conditioner and hemp, alongside a mix of Sticky’s pellets, my plan
being that the boilies would be eaten
by the carp, bream, tench, coots and
ducks whereas the pellets and particles would keep the area attractive
after the boilies had gone. Also I
hoped that would keep the small silvers occupied and persuade the
larger fish to ‘sweep’ the bottom
clean, which would help allow my
rigs to be easily presented.
My first bait-up was in the very
early April and quite heavy (for me)
with around 2kg of boilies and 3-4kg
of mixed pellets and particles; I
returned late the following day and
introduced around the same again.
Five or six nights later I was back for
another bait-up and this time introduced around 1kg of boilies and 3-4kg
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(Above) My prebaiting consisted of
this lot.
(Bottom) Rigs – one on each!

of pellet and particle mix. Two nights
later I did the same again. It was then
almost a week before I was able to
return for another baiting so that time
I took around 3kg of boilies, 4-5kg of
pellets and particles and quickly
bunged the lot under the tree. I knew
it would be almost another week
before I could get back for another
bait-up so I’d decided to crumb up
around a pound of the boilies this
time to help keep the smell in the area
for a while longer should the whole
baits be eaten within only a day or
two. Up till this point I had been combining my prebaiting on the big pit
with fishing a couple of nearby pits,
but that time I was unable to fish, and
due to the traffic it was likely a twohour round trip. Once there I had
done what I intended well within fifteen minutes, but sometimes effort
does equal reward, and when it does
it’s all worthwhile; time would tell if
that was to be the case!
By now (late April) that tree had
seen a significant amount of bait over
a significant period of time, and as far
as I was aware my actions had gone
as good as unnoticed. I’d also managed to keep my mouth shut about it.
I thought that the longer I left it before
fishing the area the better my
chances would be, but also knew full
well that the chances of someone else
fishing the area and stumbling upon
my work also increased with time.
Although I hadn’t actually seen any
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carp in the area yet it was getting
exciting. It was, I felt, getting close to
time to fish the area, and so ideally I
wanted a southeasterly wind for a
couple of nights, but realistically I
was also happy to attempt it on an
easterly. I would continue to bait the
area until the weather obliged, and I
felt that when it did there was a very
good chance of some action, potentially more than just the one bite,
especially if I were to do two or three
nights in the area.
My plan was to fish one bottom
bait (a 20mm on my right hand rod)
quite tight to the trunk of the overhanging tree, which would put it only
two or three feet from the bank, in
around 4ft of water. That one I could
position easily enough (I thought) by
hand from the overhanging tree trunk
and would attach a small PVA bag of
pellet and crumb before doing so.
That rig would be my trusted
hydrolink blowback with a size 4

Gardner Covert wide gape Talon Tip.
My left hand rod would be a 15mm
pop-up, and could (I thought) be an
easy underarm cast beneath the overhanging branches around 15ft from
the bank in around 8ft of water. That
rig, basically a hinged stiff rig, constructed (again from Rigmarole’s
Hydrolink) with a size 6 Gardner
Covert Mugga. A small back lead on
each would pin the line down and
make it less likely that a hooked fish
would wipe out the other rod, potentially resulting in a big tangle, and
worse, a hook-pull. A lead-core ban
dictated a slight change from my
usual setup, and so a few blobs of
putty spaced along the last five feet of
my 20lb X-line took its place. Having
already introduced so much bait to
the area I decided that whilst fishing I
would only introduce thirty or so
boilies and maybe a little of the pellet
and particle mix to start with. This I
hoped would help maximise my
chances of a pick up or two in a short
session, as the fish should hopefully
be expecting to find bait there by
now, but should (in theory) not be
expecting hookbaits!
Undoubtedly the longer I continued
my prebaiting without fishing it the
more likely it would produce a result,
but it would also be getting more
likely that the fish would eventually
give the game away. The weather
forecast gave the wind swinging to
southeasterly during a night in late
April, so I thought now was about the
right time, about three weeks since I
first started baiting the area. I arrived
at the lake just after midday and was
not far from devastated to see a bloke
fishing the area, the first one I’d seen
there since I started baiting it. With a
heavy heart I made my way over to

Twelve Hours on the Big Pit

another of the lakes to try and cheer
myself up with one off the top.
Around 7pm and two ducks, one
seagull, two rudd and one 14lb(ish)
mirror later I was ready to set up for
the night, but fancied another pit so
set off for it. Just in case I drove past
my baited area to check if the van
was still there and joy of joys, it
wasn’t; he’d gone. More than happily,
I parked up and the world was good
again!
Where I had thought it would be an
easy underarm for my left hand rod,
before I’d even attempted a cast I
realised I was wrong; they would

both have to be two-rod tricked. My
first effort on the right-hander was
poor, but on the second go it was in
position, dropped by hand whilst
squatted on the overhanging tree
trunk. The left-hander went smoothly,
and from further out on the tree I
dropped the rig into position using
my super scooper, six freebies in the
scoop. I spread around thirty mixed
size boilies and a couple of handfuls
of mix over the area. The traps were
set by 8pm, and I slowly set up my
brolly getting sorted for just after
dark. It started to rain, then got
harder, then harder, then it was piss-

ing it down, and little rivers started
trickling under my brolly. I thought
perhaps I should have put my
groundsheet and overwrap on. I
thought I heard a fish; then the rain
stopped and a while later I was sure I
heard a little one lump out. I was
buzzing, outrageously hopeful, almost
to the point of confident. Tea and coffee flowed and sleep looked unlikely!
Around 10pm-ish I had a bleep,
which seemed unusually interesting,
what with the back lead and slack
line.
(Pic 5)
Just before 11pm the right-hander
bleeped a few times then ripped off. I
jumped off the bed (thinking, hmm,
that’s the 20mm) and ran to the rod,
but the alarm stopped as I slowed up
to go down the slope to the rods. In
the blue glow of my LED I could see
my hanger jammed into the roller, and
I lifted the rod keeping it low and left
to avoid the branches. Something
was definitely on, but I told myself it
was a tench. Eventually it was in front
of me, and by now I knew it was a
carp. It didn’t feel big, but I didn’t
care; I wanted it in the net! Thankfully
it obliged, a nice little mirror, so I happily snapped off a few self-takes and
returned it to its hefty home. As I
returned it a little down the bank I
found some heavy-duty long nose forceps, so it seemed that guy must have
been piking and so I needn’t have
panicked.
(Pic 6)
Though I was chuffed I did notice
that it seemed quite a small one but a
capture nonetheless and a most
excellent sign. Honestly though, I was
hoping for another about twice the
size. I stuck the kettle on and sat
there debating whether I should
attempt repositioning that rig. It was
dark and to attempt it would mean
(aided by headlight; safety first!)
climbing out over the water onto the
trunk, underarming my Spomb left
out in front of my swim, leaving the
Spomb rod propped up on the tree
with an open bail, nipping back to the
swim and casting a lead over the
Spomb line then reeling that in to take
the Spomb and lead off, then connect
the two lines. Then I would have to
leave my rod on the rests with an

(Top) Setup in the swim, rods out,
ready and waiting.
(Left) Three hours in.
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(Above) Tools of the two-rod trickery.
(Below) 30lb 4oz of awesome looking
big pit carp.

open bail and get back round out onto
the tree and winch my rig back, disconnect the two lines, reattach my
lead, put my hookbait and PVA bag
on, then drop it in. It had to be done I
decided, so I did it and scattered
another sprinkling of bait over it. As
far as I could tell all went smoothly,
which I took as a result. I was back on
the bed, but now there was even less
chance of sleep, both rods were back
out and the wind swung just like they
said it would. I’d already had one and
now it looked even better!
It rained intermittently throughout
the rest of the night, and (as I’d

hoped) the wind was blowing
towards me, rain finding its way
under my brolly, so I kept lifting and
lowering it whilst making tea and coffees. Not long before first light the
left-hander, the pop-up, was away,
the alarm screaming for my attention.
As soon as I lifted into it I knew it was
bigger, but I kept trying to convince
myself otherwise, in the spirit of damage limitation. I failed; it was just far
too obvious that it was a very decent
fish, slowly chugging about and forcing me to backwind; occasionally lifting up and kicking off big swirly boils.
Eventually after a lengthy scrap she
was beaten and thankfully slid into
the net. I grabbed my head torch and
(with no surprise, just uncontained
glee) was met with a definite twenty

– happy daze indeed.
I sorted the mat, wetted the sling
and zeroed the scales then rolled the
net down. I checked its pecs, lifted it
out and was instantly very surprised!
I unhooked it, slipped it into the sling
and hoisted it onto the scales. The
needle spun to flicker at over thirty, so
I steadied the scales with my net pole
and the needle settled on a gloriously
unexpected 30lb 4oz. I carefully
moved it into the pre-wetted sack
and let it rest in the deep margin
whilst I had a brew to calm down a bit
and reorganise the self-take gear. Just
to be sure I reweighed the sling, and
was chuffed to see the needle still sitting bang on the zero. The snaps
went ok, thankfully, as she was (I
thought) a stunning looking fish, and
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soon she was (angrily but healthy
looking) creeping off up the left hand
margin.
Though I was tempted to stay
another night I’d already had way
more than I wanted, and so was
packed up and away by 8am and off
for a look at another pit. Interestingly
before I left I had a look and could see
the bottom where my replaced right
hand rig was, and I couldn’t see any
of the extra freebies I’d added, so perhaps that big mirror had cleaned
them off, or perhaps something else
had? I didn’t care! In just less than
twelve hours on the big pit I’d managed two carp, a most pleasing average of six hours to a take, with one
being a whacker. Upon speaking to a
mate it transpired that it was a known
fish and had put on around 4lb (not
the only one to do so) since his capture of it last year. Certainly the time
of year played a part in its weight
gain, but I also had a sneaking suspicion that it had likely been using the
prebaited area for a while now. Sometimes it’s best to know when to call it
quits, so I thought I’d quit whilst I

B I G

C A R P

Just prior to the happy pack up.

was ahead. The plan had worked to
perfection, far better than I’d even
dared to hope for. That capture felt
like a gift – happy didn’t even come

T O P

close to it. My time on the big pit was
over and I’d loved every minute of it.
So, all that’s left to say is many thanks
to Sticky for more magic bait! n

T E N - Ta c k l e
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RAPTOR® RESPONSE
Gear up for the unexpected with the
Raptor Response. Along with compact,
folding shears, it also features a ring
cutter, ruler, oxygen tank wrench and
pocket clip, so you’re ready to get to
work in any situation.
Available online from:
www.leatherman.co.uk

Chronicle Fishing
December2014LakeDiary – FryerningFisheries,
Ingatestone,EssexByKevinGoss

I

t’s been an amazing year for
Chronicle to just report on
these amazing carp from all
across the Fryerning complex
but an even more amazing
year for XL. This fantastic syndicate has seen untold PBs being broken time after time this year with
anglers’ dreams being made every
week, plus the carp have really seen
some fantastic gains. It’s been a pleasure for Chronicle to witness, and
great angling to all the members who
have achieved their goals this year –
well deserved! Thank you to Chris,
Charlie and all the XL team for constantly improving this fantastic syndicate.
Now for December: the cold
weather has really set in with the
lakes largely empty and only a small
number of anglers reaching the bank
this month. But there have still been a
few great catches to report on in
December, starting with Dave Whitting landing the Dalmatian at 36lb 4oz
right at the beginning of the month,
so not a bad start at all. What he found
in the net next is probably the best
Christmas present the lake could
have given for any member, and I had
the pleasure to net and witness this
monster carp.
Paul Shearer, fishing from the

Dave Whitting landing the Dalmatian at 36lb 4oz.

Lodge swim found the biggest carp in
the lake, the Gurm, and at its top
weight of 54lb. It was massive and we
were in awe of the amazing creature.
It’s a PB that probably won’t ever be
broken by Paul in the UK. Amazing
carp – amazing syndicate. Last up
was none other than me with a new
PB and probably one of the best looking carp in the lake as well, a recapture of the Stripe at 37lb 4oz – glad I
stayed the night.
Tom Brownlee also found the hungry Stripe three days later, and his
first capture from XL. Finally, not for-

Paul Shearer holding the Gurm at a massive 54lb.
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getting the valley faithful, who still
managed to produce a few carp, and
the largest caught at 6oz over 30lb by
Roy Pritchard, a great achievement so
late in the year. Let’s hope for an even
better year in 2015 for Fryerning Fisheries – the bar keeps getting higher
and higher.
For the entire up to date goings on
at XL please visit the website at
www.xlcarp.com, and if you would
like Chronicle Fishing help showcase
your lake in Big Carp Magazine
please visit www.chroniclefishing.
co.uk n

Kevin Goss with his recapture of the Stripe at 37lb 4oz.

UFB
ultimate feed boilies

Using the fishmeal & birdseed as a base, we have created an
entire range of pre flavoured ufb’s. Some are brand new flavours and combinations and some are old classic fan favourites brought back and given a new lease of life.

starmerbaits.com
eBay.co.uk/str/starmerltd
Amazon, search: starmerbaits
tel: 01268 690300
collection: call ahead.

Halibut & coconut
Plum & hemp

Available from

Almond & nut

1.9kg £12.50
5kg £26.00
10kg £50.00
25kg £112.50
50kg £225.00

Garlic mint

15mm & 20mm

Spicy sausage

Flavoured
range

Hempseed

Candy sweet cream

Bun spice

As with the fishmeal & birdseed ufb our flavoured ufb’s are fully
compatible with our liquid feed range, thus keeping the amazing flexibility and customizations options offered by the ufb’s.

The Newbury
Common
By Dan Shippen

D

ue to work commitments this was my
first night on the
bank for close to
two months, but
from keeping in
touch with the venue and walking it
regularly I had a good idea where the
fish would be. I got down to the lake
an hour before dark and watched the
water for a couple of hours before I
saw what I was looking for. After
locating the fish and setting up in the
dark in a very tight swim I cast my
hookbaits to a silt area at around 20
yards. A couple of hours went by
before I heard a decent fish show
right on me, which confirmed my
swim choice – the fish were definitely
t h e r e. T h e n i g h t p a s s e d f a i r l y
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uneventfully apart from one more
show in the early hours, but I went to
bed feeling confident. I awoke to the
dawn chorus without any action.
My friend further up the bank gave
me a shout to see if I could assist him
with unhooking a duck, which had
unfortunately picked up his pop-up. I
returned to
my swim, put the kettle on and sat
up to watch the water. Whilst doing
so I noticed the line twitching as it
entered the water and had a couple of
bleeps on the alarm. I sat and
watched for a few of seconds, trying
to work out if I was getting liners or
maybe it was a bream. I picked up the
rod and wound down. As I did this
whatever was on the other end
decided to wake up and try to seek

sanctuary in the marginal bush to my
left. After what seemed a lifetime I
had what was now clearly a carp
lunging in the crystal clear margin in
front of me, and I could see it was a
half decent fish. Finally, after a few
more runs and willing the hook to
stay put the fish went in the net at the
first time of asking. I peered in to
claim my prize and was blown away
by the stunning carp that lay there in
its finest winter colours. After a phone
call to a couple of friends I managed
to get someone to come down and do
some pictures, and I weighed the fish
with my friend. For the record it went
29lb, but that was irrelevant, as it truly
was an awesome carp and a result for
any time of the year but even more so
on the stroke of winter. n
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RK Leisure
Island Lake by Daniel Leney
When America sneezes the world
catches a cold, someone told me a
while ago somewhere, and we were
to be hit by the tail end of another
hurricane from the States. Another
massive low pressure was coming in
after the summer of constant high
pressure and this was the first time it
was dropping below 1000mb so I was
going to be all over it. This was all on
the Wednesday, so I was out of school
at 3.15 on the button and flying
around the M25 towards my weekend
playground hoping again no one was
on my little island. I got the boat out
and with 15kg in the bucket and the
Minn Kota on away I went ploughing
over the waves that had formed like
the whole of the Grand National
charging towards me. I rounded the
bottom corner of the last island and
into the slack water on the back off. It
had now developed into a proper
typhoon of British proportions, so it
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was a little windy. Since they were
the spots I had been baiting for two
months twice a week they were
pretty easy to find, as the weed had
dropped below the surface all over

the lake apart from this corner, which
had now been pretty well mullered.
By this I mean all this constant baiting of naturals and chopped boilies
had taken its toll because all the weed
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that was on the bottom was now on
the top and all churned up. Knowing
this spot was a good 20ft down and
one of the deepest parts off the lake, I
knew something was grubbing away
down there and had been for a while.
Trying to keep the motor noise to a
minimum, I quickly deposited the
bucket of magical goodness down
into the depths, watching the twisting and writhing maggots descend to
the murky depth. This was looking
cock-on for Friday, and as I left I
launched another kilo of Equinox
10mms into the surrounding weed to
keep them searching till I returned.
The day finally arrived and double
PE after lunch was the last thing I
needed. What with the journey to the
pit on a Friday on the M25 at around
4pm and it being dark around 5pm I
knew it was going to be tight. As
quickly as possible I got the boat out,
motor on and all the bags slung in the
boat, leaving enough room for me to
balance away like Tony Hawk and
really ride those waves that had now
completely changed direction and
were launching me towards the corner. The new wind was as I’d hoped,
the bait was gone and the spot was

ready for my rigs. As I’m quite an
organised angler, I set my rods up the
night before knowing time would be
the issue with fluoro mainline
through to my lead clip and a 3in
combi rig attached to an evil hypodermically sharpened size 2 mounted on
a foam protected tip.
The boat was beached and the rods
were flung out with triple corn soaked
in Betalin and topped off with a 10mm
Equinox to extend the length of bait.
Finally I superglued a maggot onto
the shrink tube at the back of the
hook to finish the rig. Off I went to the
spot with the bucket and a dropper
full of snails, which by now was festooned with new and old weed chugging its way down to this corner. If
the carp gods had been looking down
on me that day they had painted the
most magical picture of carpy conditions imaginable, and I was amongst
it on baited spots. Dropping the rigs
wasn’t an issue due to previous baiting sessions. I had dropped my GoPro
camera on the spot and seen exactly
where the holes in the weed were and
how silty the bottom was, so it was a
simple case of lowering the rig on an
arc down the 20ft till I got a soft thud,

then lifting the tip till the 10oz lead
removed itself from the silt and gently
lowering again to give the exact presentation I was looking. Then a handful of magic mix was deposited over
the top a little into the wind to allow
for the undertow not to spread the
goodness everywhere. Finally a quick
reverse to take the line and back over
the rig to allow it to settle and to send
the dropper over the edge with a
good pint of snails soaked in Krill
Amino Compound, and back we went
perfectly.
There was just one more rod to do,
as it was going to be too dark to get a
third rod out, and being a good lad I
wasn’t going to break the rules just
for an extra rod when I knew that the
two on the spot would be the ones. At
the back of the spot was a huge raft of
weed that hadn’t moved for a few
weeks and would be perfect to nestle
my H block in, as this was going to be
tricky. The plan was to have two rods
two yards apart on the same spot
either side of the H block. It sounds
easy drop and drive back, but with
the tow and the wind now buffeting
my little craft it was more difficult
than expected trying not to overlap
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the rods back the 70 yards to the
bank. I was finally done, just as my
head torch went on and the stillness
of an autumn night began. Down here
at the end of the island lake when you
have the whole lake to yourself it can
be a spooky place with the wind chattering through the branches and the
swans constantly up for a fight with
the other winter wildlife now gathering as the inevitable chill comes. The
wait began.
It wasn’t long before the left hand
rod had a double bleep on the Neville
and it arched over on the locked up
clutch. Luckily there was enough
light to get out in the boat, and due to
the housing estate sized weedbeds all
the fish do is drop the lead then bolt
into the nearest weed bed kiting on a
tight line. Crashing over what were
now Blackpool donkeys rather than
the Grand National champions that
were smashing me earlier, I got over
the fish. I wound down into it and off
she roared. The idea was rather than
have the fish under a heavy pressure
under the rod tip I could get out there
on a semi tight line and leave the carp
with the impression that it had got
away with it and sulking in the weed
instead of charging off through every
bed possible and ruining the line
angle. Up she came and after a couple
of spirited dives, a lovely mid twenty
common came across the net cord,
suddenly realising it was game over
and went mental against the boat.
Luckily the hold was sweet, and I
quickly put on another rig and
dropped it the five yards away from
where I had hooked the beauty.
Another handful of magical goodness
went in and back to the bank I went
with the carp safely rolled up head-
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first neatly against the boat and the
rod trailing line above the motor. I
made sure I feathered it between my
fingers to keep all line straight and
not to lay it across the previous rod.
Finally head torch on and on the mat
she lay, an immaculate bar of gold and
pristine across its flanks. And so the
dreams began again of what could be.
Was the big girl there with the other
commons? All season I had seen her
with her merry band of “Leechettes” –
smaller commons that used to hang
around her. The issue this season was
about getting through to the big girls
due to the smaller stock that is present. Don’t get me wrong – they are
stunning carp in every way, but these
were not going to distract me from
nailing Leeches, the biggest common.
With the fish safely back, on went
the DAB Select FM for those house
music funksters, and it was straight to
the kettle for the long awaited tea and
a quick tidy up. Having seen a few
fish milling around on baiting up sessions I knew that if one was about the
likelihood was there would be more,
and the commons were about, so a
few more rigs were whipped up. They
were nothing major – 3in sections of
Rigmarole CAM H20 fluoro tied knotless knot style to the big hook and the
tag nipped off, rig ring on bead
straight to the hook, an anti-tangle
sleeve covering a neat loop and job
done. The thing with simple rigs is
they don’t take very long to tie making life easy and everything the same.
1.28am and that rod was away
again. This time I sat up in the stillness of the night to the piercing
screeching of the Neville just bouncing up and down on the tight line.
Luckily this turned out to be a

sprightly starburst low twenty mirror,
and due to the nailing of the 10oz lead
she was straight up on the surface
and luckily I managed to play her
from the bank and slip her straight
back. So here I was, left with one rod
on the spot a few feet away from a rod
that had done two fish already. When
you think of the weather, the runs
already and the fact that the only area
of the lake that had seen any constant
quality bait was in front of me, I
thought it safe to get back to bed after
a quick smoke, still dreaming of what
could happen before first light.
It wasn’t long before 4.00am came
round and the phone alarm went off
signifying the beginning of the tea
marathon. When the bites come first
thing in the morning or the night I
tend not to fish during the day, but
bait so they are not done by the tight
lines in the dark and totally unaware
of my presence down there. This plan
had worked on previous sessions, and
I was sat buzzing with anticipation of
a clockwork bite around 6am. I made
sure the lifejacket was on and everything was laid out ready to go. Soon,
wallop, the stainless bobbin cracked
against my blank and the double
beep was on. I was on it in a flash,
picked the rod up, and I could feel a
totally different creature on the end.
All the others go in the weed and
stop, but she just wanted to kite on
the tight line arcing the rod. I had no
choice but to slacken off to give me
time to get in the boat and out to her
before the line was through all the
beds now floating around the spot
due to all the action down there.
Luckily the light was just starting
to shimmer through the far poplars
bowing in the wind and there was the
whistle of the long haul flights coming in overhead. Another bonus was
that it was a full moon that was so
bright that most of the night I didn’t
use the torch to keep that end of the
lake as calm as possible. Really charging out now, I managed to get to the
first bed and with my hand on the line
I got to the bundles of Canadian. I
was ripping at it and trying my best
not to let it all go slack, so the last
thing I wanted was the wind to pick
up and blow me back. Cheers, carp
gods. Trying to keep a tight line with
the boat and the wind wasn’t easy.
Have a look on YouTube and you’ll
see what I mean, as I had the GoPro
stuck on my bonce. I told you I was
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ready for the inevitable run. She went
through another bed with more line
flying through the already huge pile
at least the size of my little craft. Then
she rose, quickly and methodically.
You could see she wanted to come up
and then bury back down trying to
use the weed as the angle, so I locked
up and heaved her trying stop the
dive. Nope, that didn’t work – the tip
smashed into the water. She had a
plan and it looked like I might have to
go with it. Being I was on 20lb Xline
straight through I knew the durability
was there and the hooks were huge,
so I was having none of it. The problem was I had seen the huge fish
breach out of the water and the huge
size of her frame fall back though the
weed, and that’s when the knees go.
Any angler will tell you that if you
watch a fish for a long period of time,
when that watching closes to the
chance of landing it everyone goes
weak at the knees.
There followed proper heaving,
pulling and straining, and with the
wind singing amongst the mess of
weed and taut fluoro she rolled as I
poked the net into the huge ball. She
rolled again, and as she chucked her
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weight over the weed she fell straight
into my net. Oh my god, the elation! I
just went crazy out there on my own
with what I could easily see was a
45lb-plus common. My dreams had
been answered and the tears began
to roll. Safely back to the bank and I
put the fish straight into retainer in
the water as quickly as possible, as I
was really falling apart now. Trying to
be a grown adult and a professional
schoolteacher all goes out of the window when your dreams are fulfilled.
All I wanted to do was call my dad,
but I couldn’t stop shaking to press
the buttons. I just collapsed onto the
bank and stared up at the huge moon
that was now behind me, just thinking of my sadly passed-on granddad
who I’m sure is sitting with the carp
gods above looking down, as every
time a rig goes out he gets a mention.
Finally after a few minutes of calmness calls were made to Dad, the missus and best mates. Now how was I
going to get a great pic done? This
wasn’t a self-take moment. As every
lake has a bailiff team (some better
than others) I thought a call to the
head chap would do, as he was
always really helpful in the past. Half

hour later a call came across that he
had walked through all the brambles
and crud on the far bank and was
nearly with me, so it was back in the
boat to get my pal. Cameras ready
and mat sorted and out she came and
onto the scales. Since I hadn’t had her
out the water yet all I knew was that
she was a huge common, but when
the scales went round 53lb I was gobsmacked. Knowing the weight of the
sling she came down to 46lb 10oz and
smashed my 39lb 14oz PB. What a
moment! Soon the clicks of numerous
phones and cameras were breaking
the morning’s silence and true to form
I looked for a nice cold beer to sip on
and quench the dry throat that had
formed due to me being a girl’s
blouse. Back she went after a few
more water shots, and she didn’t
hang about, drenching me as she
powered off into the depths once
more. Again I had a tear in my eye –
grow up, Dan.
Yeah, the rods went back out, and
yes I did have a couple more smaller
commons that morning, but nothing
was going match the memory that
was still buzzing around my head
waiting to be implanted there forever.
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I did another night and had a couple
of really peachy fully scaled mirrors
just hoping where there is one chunk
there might be another. Next day on
the way back another huge amount of
bait was chucked in amongst the
weed, hopefully enough to keep them
there for a few days till I could get
back on Wednesday and bait up more.
Wednesday came and went and
truth be told I still had a sore head
from the previous weekend’s celebrations. I was back at the lake first light
on the Friday. Having done all the
baiting up during the week and seeing all the weed creasing the surface
film as I approached the spot I knew
they were still about. I had a quick
stop off with a mate and a tea while
he me he hadn’t seen or heard anything for the past two days. That was
great news, as I was brimming with
confidence and knew where they
were. I got the rods out for a few
hours and had a strange run at about
10am – a weird drop back. I hit it and
off she tore. It was the same routine
newly engraved into my subconscious of into the boat and charging

out to get over the carp. Another low
20 common, infused in a huge
weedbed came in, and I knew this
spot was really rocking. The rods
stayed out for the rest of the day, and
I went for a mooch in the boat only to
find zero fish around the lake apart
from what I had seen in my net. Again
I baited up during the day and was
now giving them sweetcorn, snails,
crushed Equinox, maggots, insect
meal and good glug of Krill amino
compound that had been stewing in a
bucket of blended sweetcorn and
resembled baby food more than carp
food.
Just before dark the rods went back
out with new rigs and baits soaked in
Betalin and Black with the hooks that
I had been carefully carving all day
making them ultra sticky. All went to
plan and was ready for the night
ahead. I cracked open a beer and just
sat there again thinking what might
be about, but it wasn’t long before
one of the rods went off, but I lost it
against the weed before I could get to
the boat. Gutted, a bite off the spot
and they always feel good when you

lose one, so I was sat fuming all night
about what could have been, but with
one rod left on the spot for the night it
was the best I could do due to the
rules of boating here.
Again I was up at 4am to the sound
of the poplars at the far end really
whipping over in what had developed
into a minor gale. The reason I was
back and did not pull off after my
dream fish was that I knew they really
had it on a low pressure and there
were some real chunks here. Life
jacket on and kettle going, and it wasn’t long before the early morning chorus was ruined by the Neville double
bleep. I was on it like a flash, rod up
high trying to stop it kiting off again
on the tight line, but no chance – she
was gone, line flicking up off the surface with all the drift weed lying over
the sunken fluoro. I was in the boat
and over her… well, I thought I was. I
pulled the weed away from the line
then she boiled ten yards away
behind the boat. This was not good.
The angle of the line through the
weed was becoming a real issue, but
luckily due to the experiences of the
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previous week I managed to get back
in direct contact. Then the Nantucket
sleigh ride began with her powering
across the lake surface unable to
plough down due to the taught line
and huge arc in the rod.
Finally I managed to stop her. She
just sat there motionless, a dead
weight in the water. I managed to
crank the motor over and get beside
her and one quick scoop and she was
mine. Oh my god! I couldn’t believe
it! Another huge common lay festooned in the Canadian with me
chucking it everywhere just to see
who she was. Then it was back to the
bank and straight into the retainer off
the edge of the boat and up onto the
mat. Scales were zeroed and dreams
of a huge common brace buzzed
through my already crazy mind. 40lb
6oz after a few measures and I had
done it! A new water and a brace of
40lb commons 46 carp later! What a
water – a place where dreams really
do come true. Now the funny thing
was that the bailiff team had been
having a social on the first island and
hadn’t invited me, saying later they

thought I would rather fish than
party; they really didn’t know me. So
making a call to the party folk with
rusty heads was a real treat, I told
them I had another one in the net and
they’d better come over.
With cameras at the ready and
mats everywhere I hauled out my
prize to the open mouths of the now
gobsmacked bailiffs who hadn’t seen
a fish let alone a bite. There I was with
another forty on the mat – love it! I
will party on my own! Pics done and
beers opened the elation was wicked,
but this time I decided to get packed
up and get back to the missus for a
celebration in the boozer. Sat in the
pub, I looked at the newly downloaded pics of when it all came
together – all the baiting hours and
time spent before and after work following, learning and mapping out the
movements of these big girls. Maybe
I had them mixed up and was following the wrong one, but now having
caught both Leeches and Baby
Leeches I realised that maybe I was
quite good at this and smug enough
to know when a plan came together.
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Winter
Tactics
By Ed Betteridge
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W

hen considering winter
tactics, the
first conclusion that
most seem to
arrive at is fining down, which
undoubtedly works. But one thing
that few consider is why it works, and
why we fine down. In cold water the
carp’s metabolism slows, and in turn
they become more docile and their
senses fade: eyesight, smell/taste and
feel. So, considering that, why do we
fine down? Surely they should be easier to catch on heavier gear?
Coming from a match angling
background (which was far too many
years ago than I like to admit), I know
the merits of fining down to get bites,
but this normally means finer lines
whilst float fishing and of course
smaller hooks. But does this translate
across to modern carp fishing? I
believe it does to certain forms,
mainly zigging. The diameter, or
should I say visibility, of the line can
play a huge part in whether the fish
sucks in the small piece of black foam
or not. The size of the hook can play a
part too, but I must admit that I do
tend to lean towards bigger hooks
recently than I used to.
Let me explain: When zig rig fishing
first became part of my armoury, I
would happily scale down to a size 12
hook for even the big fish waters that
I fish. I have had plenty of big fish on
small hooks, and I often find that a
fine gauge buries deeply into the

fish’s mouth to give a fantastic hold. I
believed that the smaller hook and
small foam look much more balanced
and subtle and it earned me extra
bites, but also weight was an issue. 15
years ago there wasn’t purpose
bought foam for zigging, so improvisation was required, and I heard of
anglers getting through several pairs
of trainers as the soles were cut out to
form the bait. I used a block of foam
that I bought for rolling pop-ups
round over 25 years ago – in fact I still
have that block in my tackle box, and
it is probably the only old bit of kit
that I have. This was before cork balls
were sold and before I saw Poly-Pops
(remember those?). This foam was
buoyant, but it wasn’t as buoyant as
some that you can get now. So every
milligram of weight saved was important. This was especially true when I

was using pop-ups as a mid-water
bait. Ten years ago here weren’t many
small pop-ups around that I would be
confident of holding a hook up all
night; therefore I used a 14mm bait on
a size 12 hook to give me the best
chance of keeping it off the deck.
Nowadays things are a little different,
and there are 8mm baits that will hold
a size 8 up all night if needs be. So for
the reason of buoyancy I no longer
need to use smaller hooks, and with a
bit of creative thinking I can use a
bigger hook by subtly making it part
of the “lure” (because that is essentially what a zig is). Therefore with
added bits of black foam and silicon
tubing I can convert the hook from
the aspect of danger to part of the
attraction!
The other form of scaling down that
I agree with is bait. I think maggots
can be devastating in the colder
weather, and if fished correctly on the
right water they can be by far the
most dominant bait. So when using
small food items like maggots it is
important to scale down the hookbait
to match, so if the hookbait is smaller,
a smaller hook and softer hook link
balances the rig much better. My
favourite hookbait tends to be a whittled down pop-up with a few maggots on the end on the hair. Some of
my best winter results have come on
this tactic. I had a colossal battle one
November night in Northamptonshire
with probably one of the most powerful fish I have ever hooked. It ran me
ragged for 40 minutes, taking me into

(Top) A like to carry a selection of zigs
in the winter.
(Left) Unflavoured black foam can be
devastating in winter.
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three different bays, over a shallow
plateau and weeding me up on a few
occasions. All this time I knew I was
playing it on a little size 10 hook, but I
eventually slipped the net under a
new PB common at 44lb 2oz known
as the Parrot. There had barely been a
fish out of the lake in the preceding
few weeks yet I got three bites that
session including another good fish of
34lb, and I was sure this was down to
the two gallons of maggots that I had
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used. The now heavily publicised
Christchurch was another water that
responded well to maggots; in fact on
the winters that I did on there I can
barely remember a fish coming out on
anything other than over maggots or
on a zig!
In my opinion there are a few reasons why maggots are so productive
in winter; the silver fish, bream and
tench are less active so that gives the
carp a better chance of finding the

(Above) The Parrot at 44lb 2oz, caught
in winter over two gallons of maggots
on a size 10 hook.
(Bottom) My easily digestible winter
spod mix, with maggots being the
key ingredients.

bait. They also replicate the carp’s
natural food source of bloodworm,
snails and other small water borne life
forms, and when these creatures are
at their lowest numbers in the cold
water, maggots make a nice substitute. In fact maggots can be such a
good substitute that the carp can get
completely preoccupied on them,
especially if a spot is continually
baited with them over the course of
the winter. They are also a very good
bait to keep the carp grubbing around
for, because they are easily digestible
and don’t fill the carp up as quickly as
boilies will. When a carp’s
metabolism is slow, it does take a
great deal to fill it up, so in order to
get its fill from maggots it will have to
grub around a lot longer compared to
boilies, and the longer a fish in feeding, or better still, the longer a group
of fish are feeding, then the easier it

Winter Tactics

A 34lb’er, the second part of a memorable winter brace.

A February-caught 36lb’er from Christchurch from a maggot prebaited spot.
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will be to get a pick up and hopefully
a bite.
Back to the topic of fining down:
another reason some anglers fine
down in the colder months is because
they can! What I mean by that is they
can get away with using lighter main
line, smaller hooks and lighter hook
link materials because all the weed
has died off leaving a clearer lake bed.
So therefore there is no need to beef
up with 15lb line etc in order to
extract the fish from the weed. I can
see the merits of this, but it isn’t
something that I do… firstly because
I think the advantages are minimal,
and secondly, on the waters that I fish
the absence of weed often means that
there are some nasty objects exposed
on the lake bed, such as rocks, bricks,
branches, mussel shells etc, that can
cause abrasion issues. And lastly,
with the mild winters that we seem to
get these days, the weed tends not to
die off and can still be present in
some form all year round.
Therefore, I don’t see the merits of
scaling down for the sake of it or
because it’s seen as the done thing. If
an angler carries on using 16mm
boilies and a matching 16mm pop-up,
then I really don’t see the advantage
of dropping from a size 6 to a size 8,
from 20lb coated hook link to a 15lb or
reducing the mainline unless there
are casting issues. Once the line,
leader and rig are on the deck then
the thickness of the hook link or size
of hook is of little consequence whatsoever. In fact a narrower gage hook
could have an opposite effect by not
pricking the fish properly in the first
instance.
Another aspect that deserves
important consideration is bait. I have
already mentioned maggots and how

devastating they can be in the colder
months, but during the last couple of
winters I have stuck to a mainly boilie
approach, due to the waters I have
been fishing. I know a lot has been
written about fishmeals and oils in
the winter in the past, but my feelings
are that I try to avoid them as much
as possible once the temperatures
drop. A good few years ago, I enjoyed
fantastic success using a high quantity fishmeal and salmon oil bait in the
warmer months, and after some bad
advice from the bait company that
produced it, I carried on using it in the
winter and my results literally halted.
Yet as soon as I started using a different, more coldwater bait I started
catching again. I believe baits containing high quantities of fishmeal are
very difficult for the fish to digest with
a slowed down metabolism, and
salmon oils just don’t react with cold
water the same way they do in the
warm.
This was really bought home to me
when I fished a salmon oil dip out of
the shed in December only to find it
completely congealed! Not only will it
not leak out of the bait properly to
create attraction, but a congealed oil
will not do the carp’s digestive system of the carp any good at all. So to
me salmon oil and other oils that congeal in low temperatures are a huge
no-no in my winter angling. Since the
above incident, I try to avoid fishmeals too, although that said I have
used and caught on baits containing
low levels of (LT94) fishmeal. By low I
mean 20% or less. This isn’t ideal, but
I don’t believe it causes the fish too
many issues with digestion, and it
allowed me to use a bait all year
round that capitalises on all seasons.
However these days I use a bait that

contains no fishmeal at all and has a
fantastic record all year round.
Since starting to use the Mainline
gear again nearly two years ago I
have caught very well on Hybrid in all
four seasons. Hybrid’s predecessor,
Cell has always had the reputation of
being a great winter bait, and from
my experiences Hybrid is certainly as
good. An attribute that both baits
share that make them good in the
cold weather is that they are highly
digestible, meaning that they are
going to pass quite quickly through
the carp’s digestive system and won’t
cause them any issues. This really
helps me as an angler because the
easier a bait is for a fish to digest the

(Top left) The bait I’m using at the
moment is highly digestible and
contains no fishmeal, so is a perfect
year-round boilie.
(Top right) Bright fruity pop-ups are
devastating in winter.
(Below) COG Leads create instant
weight, which can be important
when angling for slow moving
coldwater carp.
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more they can eat in a sitting and the
less down time or digestion time is
required between feeds. Therefore it
stands to reason that the more a fish
feeds, the more chance I have of
hooking it!
Whilst still on the subject, it is
probably a good time to mention my
thoughts on hookbaits. As I mentioned above I’m happy to feed
Hybrid or Cell in winter, but I won’t
necessarily fish a matching hookbait.
I also believe that single hookbait
fishing can create a lot of bites in the
colder months as well as fishing a
boilie over other baits, so for this I use
something bright and smelly. As I
have already mentioned, due to the
carp being cold blooded, their senses
dull in the cold water and slowed
metabolism. To counter their reduced
sight and smell/taste I tailor my hookbaits to counter it. Fluoro colours can
catch all year round, but can really
come into their own in winter. Pink
seems to be the colour in vogue in
recent years, and it does make me
smile how the fashionable colour
seems to alter every couple of years. A
bright pink has produced plenty of
cold water bites for me, but so has
yellow, orange and red.
Flavour makes a difference too, and
I like the fruity flavours in the cold,
Tutti-Frutti is an old favourite and
probably one of the oldest flavours
out there. I can remember using it in
the late 80s, along with Tropicana,
Cranberry, Strawberry EA, etc. These
flavours still catch today, but the ones
I enjoyed success on recently are the
citrus-based ones; the carp really
seem to respond to these. I suppose
pineapple is a close second, and has
probably produced as many carp over
the years as Tutti-Frutti. One product
that I have introduced into my
armoury recently is Goo. I had some
very good success on this in early
spring this year, and I always carry
both a selection of Goo and Goo
glugged hookbaits.
I know I have touched on rigs
above and the fining down of end
tackle, and stated that I don’t really
change my boilie fishing setup, but it
is worth mentioning how I do change
my rigs in winter. Because the fish
feed and move slower in the cold, I
make a few adjustments, mainly by
shortening my rigs. I drop down from
my usual 8-9 inch rigs to 5-6 inch rigs,
which seems to counter the lack of
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movement. I also switch to a heavy
wrap over inline lead in an attempt to
create an instant weight to bring the
hook home into the fish’s mouth.
Although this winter I will be using
the new COG leads from Korda,
which seem to do the job even better!
I have watched fish feed in the colder
months, and they tend to move very
slowly between mouthfuls, just inching along the deck without tilting to
feed too much, so in this situation
every extra millimetre saved before
the fish hits the bulk of the weight,
the more chance there is of hooking
the fish.
With all of the above taken into
consideration, the single most import
fact is finding the fish. This is important all year round, but more so in the
cold when the fish are less inclined to
move round the lake as much as they
do in the warmer water. There are no
hard and fast rules as to where the
fish will be holding in the winter, and
every water will vary, so to me the
most import thing to do is to know

(Above) I like to fish the bivvy open to
in even the coldest weather…
(Below) …allowing me to watch the
water day and night.

the lake well and watch out for signs
of fish. Once the carp are found they
can be catchable, and they can also
stay in a set location for days, weeks
or even the duration of the winter!
Excuse the obvious statement, but
the best way to work out where they
are is by looking for visual signs;
shows, bubbling, twitching reed
stems or even seeing them in the
snags. But sometimes this isn’t possible, and other ways of locating them
are required. Past history of winter
captures can sometimes be invaluable, but a trusted source is required
for this, as lakeside gossip can often
be wrong through Chinese whispers
or false information being passed on
to protect a going spot. Sometimes
trial and error needs to be employed
in an attempt to find them. I like to
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look in areas of cover, often near
depth changes or somewhere that the
temperature of the water is most consistent. The back of the prevailing
wind can be a good place to start, or
in a sheltered bay just off the side of
the wind. Last year on Bundy’s the
fish seemed to hold up for the most
part of the cold weather around two
swims, and both these swims were on
the back of the seemingly relentless
south southwesterly, winds and they
both had a vast depth change near to

where the bites came from.
The fact there was a constant flow
of bait being introduced into these
swims seemed to help, but even
when the bites off the bottom dried
up, the fish could still be had on zigs
from the same swims! On other
waters that I have fished the fish just
seem to push to the centre of the lake,
and this is especially true on busy
venues where they just seem to want
to avoid the angling pressure. Dying
weedbeds can also be a big lure to

the fish. I’m sure weed holds the
water at a more consistent temperature, as well as providing cover.
One local water that I fished a good
few years ago seemed to produce
from two different areas, both close
in. One was on the main bank where
the gradient sloped straight off to
12ft. Although the fish were never visible here, they hung under or just off
the end of the snags at various depths
down the slope. The other spot was
on the far bank where the gradient
was a lot shallower, and there was a
large no fishing area with a lot of
dying lily pads. The fish were very visible in there, even on the coldest of
days. I could fish both spots from one
swim, so with a bit of prebaiting I
could keep the fish interested and
catch them on short day sessions. On
the margin rod near the steep gradient, I would often hit a few fish with
the line on the way down and I knew
a bite would be imminent! In fact I
often had two fish in the net, ten minutes after casting each rod out, and it
wasn’t known as a productive water!
It was during that winter whilst
fishing the day sessions that I noticed
very short, yet clearly defined bite
times. They started off at 10am and
2pm, I could almost set my watch to
them in on the first few session that I
did. But as January turned to February, the times changed slightly. The
morning bite time got earlier and the
afternoon one got later. This seemed
to be around 5-10 minutes per week,
and it was then I realised that they
related to the hours of daylight. The
morning one remained two hours
after sunrise and the afternoon one
was a couple of hours before dusk,
and as daylight hours extended, the
bite times followed the times the sun
touched the horizon.
Unfortunately there aren’t any good
winter waters near me anymore, so I
have to travel and endure the long,
boring nights. And although I scale
my angling back to two or three
nights a month in winter, I still like to
get out to try and catch the fish in
their deep, dark winter colours and in
my opinion looking their best. n
(Top) I have had to break the ice on
the mat on a few occasions to make
way for a capture.
(Centre) Some nights are so cold that
the kettle freezes.
(Left) A dual skin bivvy is important
in frosty weather.
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downforce tungsten range
Keep your end tackle
concealed
Weed and silt colour
variations available
Maximum weight, minimum fuss
Extensive range of
terminal components
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RK Leisure
Horton Boat Pool by Jo Green

T

he boat pool is a fiveacre lake situated in
Horton, Berkshire and
is another one of my
favourite lakes in the
Colne Valley. It holds
some of the prettiest carp on the complex, and I had the pleasure of angling
for and catching them. Having fished
Horton Church Lake too, I often used
to refer to the carp in the Boat Pool as
being a little trickier to catch than the
Church Lake carp, and I wasn’t the
only person to think this either. I
remember once baiting up an area in
the margin regularly, then returning
to keep an eye on things. About an
hour after I had put bait in and cast
my rig I returned to find four carp
with their tails up readily feeding on
the bait. What happened next gave
me much more insight that I would
have wanted and a sight I probably
wish I hadn’t seen. A carp known as
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the Bent Linear gracefully swam in
and cleared the area of the other carp,
fanning its pecs and generally making
sure the area was safe. I continued to
watch him, and after about a minute
he then carefully just picked up the
bait that was attached to the rig, and
fanning his pecs he very slowly swam
backwards. Then as soon as he felt
any resistance as it tightened he just
blew the boilie out. Unbelievable?
Yep, I had just been well and truly
done. I hate to think how many times
this happened without my even
knowing, especially when fishing out
in open water where you can’t see
what’s going on.
Each and every swim on the lake
has its own features from gravel bars,
hard silt areas, margin fishing, deep
and shallow holes, a plateau and pads
up in one of the corner. One swim I
did do well in and which became a
firm favourite of mine is one called the

Armchair, and I caught some cracking carp fishing to a hard silt area in
the middle. Another firm favourite
was the Inside Gate Swim, fishing to
the gravel bar at around 45 yards, but
on their day all swims can produce
the carp, especially the Concrete and
the Point along the right margin as
you look out at the lake.
It’s a lovely lake with some stunning fish, and hopefully when you fish
it you’ll get as much enjoyment from
it as I did. Hopefully one day soon I
will return. The Horton complex has
had some extensive changes of late,
bringing better security with CCTV
and fencing around the whole
perimeter and electronic gate entry.
Improvements also include a very
plush new anglers’ lodge and large
area of wood decking, probably now
making the Horton complex their
flagship venue – all thanks to Jamie
and the whole team at RK Leisure. n
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WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st June 2022.

Good luck!

Limited leather-bound edition
Collector's issue – only 25 copies available!

The History of Carp
Fishing in Oxfordshire
By Paul Harris and Geoff Adams

Finished in beautiful olive-green leather, with gold-leaf lettering front and
spine and gold-leaf paper edge. Includes silk book mark, certificate of
authenticity and slip case. Signed by the authors and numbered 1 to 25.
£300 (Plus signed and insured delivery)
To reserve your copy:
Call Rob Maylin 01252 373658 or Email info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

The History of Carp
Fishing in Oxfordshire
Paul Harris and Geoff Adams

Carp fishing has a very rich history. In the early days of it
becoming popular, Kent and the Colne Valley were the hot beds
of our fledgling pastime and of course there was the legendary
Redmire Pool.
Into the new Millennium and one area above all others
exploded onto the scene, this was of course Oxfordshire. The
quality of the stock of carp in this county was incredible but
where did these beautiful scaly beasts come from? When did the
Leney’s get stocked? What were the origins of the famous Linch
Hill fish and what of the history of the now infamous Linear
Fisheries? Over the course of the pages of this book all will be
revealed as Paul and Geoff have put together the facts of how
these lakes were stocked and also banded together many
successful local anglers, some of which have never published any
of their catches, who tell their fishing tales on these stunning
lakes.
With more than 300 pictures of some of this country’s finest
ever carp and several full page maps, this huge volume tells the
story of Oxfordshire’s carp fishing history whilst still leaving a
little bit of mystery for your imagination!
Included within the pages of this book is the foreword written
by local legendary angler and former tackle dealer Joe Taylor. We
have chapters from Paul Kitchin on the legendary Vauxhall Lake.
David Brian Williams tells us the story of the lakes in the City of
Oxford itself! Chris Robinson has written an incredible chapter
on two of Dorchester’s lakes. Orchid and The Lagoon. The
history told in Chris’ chapter on these lakes is just incredible and
wait until you see the pictures!
Next door to The Lagoon is Dorchester’s Alliance Club Lake
and Joe Forrester tells his story of the incredible scaly carp that
inhabited this lake and how he outwitted them.
We have a real coup in the fact that brilliant all-round Oxford
angler John Everard agreed to be interviewed and he has an
incredible amount of historical information to share, as has Gerald
Stratford who is also included in this informative chapter.
No book about Oxfordshire’s carp fishing history would be
complete without the story of Oxford’s first forty and what a
story it is. Richard ‘Paddy’ Paradine has never written or
published any of his catches before and we have his interview here
for you of his historic catch which was kept under the radar for so
long.
Nick Stansfield is a brilliant young Oxford carper who doesn’t
shout about his catches. We have two incredible chapters from
him from two of the county’s most iconic lakes, The Leisure Park
and The Big S! Josh Chatfield has written a fantastic chapter
which really gives you an insight into how fishing on The Leisure
Park was back in the day when the Leney’s were still about and
culminates with his capture of The Big Leney at its biggest ever
weight, the iconic ‘Paddy’s Fish’.

We have brilliant chapters on Newlands from Ginger Robinson
and Milton Pools from Stuart Rothwell. Danny Aplin has written
about his time on Linch Hill which will just blow you away! His
pictures alone are worth purchasing this book.
Nick Franklin has written a lovely chapter on one of
Oxfordshire’s little known lakes and his account really hits home
that carp fishing isn’t always about the numbers game. Sometimes
it’s just you fishing for the unknown! There are superb chapters
on Manor Farm from Paul Hathaway and St Johns from Stewart
Roper.
If that wasn’t enough Paul and Geoff have wrote chapters
themselves which cover the stocking history of lakes, how the
gravel company ARC played such a big part in the early stockings
of Oxford’s lakes, the early days of Linch Hill and Linear
Fisheries and facts and stories regarding Oxford’s other lakes,
some very off the radar!
If you like your history, you like carp fishing and love stories
of beautiful scaly carp, there is only one book to purchase this
year. Here it is…

CARD: 01252 373658
PAYPAL: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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Dining with
the Crays
By Mike Bromfield

Crayfish Pool.
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Dining with the Crays

A

s I was looking for
pastures new for
2014/15 season, I
decided on fishing
the Famous Crayfish Pool, which is
located on the RK Leisure Horton
complex in Berkshire. What appealed
to me most was the pool’s great history, and also being located near to
where I live, so it seemed to be the
ideal choice.
I was very pleased to have had a
fairly successful season so far on Cray
netting 18 different fish excluding
repeat captures out of a estimated
stock of around 35 carp, this included
six different 30s and one of Crayfish
Pool’s old original commons called
Reggie, which I was told hadn’t been
out for around three years.
As I could only do short sessions
around my shift work my fishing was
going to consist of a few morning sessions and the odd day session on one

of my days off.
The season was very much going
to plan on what can be a very tricky
little venue at times, except I still hadn’t caught two of the biggest residents in there called SP’s and Bulla.

(Above) Crayfish sign.
(Left) Scaly, 17lb 15oz.
(Bottom left) Fish spotting in
Hutchy’s Swim.

On arrival at the Pool one evening I
decided to do a 24-hour session
instead of the short sessions I had
been doing due to having no work the
following day, so I thought I would
fish a firm spot I had been prebaiting
for a couple of weeks. The spot was
around 3ft square at a range of 45
yards in 8ft of water and also had
some deep silt either side of it.
I spodded the same mix around the
whole area that I had previously prebaited the swim with, which consisted of sweetcorn, pellet and
crushed boilies and then I cast one
rod either side of the spot. As I settled
down for the night I put my feet up
and read an article on Crayfish Pool
by Chris Ball about the days Richie
MacDonald and Rod Hutchinson
tackled the pool for the first time,
which certainly whetted my appetite
for the night ahead. I remember
thinking to myself what an amazing
experience that must have been back
then, but saying that it was probably
no different from the feeling I had
when I cast a line on Cray and caught
for the very first time. After a few
hours of watching the water and not
seeing a single fish I decided to get
my head down for the night.
The night passed slowly without a
single touch, and it wasn’t until first
light when I saw the first fish of the
session. It was fizzing very close to
my baited spot, which gave me a
massive confidence boost. Only 35
minutes had passed since I first spot-
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Baby Long, 26lb 10oz.

Cluster, 23lb 10oz.

Osbourne, 24lb 8oz.

The Crays.

Reggie, 26lb 4oz original common.

Crayfish Pool sunset.
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Two-Tone, 29lb 4oz.

Ashley, 30lb 8oz.
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Shanklin, 32lb 8oz.

Uppy, 33lb 2oz.
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Cowes, 33lb 14oz.

34lb 4oz, East Cowes.
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CARPING RE-CUT

Jim Shelley

Jim Shelley is the UK’s most prolific hunter of big
carp. He is a carp fishing force of nature and no carp
can withstand his pursuit for long. He has carved
out a career in carp fishing with an iron will and
perspiration, and this book is the physical
embodiment of that drive. Every single word is
testament to the fact that Jim won’t ever give up. He
taught himself to write so that he could genuinely
say that he’d written this huge book unaided. That is
just what he has done too.
Inside you’ll find the truth… the whole truth.
Nothing has been airbrushed and at times Carping
Re-Cut can make for uncomfortable reading. It’s
gritty, it deals with difficult situations that Jim found
himself on and off the bank. Let’s not forget,
throughout a portion of this book, Jim’s wife Jane
battled with cancer and if the strain took its toll,
then Jim has written about the consequences, and
left nothing out! Carping Re-Cut tells the story of a
man driven to catch the biggest and best carp out
there. There are colourful and touching moments
along the way and of course, there are the fish! This
book holds beautiful images of many of the fish that
captured the hearts of carp men throughout the last
decade or so. Eventually, Jim worked out how to
catch them all, and the way that he did it is laid bare
here for you to read.
So, join Jim on a journey that starts in ‘bandit
country’ near Heathrow, passes east through
Cambridgshire and Norfolk before swinging back via
Royal Berkshire, and plunging deep into the jungle
that is the mysterious Colnemere, as Jim searches for
the ultimate prize, the Black Mirror. One thing’s for
sure, it won’t be dull!
At last the long awaited second book from carp
fishing’s No.1 angler is available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications. Carping Re-Cut is the
follow up to Jim’s highly successful first book
Carping Un Cut and is a mammoth size publication
containing over 400 beautiful colour plates, exclusive
stories and an incredible amount of huge carp from
waters far and wide. Jim always was a great carp
angler but over the past few seasons he has evolved

into the ultimate catching machine. Water after
water, target after target and record after record have
fallen to this sometimes controversial angler,
nevertheless no one can deny his ability and no carp
is uncatchable once Jim sets his mind to it. Jim’s first
book was a great read and it’s sometimes hard for an
author to match the quality of his first book,
however this is not the case with Carping Re-Cut.
This book is a revelation and no carp angler of any
ability, age or status should miss out on what is
definitely the book of the decade from the world’s
greatest carp angler.
PRICE £34.99
CHEAP POSTAGE £4.99 UK £15 EUROPE

Call: 01252 373658
Or order online www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
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Ray, 23lb 10oz.

ted the activity in my swim and without any warning my right hand rod
burst into life.
As soon as I hit the rod I knew I
was attached to a very good fish just
by the sheer power of it. It tried to kite
to my right hand side towards a large
snag tree, but with my rod bent to the
maximum I managed to steer it away
from a snag and back into open water

SP’s, 39lb 8oz, new Crayfish Pool record.
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where the battle commenced.
The sheer strength of this carp was
amazing and every time I managed to
gain a little line back it was away
again and went on a further three
runs before I eventually managed to
get the upper hand and finally slip the
net under what looked at first glance
a very decent carp.
As I peered over the net at my prize

I recognised it straight away as being
the fish I was after, called SP’s. As you
could imagine I was delighted. As I
stared in disbelief at the beast I
remembered thinking to myself that
SP’s hadn’t been out for some time,
and while it looked very big in the net
I could never have imagined what
was to follow. After giving SP’s a few
minutes to recover in the water, I
lifted her out for weighing, and to my
joy the scales had confirmed it was
the new current Crayfish Pool record
at 39lb 8oz. Happy was an understatement.
I took a few photographs of the fish
and then returned the beast and
stood and watched as it slowly swam
down to depths of the crystal clear
water of the pool. It was one of those
special moments you experience in
carp fishing that you never forget.
Crayfish Pool as the name suggests
has certainly been challenging at
times with the crayfish being intolerable for the best part of the season,
but perseverance and not giving up
had certainly paid me back and more.
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed my time on
Crayfish Pool so far this season, and I
just hope I can bag a few more of its
residents before the season draws to
an end. n
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CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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Christmas Present
By Paul Shearer

A

fter doing one season on the valley
lake at Fryerning
Fisheries to try and
learn about the
waters I moved
onto the top lake in late July, knowing
that I was going to have a battle on
my hands with the crayfish after
experiencing the challenge with
them in the valley lake. I prepared
myself for a long, slow season, not
really expecting anything apart from
learning about the water. I decided to
focus on this water fully and pulled off
my other syndicate water. I try to go
every weekend, Friday to Sunday, if
work allows me, but if not I go early
Saturday mornings.
After the first five blanks I knew
this was going to be harder than
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expected. I’m not saying I haven’t
fished waters with crays before, but
this was hard. They seemed to be on
every bait I tried, so after trying
numerous tactics I decided that I was
going to stop spodding out and using
boilies as bait. So what was I going to
use?
I tried soaking wooden balls in liquid attracters but no good. I also tried
cork balls to no avail. The next thing I
tried was rubber boilies, but they
were too buoyant even though I
drilled them to try and critically balance them, but again no good. For 13
weeks I blanked and played about
with bait of all kinds, and then I
decided on my next fishing trip all I
was going to fish with was a bag and
a single critically balanced poppedup corn, so with this plan fresh in my

mind, thats how I fished.
Two hours into the session I managed to land the Dalmatian, which
was the fish I had been after. It
weighed in at just over 37lb. Over the
session I missed another take. Thinking I’d managed to crack it, I was having a break from fishing to have our
annual holidays so I was a little frustrated because I knew I wouldn’t be
back on the water for at least a
month. So after coming back from my
holiday I was itching to get back to
my favourite lake. As the nights were
drawing in I was unable to get there
on a Friday evening, so I set my alarm
for 6am Saturday morning. I was on
my way and I couldn’t wait…
As I drove through the gates I
noticed that the Lodge swim was
vacant. As I was only on a 24-hour

Christmas Present

session, I bivvied up there. I went
with the same plan as before with no
spodding and keeping the rig simple,
which was 10in of N-Trap 20lb breaking strain gravel brown tied to a size 8
Razor Point barbless hook KD-style
with Korda banoffee flavoured corn
being the chosen bait. This was
fished with a bag of mainline spod
mix at 110yds to the opposite bank.
After a few hours the wind started to
pick up and the water became a bit
choppy, giving me false indication
every five minutes, so I looked at the
water and decided to turn my rods to
the left and fish on the back end of the
wind.
Having had a little lead about I
found a hard clay spot about 80yds
out, so that is where I decided to put
two of my rods. The third rod was
fished towards the margins. After
popping over to see Kevin Goss for a
little chat and a cup of tea I headed
back to my swim for the night. After
tying up a couple of rigs ready for the
night I decided to turn in.

After about two hours of dozing the
alarm burst into life. I was more like
Mo Farah than a carp angler. As soon
as I bent into the fish I could tell this
was going to be a heavy fish. I gave a
quiet call to Kevin, which to be honest
I didn’t think he would hear, but he
popped his head out, “Are you in
Paul?” He came over and picked up
the landing net, and after a tiring 20minute fight and it crossing the line to
the rod that was in the same spot, I
managed to get it in within 5ft of the
bank. As the fish came up and took its
final dive down Kevin was ready with
the landing net.
He turned to me and said, “Thats
the Gurm!” I knew the Gurm was the
biggest fish in the lake, and as I
brought it out of its last dive and back
up to the surface, Kevin swept the net
underneath it. Oh my God! What a big
fish!
Adrenalin was pumping as you can
imagine as we cut the line and put
the fish into the retainer. Kevin went
to knock Chris up (the lake owner),

and he explained that I had got the
Gurm. They came back to the swim
and Chris confirmed that it was
indeed the Gurm. He explained that
the last time it came out it weighed in
at 53lb 2oz, so as you can imagine
seeing the scales going round and
knowing it was gonna be a 50-plus
and passing the 53lb 2oz mark I was
overwhelmed. Then Chris announced
it weighed a staggering 54lb and was
a new lake record. Chris’ son took the
pictures and then left the swim while
I returned Gurmintrude back to the
water.
Kevin and I sat dazed over a cup of
tea and couldn’t believe what we had
just witnessed – a 54lb mirror carp
out in late December. Normally this is
what we all dream of, as a 50-plus in
winter is quite rare after it all slows
down… Well, Gurm is my PB in the
UK, and I am current holder of the
biggest fish at my syndicate water.
What a great Christmas present!
Happy New Year everyone! Tight
Lines! n
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Yet MoreTales of
the Clay Pits
By Rob Gooch

I

arrived at the Beds Clay Pit
well after dark on Friday
evening (28th Nov). With only
five other anglers on there
was plenty of swim choice,
and I decided to speak to a
few of the guys and walk the banks
looking for signs of showing fish. It
wasn’t until gone 2.30am that I eventually decided on an area to target
and got a couple of rods out on a bar
at 54 yards range, 13ft deep. This
swim is pretty close to the deepest
part of the lake, and I had a feeling the
fish would be migrating to the deeps
as the days passed by. After a couple
of chucks with a bare lead, using horizon markers, I found the bar and
placed two hookbaits on it for the
remainder of the night.
First light saw the lake flat calm
with no signs of fish. I gave it an hour
before reeling in to have a detailed
look around the lake. This didn’t
reveal much; the fish seemed to be
hiding away pretty well! I made the
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decision to stay in my swim, and at
2pm I accurately put three rods out to
the feature along with a couple of
kilos of chopped and whole Krill
boilies and a kilo of mixed size Bloodworm Pellets with plenty of Pure Krill
liquid mixed in. I’d just hung my spod
rod up when my middle rod ripped
off! After the disturbance of spodding,
the take took me by surprise. Nevertheless, I was on the offending rod as
quick as a flash. A good scrap followed and a short while later a nice
fish of 27lb 6oz graced my mat. I was
very happy with that one!
The rest of the day was quiet, and
the following day for that matter, but I
topped up with another bucket of mix
just before dark. First light Monday
saw a foggy overcast start to the day
with NE winds trickling into my
swim. Conditions certainly looked
better for a bite today, but the hours
ticked past and time was running out.
I planned to stay into the first hour of
darkness before departing.

Just as the light was fading, I was
putting my bivvy away and loading
my barrow when my left hand rod
burst into life. Straight away I could
tell that the fish pulling back was
more powerful than the first, and it
charged about the swim at will. The
unseen fish managed to pick up both
my other lines over the course of the
fight, making things quite tricky.
The fish slowly crept up to the
spreader block though, and she was
mine! With the help of a friend a few
swims down we weighed the pretty
fish at 32lb 6oz, and what a cracker
she was. Neither of us had seen this
one before and I excitedly posed for
the photos.
Darkness set in, and by the time I
had untangled the knitted together
lines, I grabbed the rest of my gear
and drove home with a whacking
great smile on my face. A December
30 fish is a real treat, especially when
catches have been few and far
between of late. n
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Taking
Every
Challenge
By Rick Golder

The new water ticketed every box. It’s how I could imagine the perfect carp lake to be.
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014 was a fantastic fishing year for me, and I
hope the luck that I had
during the past 12
months continues into
2015! When I look back
on it there were a few factors that
made it so good, and confidence was
without doubt the biggest one. I’m
sure this came about from identifying
a couple of productive methods and
approaches and then sticking with
them in the knowledge that they will
continue to work at the several different venues that I fished. I think that
was one of the reasons that made it
so enjoyable, in that I fished several
different lakes, found a different challenge with each one, yet never got
bored or stale at any of them.
The floods in the early part of the
year greatly affected all the lakes in
my local area; in fact I can remember
going to have a look round one of my
waters in early February, only to find
the water level so high I couldn’t even
get out of the car park, let alone walk
round the lake. All the banks and
swims were totally under water, and
the little river next to the lake had

burst its banks and was pouring a
chocolate coloured torrent across the
path and into the lake. Living in Surrey, it was one of the worst affected
areas, and I wondered if the levels
would ever get back to normal. It was
frustrating though, as the weather
was incredibly mild. It was just the
constant relentless rain and the damage that may well have been done
along with it. I did wonder if the
knock-on effect might well continue
well into the spring.
In mid February I had a few days on
a lake down in Hampshire, which was
luckily unaffected by the floods. I was
with a friend, Dan; we had a fantastic
trip, and I managed a couple of fish up
to 28lbs. It was a great place to fish,
as we took an extra bivvy that we set
up between our swims just to sit in
and cook in during the long hours of
darkness. Dan could really cook, and
we feasted on some outstanding food
including a few BBQs that tasted
even better knowing it was so early in
the year. Catching a couple was a
great confidence boost, as this is a
tricky water, and the weather wasn’t
exactly kind. We suffered several days

and nights of heavy rain that left me
bivvy bound for hours on end and
turned the swims horrendously
muddy. I can remember getting home
from that trip knowing almost everything I had taken was plastered with
mud, and spending days cleaning
everything, including my recently serviced reels that had been pristine a
few days before but now had mud so
engrained it was sat between the
coils of line on the spools.
Being the first trip out of the year, I
quickly realised that the combination
of Mirage fluorocarbon as a mainline
and my favourite hinged stiff rig with
a razor sharp size 5 chod hook was a
winner. The hook holds that I had
were awesome; in my mind the proof
of how effective your rigs are, and the
clear sinking fluorocarbon was outstanding for line lay and making the
whole rig setup far more covert. One
of the fish was actually my third capture in the last three trips, and on this
last occasion it was so nailed it had
the putty and the loop knot on the
boom section inside its mouth, so far
in was the hook. As usual I’d stuck to
the Essential B5 as my bait, and I had

Off the mark with a mid 30.
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(Above) The one I wanted expertly
netted by my son.
(Below) I felt like I’d had my season’s
result already.
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no reason to change, as my results
seemed to be improving as time went
on. It didn’t matter if it was for one-off
trips, or long-term establishment; I
had so much confidence in this bait,
and it was one aspect of my approach
that I had absolutely no worries
about. With baits and rigs sorted, all I
had to worry about was finding the
fish from now on.
At Easter I’d promised to take my
two boys fishing with the onset of
better weather, and I took a recce trip
up to a water in the Colne Valley that
same week with a view to bringing
the kids up for a night each. Sadly the
lovely quiet venue that I had remembered was packed, so I had to come
up with a new plan. There was only
one other water that was child
friendly as it was, but it was a place
with which I had lost most of my
interest in for a number of reasons.
However it was the only choice, and it
held one fish that I dearly wanted, as
for at least the last 12 years it had
eluded me. Quite why I’d never had it
I didn’t know, but it was a territorial
o n e, a n d t h e p a r t i c u l a r a r e a i t
favoured wasn’t one of my favourite
places to fish. It was the more popular

side, and these swims had a limited
number of spots that everyone knew
about and fished, so it always felt that
I was just going with the crowd if I
fished in there, hence why I much
preferred the quieter other bank.
However I did know that for the past
few seasons this fish was often the
first one out each year, and it certainly
seemed to like an early spring capture.
I knew from talking to another
member that even though it was
April, nothing had been out, probably
the result of the floods, as this lake
had really suffered. I arrived with my
older boy only an hour or so before
dark, with no real time to look around,
and margin fishing being out of the
question with the boys there, I picked
a proven swim and fired out two rods
onto a silty spot at about 60 yards
range. I didn’t need a marker; I could
see lines of dense weed out there
with dark channels between them, so
I cast up to the edge of this before
holding the lead back and feeling that
distinctive firm thud. With the light
fading fast I was grateful that the rods
went out so easily first time, and my
older son Thomas and I set up the
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bivvy not really knowing what to
expect. It was exciting though, being
the only ones on the lake, and hardly
having fished here for two years it
was like being on a new water again.
I did hear a couple of fish roll in the
night, somewhere nearby, and on this
lake they don’t often show, so it all
seemed fairly promising.
At first light we were awake and
chatting still tucked in our bags when
one of the rods was away. It was a
slow, steady take, and with the deep,
heavy thumping I could tell immediately that I was attached to something good. I guided it between
weedbeds as it plodded about in the
middle before I could slowly gain line
and get it nearer and nearer the bank.
I told my ten-year-old to grab the net
and sink it in the edge, and after several minutes under the rod tip I saw
the distinctive grey flank roll in the
clear water, and immediately knew it
was the one I so wanted. It was too
(Top) My boy slept through oblivious!
(Right) The baits and rigs continued
to work well all year.
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late then to take the net off Thomas,
so I prayed that he had listened to the
briefing about how to net a fish that
Daddy had been after for years without knocking it off, before he held the
net steady, and almost on its second
roll it was up, and I guided it over the
outstretched net, which Thomas
expertly lifted at the correct moment.

We both cheered, and as I looked at it
lying in the bottom of the net I already
felt that I had my seasons result. At
45lb 12oz it was awesome, and made
better soon after when I had another
take and gave the rod to Thomas who
played in a 24lb mirror like a seasoned
pro.
That afternoon my wife came down
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The fish in the new water were all stunning.

It was hard to believe fish like this would get in so close to the bank undetected.
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with my other boy and they swapped
over, but not before we ate fish and
chips together in the early Spring
sunshine – a magical family moment.
That night, in the early hours I added
a 25lb common, which my younger
boy slept through oblivious! I packed
up the following morning delighted,
and to have had the first three out on
an unplanned trip was a big boost. I
couldn’t wait to get back out now the
warmer weather was here.
Around this time I had the offer of a
dream ticket on a fantastic water. I
had been on the waiting list for some
time, and to be honest had almost discounted it. It was to be the longest
journey from home that I’d ever had
for fishing, but I knew it was well
worth it. I’d never seen the lake, but
those that had described an idyllic,
quiet place in the middle of nowhere,
far from roads and in a stunning part
of the country. I went down for a look
around the following week, and as I
unlocked the gate I was straining my

(Top) The hinged stiff rigs were on all
my rods such was my confidence in
them.
(Below) The work nights in school
holidays proved a success.
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hardest just for an initial glimpse of
the lake. I met with the owner, and he
gave me a guided tour, but before
we’d even got 100 yards round from
the car park I instantly knew that this
place ticked every box. Not only was
it a beautiful and peaceful place; it
also held a superb head of big fish to
over 50lbs! It was a good size too, a
decent 12 acres plus, with islands,
bays and loads of underwater features, basically the perfect big carp
lake if ever you could dream up such

a place. I couldn’t wait for the ticket
to start, and quickly changed any
plans I had for anywhere else. It was
exciting too, as I really knew nothing
about the place or indeed anyone
who had really fished it, so it was a
great chance to go in blind and test
myself with a new challenge.
The first session was a blank, but
not without incident. I did the first
night in a serious gale that had the
rods blowing off the rests and waves
crashing over the front of my swim. I
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was never going to see anything in
that, so the following morning I set
the alarm for before first light, and
was stood watching the lake as the
pale dawn broke. It was worth the
early start, as I saw half a dozen very
subtle shows at the back of the wind,
that had I not known the lake contained nothing apart from carp, I
would have put down to tench or
bream. I quickly made my way round
to where I thought they were show-

ing, but not knowing the place my
bearings were lost as I got over there,
leaving me unsure as to exactly
which swim the shows had been in.
The activity had finished, so I made
the long walk back to get my marker
rod and fired it out in the area I
thought was right. As I got back to
the original swim I had to laugh; the
marker was nowhere near where it
had been; in fact I was in totally the
wrong swim! The day was quiet, but
that night I lost a good fish at range
after I had got something seriously
heavy back from a good 100 yards
out, only to get cut off on some discarded line that stretched way out
from my swim and still had a heavy
lead attached. I packed up disappointed, but couldn’t wait to return
and was counting the days before I
could get back.
Again I picked a swim on a guess
as I saw nothing when I first arrived,
but the following morning I saw three
come right out in a swim almost
opposite. There was another angler a
couple of swims down from this area,
and as I walked round and sat with
him, a huge black coloured mirror
leapt completely out, again where the
others had showed earlier. I sprinted
down and mentally pinpointed the
spot before a hasty pack up, and
within an hour I was settled in and
hoping the fish were still there. That
night I had an absolute one-noter on a
pop-up fished in the silt a few feet
behind a big bar at about 70 yards
range. The coots had punished me all
day on this spot, and I think had eaten
about five of the six kilos of bait that

I’d bought with me. I was worried
that I had no bait left out there, and I
redid the rods just before dark as the
baits had been picked up so many
times. This is something that I didn’t
like doing, as I felt that I had got them
out perfectly. This fish really scrapped
too, and a couple of times it all came
to a stop as it locked up behind the
bar, but I was delighted to net a
cracking mid 30 to get off the mark
with, an encouraging start for sure.
I was back a couple of weeks later,
and this time was fortunate enough
to have three more from a different
swim, including a 30lb common that
must rate as the hardest fighting fish
I’ve ever had and a stunning big
plated mirror that I took from an
underarm cast only a few feet from
the bank. It was so exciting too, not
knowing what you were going to get
next, and it was a lovely place to
spend time, like going on holiday
every time I went there. I had a great
final trip there in June in hot conditions, where I caught five fish to over
30lbs from a couple of clear spots in
the weed only feet from the bank. It
started off a bit differently though…
When I arrived on the Sunday afternoon, and after spending a couple of
hours looking, I found the fish in a
shallow bay basking in the warm sun.
As I got my gear round there and
began setting up, trembling with
excitement as I knew I was on the
fish, I realised I’d left my entire tackle
bag at home, containing my cooking
gear, buzzers – the lot! I’ve never
done that before, but the one time I
did, it had to be when I was 90 miles
away from home! So it was back that
night, and I set the alarm for 4am the
following morning before doing the
drive back again, shattered before I’d
even got there. It was worth the effort
though, as I had two that first morning, and the next day another 30lb
mirror from a spot so shallow I
couldn’t believe a fish that size could
get in there. I lost two in the thick
weed though, even at that close
range, which knowing the prizes the
lake held was especially gutting. It
was here though I found the value of
the Tempest air shelter and Levelite
beds that you could pack up with the
sleeping bag and clothes inside. The

(Top) Long summer nights by a lake
somewhere.
(Left) Ashmead in its summer glory.
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I had a great guest trip to Ashmead rounded off with this common.

Elusive one and another highlight of 2014.
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fish would show for a very short
space of time, so when I’d seen a couple in the same area I was often packing up and moving as quickly as I
could. The Tempest, being the quickest set up and pack up system, I’m
sure caught me some bonus fish over
the course of the season.
I also had a guest trip arranged to
A s h m e a d i n m i d s u m m e r, a n d I
couldn’t wait to see this place that I
had heard so much about, so early
one Saturday I was pulling in the
gates to meet my friend and have a
look around. Mindblowing comes to
mind, and I’d never seen anything like
it; in fact I got lost in the mass of
channels and bays at one point, but
what a beautiful and unspoilt place. I
was lucky too, as I managed to set up
on a number of the lake’s residents
who were sunning themselves in the
dense weed.
The big one himself was there too,
and he sat out above my baits in the
weed all day, with me willing a take,
until he drifted out just as the sun was
setting. However shortly after I had a
steady take, and after a bit of guiding

from out of one weedbed to another
my friend John netted an Ashmead
common for me, which was definitely
one of the year’s highlights. I had a
great time, and that is a water with an
air of mystery and beauty about it
that is up there with the absolute best
I’ve ever fished.
During summer school holidays I
only fished single work nights, and as
I needed somewhere local, I went
back to the water that I’d had the 45
from in the spring. This place was certainly kind to me, as first night I had a
28lb mirror after taking to the boat to
extract it from the weed.
My luck continued, as over the next
six single work nights I landed seven
fish, including a stunning ancient mirror that had only been out once in ten
years to my knowledge. This one
came on a night trip that I’d taken
both my boys with me, one in the
two-man bivvy with me, and the other
in his own bivvy a couple of feet
away. It was a lovely warm night, and
we all had a huge BBQ on one of
those summer evenings that seem to
go on forever. These work nights were

Sitting in one swim was boring, but it finally started to produce.
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great fun fishing too, and I began to
enjoy these short nights as much as
the longer sessions. On one of these
trips I also saw a massive common in
the snags. I knew which fish it was
immediately; it was one I hadn’t seen
for a long time, but to my knowledge
one that has never been caught, but a
challenge that is hopefully there for
one day in the future.
After a family summer holiday, I
knew where I wanted to be fishing in
the autumn, a lake less than five minutes from home, but one that contained a beast of a mirror that had a
history of October/November captures. I made a plan though, as I knew
this fish didn’t tolerate being chased
round, so I picked an area that I knew
it would pass me by at some point at
least, and spent many hours leading
about in there until I located an area
that I was happy with. It was a boring
tactic though, and I found it mentally
draining too, and after two solid
blanks I was beginning to lose
patience with sitting in one swim,
until on the third session I had three
fish, including a cracking 32lb com-
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mon that fought so hard I was shaking, believing I was attached to the
big one himself. All of these fish came
from a silty spot at about 80 yards. I
had switched back to GT80+ mono to
consistently get the required distance, but I attached a Mirage leader.
I was delighted with this, and followed it with a small stockie on the
next trip. I saw the big one a couple of
times, and once he leapt completely
clear of the water about 20 yards to
the right of my baits. There was no
mistaking him, and even 80 plus
yards out the ripples still made it to
my bank!
Sadly by the end of November the
weather began to deteriorate, and I
must admit to losing a bit of enthusiasm for longer sessions, with lots of
rain and the never ending hours of
darkness. The big one hadn’t made an
appearance at all, but at least it will
still be there as a target for next year.
I won’t miss the bream though, as
towards the end I was averaging four
a night! What was special was the
small group of likeminded anglers on
(Top) As the winter came I still
managed a few.
(Right) There are still challenges to
look forward to in 2015.
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there – good friends but all with the
same goal. However big the prize
was, there was no back biting, just
good guys brought together to chase
a dream and enjoy it all along the way
– something that I wish was more
common in these modern times.
From there I had a couple of sessions on a local water that was
always a good bet for some bites in
the winter. It was great, as after the

hardship of fishing the other place, I
managed eight bites in two nights up
to 28lb, which was great fun, and a
good way to see me out until the New
Year. With Christmas gone and the
spring to look forward to it’s all exciting, and I’m already looking forward
to the coming year with that anticipation that only chasing big carp can
generate.
Wishing you every success. n
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Richmond
Park
By Ryan Thomas

First sighting.
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hen I first
w a l k e d
around the
big lake at
Richmond
Park I found it
hard to believe that a 40lb male mirror
carp lived in its depths even though I
knew full well that was the case. The
margins are so shallow, and I spent
many a day at the park in the winter
without the rods, watching the water
only to see no carp show themselves.
My first session at Richmond was on
a crisp cold day in January 2008, not
the most ideal time to start fishing a
lake that was clearly well out of my
depth. After managing to secure a lift
from my dad I made my way along
the long gravel track leading down to
the lakes. Thinking back I should
have fished the little lake, as it is more
p r o d u c t i v e i n t h e w i n t e r t i m e.
Although this wasn’t to happen, as I
made my way towards the point on
Upper Penn.
As I didn’t know the lake very well
and didn’t know what I was fishing
over I rigged up both rods with chod
rigs and blasted them as close to the
island as I could in the crosswind. I
must admit I was certainly very keen,
as I saw very few dog walkers that
day let alone anglers, and this was
rare for the park. I did meet one angler
that day; he goes by the name of Terry
Hearn. What a treat that was to meet
my angling idol on my first day fishing
the lake. He was as friendly as could
be, telling me of his exploits at Burghfield and telling me of monster pike
that swum in the lake in front of me.
He also complemented me on how
keen I was – maybe I was being

stupid fishing in such terrible
weather?
Of course I didn’t catch anything
that day. To be brutally honest I didn’t
really enjoy the fishing itself. I spent
most of the day shivering. I didn’t see
any signs of fish and was just casting
as far as I could, but it wasn’t to be my
last session… not by any means. The
cutting I had at home of the fish
would keep me coming back until I
caught it myself. I first saw the fish in
Anglers Mail caught by Nigel Sharp
when he was awarded the Nash Carp
Cup and was blown away with the
colors that the fish displayed on that
March day. It was crazy to think that
anybody could buy a ticket for £50 to
fish for one of the most prestigious
carp in England. I did buy a ticket
every year, doing the odd day here
and there, although never really fished
the lake properly until 2012.
At the time I was working for a

(Above) Sanctuary geese.
(Bottom) Waiting game.

well-known online second hand distributor, travelling an hour each morning in the car to get to work. It was a
good job; it paid well and was the first
job I managed to secure since leaving
Sparsholt that related to what I
enjoyed doing, which was working
with the angling community. Plenty
of overnighters took place on a local
lake close to home that contained
some scaly old warriors that I had
talked about fishing for many seasons. I was catching consistently,
which was good for the confidence, as
it was a renowned difficult weedy
water, and I caught fish up to 26lb.
This was soon to change, as I had to
leave my job for my own sanity due to
poor management being used within
the organization. No matter; this was
perfect timing to try and catch a fish I
had on my mind for a long time.
The night of leaving I did a session
at the local water and managed to
catch a low 20 in the morning after a
mammoth sleep. I was relieved to
have left that was for sure! I intended
to fish Richmond as much as I could
until my savings had depleted. I visited the lake many times during the
close season that year to get a feel for
the lake and hopefully spot some
carp. One hot afternoon my friend
Tom and I decided to drive down to
the lake, as he was interested in fishing the lake too. It was great conditions for spotting fish, as there was no
wind present. We made our way
towards the fishing sanctuary and
straight up the climbing tree. We
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(Above) First one, 20lb.
(Below) KD rig.

climbed as high as we could and sat
there for a good 20 minutes before we
saw a fish. It was a large common; I
would estimate high 20s, low 30s. It
swam along the sand bar that runs
parallel with the dam wall.
It wasn’t long before we spotted
more fish, and they were following
the same route as the common, one
fish managed to get over the dam
wall into the sanctuary where you are
not allowed to fish. It was incredible
to watch, as the fish made it look so
easy to get between the brick wall
and wire fence. As the group of fish
neared, just behind was a pale carp
that was much larger than the rest.
That’s right, it was the Royal. No mis-
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taking that one, and it was the first
time I had seen the fish. It was such a
buzz to see my target swimming
around without a care in the world. In
fact it showed, like with previous park
lakes I had fished in the past, that the
carp display a relaxed mood in the
close season.
I did not fish the first day of the season. I did bait the lake before the 16th
but for some reason I didn’t fancy getting to the lake only to find that I
couldn’t get to the spot I wanted to
fish. I returned a week after opening
and found out that the 40 still hadn’t
been caught, which was strange, as it
has a reputation for showing itself on
the first day. There were rumours from
anglers on the bank and forums that it
was dead, but I knew myself it wasn’t,
as I had seen it only a couple of weeks
previously. After seeing that group of
fish in the sanctuary swim along the
sand bar, I hatched a plan to bait the
bar heavily. I managed to grab a rake
from the garage, and waders were
loaded into the car with a 5kg bucket
of hemp and boilies each day for a
week.
Each time I baited I made sure to
rake as much weed as I could from
the side of the bar before spreading
the bait over a large area. Each time I
visited the spot the bottom was getting firmer, although I think this may
have been from the notoriously
annoying birdlife that inhibits Richmond Park. My god, I have never
fished anywhere like it; the feathered

creatures became unbearable sometimes. I had hoped that fish had visited the area over the time I had
baited, and before long I was itching
to start fishing the spot. I did have
plenty of time on my hands, which
was fortunate. I spent a couple of
days fishing the spot in the sanctuary.
The weather that week was very
warm and I managed to catch a little
jack pike and almost caught a deer for
my efforts. Not ideal I know.
I soon began to doubt my location,
as I had seen no carp activity in the
swim over those couple of sessions,
when on my third evening a large dorsal was poking out of the water to my
left moving its way towards the dam
wall. It was none other than the big
mirror. He swam in front of me along
the margins only a few feet out where
it soon sat up in a very large weed
bed for a good couple of hours. An
hour before I was due to leave the fish
moved out and started to mooch
around in front of me and looked like
it wanted to feed. I watched it try to
take a couple of leaves on the surface
and was soon thinking how I could
get something rigged up as I had no
surface kit with me. The only thing I
thought of was to take a choddy off of
my right hand rod and tie the rig to
the mainline to free line.
At the time I didn’t think how bad
that would look in the water as the
adrenaline was pumping, and I just
wanted to have a chance of hooking
the fish. I waited until it was out of my
sight before casting as far as I could
with the little choddy, and it landed
about 15ft out in the wet stuff. To my
surprise the mirror was back and
came straight to the bait, and was
just about to mouth the bait before it
bolted off. I wasn’t surprised… when I
reeled in and tested the rig in the
margins it looked awful. I didn’t see
the fish that day, but planned to
return the next morning. It was
another warm day and that morning
Dave Magalhaes had turned up and
planned to fish in the swim next door.
The Royal was still up the same end
of the lake, and we spent the next
couple of days watching the fish sitting in an enormous weedbed for the
most part. It would occasionally lift its
dorsal and move to a different part of
the weedbed to mong out some more.
A few days after I turned up for
another go and found Dave fishing in
the corner at the end of the causeway.
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Richmond Park

He said he had seen fizzing since silly
o’clock, so I left him to it and ventured
back into the angling sanctuary
where I wouldn’t get disturbed by
inconsiderate dog walkers. I saw
nothing that day, and I was becoming
bored with fishing the same spot. I
came to learn that Dave had caught
the big common that morning I had
spoken to him when I turned up for
another session the following day. I
didn’t get up for the start but ended
up walking down the path around
midday. I had a little catch up before
leaving him to it and started to set up
on the causeway, which was very
brave I must say. There’s certainly no
peace fishing along here, but at least I
would be occupied with the comments you would hear throughout the
day.
I didn’t even get the rods out when
I saw Dave was bent into a fish, and
quickly ran up to give him a hand. The
fish was locked up in the weed, so
without any thought I grabbed the
net and waded out to where the fish

(Top) 45lb 8oz – the dream had come
true.
(Right) Impressive on the mat.
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was sitting. I didn’t want to say anything to him as I neared the fish as it
was the one he had longed for, for
many years. I bundled a mass of weed
into the net along with the fish, and
congratulated him. It was so nice to
see somebody catch a fish that was
so well deserved. Most would say
they were gutted that their target fish
was caught by another angler, but I
did not feel any of that. Phone calls
were made to his friends Sam and

Luke, and I must say, the fish was in
top condition. I felt so privileged to
see the fish on the bank. It weighed
44lb 8oz and was soon back home.
For some reason I visited the lake
the next morning without the rods,
and guess which fish I saw as soon as
I got to the same corner the Royal
was caught from? It was such a
strange old carp to watch; it was like
an old man and nothing like any other
carp I had fished for – a real character

Richmond Park

(Above) Back home.
(Bottom) The long walk.

for sure. Away from the target there
was fizzing still evident in the corner,
and I had to return the next day for
another go, but in the corner this time.
The fizzing lasted for most of the day
in front of me until the sun got too
hot. That evening the fizzing began
again and was very close to where my
rods were placed. To keep my mind
off of it I walked along the causeway
to stretch the legs when my left hand
rod was melting off.
I ran as quickly as I could and bent
into the fish. It fought strongly, and
before long I caught a glimpse of a
common, which was soon in the folds
of my net. It was such a relief to have
finally caught my first fish from the
lake; it always seems to be the hardest one. The common was pristine
and weighed 20lb exactly, and after a
couple of self-takes it was released. I
drove home that night a very happy
man. I was so relieved; I decided to
give the fishing a rest for a week, as it
had been pretty full-on and the heat
of summer was beginning to get to
me.
I returned refreshed, and that week
was forecast for low pressure, which
was a nice change from the blistering
heat. My friends Louie and Tom had
planned to fish the little lake at Richmond, so I fished the causeway where
we could still have a little social
together. Two days in and my good
friend Tom had banked the little lake’s
big mirror, One Pec at 33lb. A lovely
fish on the bank, and it was in great
condition. On our third session
together I remember we did not get
up for the early start, as the long days
did get us knackered. We found ourselves walking the down the gravel

path again at 1pm. I decided to leave
most of my kit in my car that day, just
taking the rods, alarms and rucksack.
Once again I set up on the causeway,
but wasn’t there long, as I had a look
in the corner I had caught my first fish
from.
There was evidence of fizzing
again. The skies were grey and the
wind was pushing towards the corner, so I decided to move. I wasn’t in
the swim long before I saw a good
sized common jump clear of the
water only 30 yards out, with plumes
of bubbles rising as it continued to
feed. Conditions felt perfect that day,
and I meticulously set about tying
new rigs and balancing the baits to
perfection. The right hand rod was
sorted as I placed it on the edge of the
weedbed that the fish had jumped.
The left hand rod was placed only 15
yards directly in front of me, which
was clear of any debris. Both rods
were treated with a couple of handfuls of Mainline scattered around
them. The weather began to worsen,
but in the ripples of the water I saw a
large, pale figure circle around the

area.
I knew which fish it was, and Tom’s
friend Toby and I were talking excitedly as it began to feed on my baits
around the left hand rod. It had a few
baits before moving off and coming
back a few minutes later to finish its
meal off. It was surreal to have the fish
of my dreams feeding around my rig
and clearly visible in the crystal shallow water. The take was inevitable as
it was feeding so confidently. I couldn’t believe what was happening
when the fish bolted and the clutch
was ticking. As I was standing by the
rods I was in direct contact with the
fish, but it kited to the left a good 50
yards towards a large weedbed. I held
firm, but luckily it turned quickly and
was soon on the surface. The fight
wasn’t very impressive, but I was glad
as I just wanted it in the net. I waded
further out into the lake as the fish
was gasping for air and it went in first
go.
The feeling of success and relief
had me shaking like a leaf, and when
the fish was in the net I let out a huge
“Come on!” I stood there in the margins for a few minutes to calm down
and wait whilst my friends sorted the
mat, scales and camera. Once all was
sorted, the Royal was hoisted onto the
cradle and carried towards the ferns
where I could get some nice trophy
shots. The historic carp weighed an
extra pound after Dave’s capture at
45lb 8oz, a new personal best by 6lb,
but it mattered not. I had caught the
fish I had seen in the Anglers Mail five
years previously. Soon after releasing
it I sent multiple texts and made a
couple of important phone calls, and
with that we celebrated the evening
with a curry and a pint. Job done. n
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Winter
Tactics
By Rick Golder

Beautiful dawn at the end of a long winter.
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I

must admit that in the last
few years my approaches to
winter fishing have completely changed. The weather
now plays a massive part in
my winter fishing, and as I’ve
got older I find I have less desire to be
out in some of the horrendous conditions we get now. That said there are
still rewards to be had, and I try to use
my time better and more effectively
even with less actual fishing.

Venue Choice and
Weather
This for me is now one of the
biggest considerations when I think
of winter fishing. In years past I’ve
just continued on fishing the same
lakes as I did in the summer, and in
many cases these were tricky enough
in the warmer weather let alone winter time. Most of the waters I fish now
tend to be deep, clear and have an
abundance of weed that never seems
to completely die back even after a
prolonged freeze. All that tends to
happen is this weed sinks as it begins
going brown and ends up just as
dense but nearer the bottom and covering many of the spots that the fish
fed on during the autumn. This is one
factor that makes winter fishing even
more difficult, as many of the spots
that were clean become covered in
this putrid weed and stop being
worth fishing. This can happen at any
time too, and I’ve often returned to
spots that were clear a couple of
weeks before to find them covered.
That is one reason that these deep
weedy waters aren’t your best winter

option, and when they’re also deep,
they are far less affected by any
weather changes, so may fish longer
into November, but once the cold
weather comes they take far more
warming up. However the shallow
ones only need a short window of
milder weather before that tiny temperature change can wake the fish up
and trigger a feed.
I remember fishing the famous
Wellington Country Park a few years
ago, a shallow water with good winter form. In those days I’d go when I
could whatever the weather, often
when it was bloody freezing just in
the vain hope the weatherman had
got it wrong! On one trip in early January we had just had a fairly prolonged spell of cold weather, and for

the two nights I was there it remained
cold with a biting north wind, and I
saw and had absolutely nothing.
However on my last day I was just
packing up when I saw a friend arriving. He went straight in the swim
after me, saying that the following day
was predicted to be double figure
temperatures. Sure enough the next
day was, and he had three out that
night and the following morning,
which showed that on shallower
waters timing is everything.
I fish a really shallow lake in the
winter, and this has certainly made
me learn a number of things about
carp behaviour in the colder temperatures. Just like that Wellington example, one milder day or night is all that
is needed to switch them on, but conversely one hard frost will seem to kill
it for a few days. However if the temperature stays stable for some time,
even if it’s cold, the fish will feed at
some time in a 24-hour period. I
believe that the yoyo up and down
temperatures are what can damage
your chances more than anything, but
prolonged settled weather are decent
conditions for a bite. On this lake the
fish hold up in the deepest part but
under the cover of a big willow tree,
so when you’re fishing beneath this
tree you’re on the fish all of the time.
This gives a great indication as to

(Top) Fluorocarbon mainline is a
great edge in clear winter waters.
(Left) Winterised B5 boilies assist the
fish with digestion in colder
temperatures.
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(Above) With the right gear now you
should never get cold.
(Bottom) Big January fish taken in
templates of -4.

their feeding times and frequency.
I’ve endured frustrating blanks when
I know I’m on the fish, and I’m sure
it’s just that minimal rise in water
temperature or daylight hours that
has meant the fish haven’t moved or
fed.
I remember reading an article a
while ago, and the author said that he
believed a fish would always feed at
some point over a 24-hour period in
winter. I’m not certain myself, but I do
think that if one feeds several will,
which is why those multiple catch
red-letter days are possible in winter.
I’ve noticed from my own results that
my best captures have seemed to
come in falling temperatures after a
mild spell, normally the first day as a
much colder front is coming, or a
wind change to a northerly or east-
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erly. However this only seems to last
during the first day of this, or even
shorter than that, almost like the fish
want to have a feed as they know the
temperatures are to significantly
drop.
The main winter theme I mentioned earlier as well as weather is
venue choice, and now I much prefer
a few bites on more heavily stocked
lakes. I spent many long, boring winters on difficult venues, and ones that
are well known to shut up after October – more camping than fishing.
When I look at my results I saw I
might have managed a fish or two up
to mid-November, and then it was
generally mid-March before I would
catch again. On these harder waters
it didn’t seem to matter what the
weather was like; they just seemed to
go completely dead and lifeless, and I
spent session after session not seeing
anything move at all. I also found
these difficult waters seemed to close
down earlier and earlier each year; in

fact I heard one of my local lakes
which has a fair head of fish didn’t
produce a bite in the whole month of
October. I remember one year after
wising up to this prolonged shutdown, not bothering to fish a lake
after mid November, and then coming
back just for the last two weeks of the
season at the beginning of March.
When I did get back one of the hardcore anglers who endured an entire
winter for nothing, looked on in disbelief as I had a fish first trip back, not by
great angling – simply by good timing!
That said the right waters are out
there, and there are a number of factors that make finding that lake easier. I mentioned depth before, and
weed free, shallow lakes are the ideal
ones, just for weather and temperature reasons alone. I have also found
that lakes with a road alongside them
fish well in winter, as I’m sure that
traffic vibration keeps fish moving in
the same way that having other
anglers fishing helps, with leads
being cast in and bait introduced that
will keep the fish stay mobile, thus
using energy and ensuring the necessity to feed. It really comes down to
what you want from your winter fishing, but many carp anglers shy away
from these hard waters now knowing
they’re not missing much, with many
going for easier waters as I do, or even
totally different species.

Rigs and Baits
My findings and successes in the
winter months come from the regular
introduction of bait without any
doubt. I think that trickling bait in is
the biggest single winter edge that
there is, and the angler that can do
this will have far more chance of success. I don’t think I would now seriously fish a venue throughout the
cold months unless I could bait up
between sessions, as I honestly
believe that this bait introduction
alone will keep the fish moving and
feeding, and therefore the lake from
totally shutting down. I have seen the
results of this first hand on several
consecutive winters on my local lake.
From late October I would always put
a kilo in twice a week on my way
back from sessions elsewhere, and by
mid November when I started fishing
there I would always put a bit in a
couple of days before a planned session and keep this going throughout
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as and when I could.
To be fair, I knew where the winter
hotspot was on this lake, and I knew
that this continued baiting was going
into the right area. The one negative
with this baiting was that it didn’t
take the birds long to work out the
dinner bell was ringing, so I’m sure
that they devoured a fair bit of this. I
changed my baiting up times to just
on dark, as the birds seemed to leave
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it alone during darkness. However
while the birds were a pain, I believe
that their diving activity keeps the
fish moving about. I knew this baiting
up worked, as not only did I catch
regularly, but I also had a couple of
repeats a month or so apart with the
fish being well up in weight between
captures even though it was only a
matter of weeks. It showed that even
with a sudden prolonged cold snap, if

the bait was there they would continue to eat it, and the deep red
colourations around the stomachs
betrayed how much they’d been eating as well as the significant weight
gain.
I understand that this baiting may
not always be possible for everyone,
either by the time needed, financial
reasons or the distances involved.
This water was very local, and also
had no one else seriously fishing it,
which meant I wasn’t competing
with anyone else, and my bait was the
only one being introduced. However
on the flip side I always knew that if I
stopped at anytime, it might well
undo all of the work that had gone
before and shut it all down. I did have
a few weeks that I couldn’t fish due to
work and family commitments, but I
knew I had to keep it going during
this regardless. Confidence wise it
was good too, as I knew with all the
preparation it would pay off long
term. In fact on a number of occasions I had bonus fish when I’d writ(Top) Overhanging trees and cover
are favoured winter locations.
(Below) Winter upper 30 from off a
snag tree.
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ten off the conditions as being hopeless, yet I’m sure this baiting bought
me a few extra ones when all was
against me.
As far as my rigs go I don’t change
anything from my normal summer
setups, as I feel that the rigs I use give
me the best combined hooking abilities and covert properties. I’m paranoid about line lay and making my
rigs as invisible as I can in the summer, so I simply see the winter as an
extension of that as far as rigs go. For
some time now I’ve favoured the
sinking abilities and clear colour of
Mirage fluorocarbon as a mainline; its

only disadvantage as far as I can see
is its long range casting limitations.
That said I’m almost so reliant on it
that I will fish within its ranges rather
than have to come off it. In the summer months with heavy weed growth
the water is often crystal clear, and
the same follows in winter that the
water is generally the same. The fluorocarbon is an edge in these conditions alone, and if fining down is a
consideration too; it’s far more invisible than leadcore when fished
straight through to the lead. I like
using it for my hinged stiff rigs too, as
its stiffness is great for anti-tangle

(Above) This tiny spot did me several
bites showing how localised they
were.
(Bottom) Proper winter weather.

peace of mind, and with a chod covered lead my whole end tackle
arrangement is almost invisible. I’ve
never been one who believes in fining
down to very light lines or small
hooks in winter, as I believe whilst the
fish may feed less due to temperature,
they don’t feed more cautiously than
summertime, and light lines and small
hooks etc are only another weakness
in my mind. I may go down to a size 6
chod hook from a 5, but I certainly
never go to a 10 or anything like that,
as winter takes to me are precious
enough to keep my strongest hooking
arrangements. I favour pop-ups the
most, and in winter time I find they
come into their own more, just by giving better presentation above any
chod or dying weed, and with using
less bait they give your hookbait more
stand out visibility. I also like to use
far brighter bait colours as my hookbaits, pink being my absolute
favourite, and this too is far easier
with pop-ups.
Bait is an easy choice, as being an
Essential B5 user this comes in winterised form from November onwards.
This means I just continue to use the
same bait I’ve taken time to establish
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all autumn on my baiting sorties
when using leftovers, and can just
carry on. I know that this winterising
process is a reduction in the oils in
the bait, so this means that the fish
can digest it far easier, and therefore
comfortably eat more when they
become more lethargic. This too is an
edge over many anglers, who may
just carry on with a bait high in oils, or
change baits to a dedicated winter
bait after putting something totally
different all summer long. I want to go
with confidence, and long nights and
cold days of seeing no signs of fish
activity such as bubbling or rolling
can make you doubt your methods
and especially bait choice. Those
anglers doing a last minute winter
bait change will suffer more from this
than those who have the confidence
of an established and easily digested
bait that is far more acceptable to the
fish, and for me it leaves one piece of
the puzzle less to worry about. I
accept that when using singles this
isn’t a consideration, but my confidence lies in fishing over bait all of the
time, admittedly lesser amounts.

Location
Location in winter may be trickier
than at any other time of the year, but
with the fish being less active, the
areas that they do feed in can have

much longer life spans than during
the summertime. I have had several
good hits from not only the same
swim, but the same actual spot on a
few occasions just because I am sure
that once comfortable in winter, it
takes a lot to move the fish away.
Even last week I had three fish in a
24-hour session, and although all of
my three rods were fished within 15
yards of each other up against an
overhanging tree on the far bank, all
of the takes came to one rod, even
though they were all at the same
depth and spaced along at the same
ranges. It shows how localised they
are, which in turn shows the importance of location. Throughout this
time I had the birds constantly diving
on me, which didn’t move the fish off
either. I think on the waters that are
fished more heavily, the angler with
the self take gear who can keep his
catches quiet will have a big leg up,
as it’s easy for others to jump on with
no effort at all and reap the same
rewards, simply down to these
localised hot spots. It goes without
saying that the locating of these spots
is the key, and in my experience areas
of snags or tree cover with a decent
depth of water beneath that get
plenty of sun are the most obvious
areas to start.
The lake I mentioned earlier has its

Winter 40 making the long nights worthwhile.
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deepest water beneath the branches
of a big willow, and the fish love the
sanctuary offered there, and the fact
it’s sheltered from the cold winds. I
remember watching fish in the winter
from a boat on another lake, and one
freezing morning I rowed out to the
big snag tree that was overhanging in
one of the corners. This side of the
lake had the short hours of winter sun
all day, and within a short time of getting over there I immediately saw a
big fish swimming along the bottom
towards the mass of tangled
branches. It went straight in under
the tree, and as I watched I saw three
others appear from beneath it, only to
do a tiny circle on the edges before
they all disappeared under it again. It
was clear the longer I watched the
more fish were there, probably the
majority of the lake’s population, and
it was easy to see they never ventured far that whole winter, clearly
happy together in this one area. I
soon changed my approach as a
result of this sighting, and a single rod
fished as close as was safe produced
several fish, but only one per session,
never more, and all at different times,
probably when one on its own would
venture out far enough to have a feed.
This too was a valuable lesson
learned in location, and again I’m sure
more rods wouldn’t have given me

Winter Tactics

more bites. It also showed
how the finding of the one
feeding area could bear
fruit over a long period of
time. However despite all
the sessions I did in there,
and fishing that close in, I
never once saw a fish roll
there, or indeed a bubble of
any sort to show that so
many fish were so shoaled
up, proving again how difficult winter location can
be.
With modern day clothing and equipment, even
when the weather is cold
there is no excuse now,
and with double skinned
bivvies and thermal lined
sleeping bags plus Sky Go
to watch football live on
the iPad there is also no
excuse to be bored during
the long nights, so winter
fishing can be enjoyable as
well as extremely rewarding.
I wish you every success
and a happy new year. n

One mild day can switch them on in shallow lakes.
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To celebrate the 250th issue of Big Carp
magazine, Bountyhunter Publications have put
up a fantastic prize of 18 carp books worth £540!

One lucky winner gets...

WIN £54
0
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F
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BOOKS

The Darker Side Of Carp Fishing, Under The Radar, River Carping, Canal Carping,
Urban Carping, Rotary Letter Volume 1, Off The Beaten Track, More River Carping,
Advanced Terminal Rigs, Bait And Baiting Strategies, River’s End,
Rotary Letter Volume 2, Watercraft, Rotary Letter Volume 3, Rotary Letter Volume 4,
Tactics Spring/Summer, Tactics Autumn/Winter, Further Off The Beaten Track

You also get two chances to win!!

Chance 1 – Go to the Rob Maylin Facebook fan page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top), like and share it and post
‘done’ in the messages. It’s as simple as that!
Chance 2 – Go to the Big Carp magazine page and ‘like’ it.
Go to the competition post (pinned at the top),
like and share it and post ‘done’ in the messages.
It’s as simple as that!

Get liking
and good luck,
Rob Maylin

Rob will pick one winner at random on the closing date – 1st December, 2021
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Big Carp
pillows…

Common Carp
GIANT - 100cm - £24.99
MEDIUM - 60cm - £16.99
MINI - 36cm - £9.99

Mirror Carp
GIANT - 90cm - £24.99
MEDIUM - 61cm - £16.99
MINI - 35cm - £9.99

…loved by
adults and kids alike
SEE THE WHOLE CARP RANGE IN THE BIG CARP SHOP

Pay by card 01252 373658
Pay by PayPal - www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Big Carp Magazine!
a history of excellence

AVAILABLE AS A
DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
Yes, you can
purchase Big Carp
magazine as an App
downloadable to your iPad,
iPhone, iPod Touch, PC and
Mac and read the only carp
magazine worth reading
anywhere you go...

